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It's getting as easy to
acquire education as it is a
pack of smokes. Cassettes
recorded on the spot
(through pushbutton
control) from information
transmitted electronically
from a central computer
and dispensed by a
vending machine is the
concept of Robert Ughtner.
Cocoa Beach, Florida.
Equipmentcourtesy Rowe
Corp.. New York City.
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SYSTEMS
GVG's product and engineering

capability extends from basic ter
minal components through com
plete integrated systems deliver
ed on a turnkey basis.

Such systems involve switching
matrices for program production
and special effects, routing or dis
tribution of video and audio sig
nals, and timing pulse delegation
and distribution. An additional
system consideration is the assign-

ment of remote control of tele
cine and videotape equipment
from one studio to another.

Custom engineering can be pro
vided for control systems, which
are frequently complex and. may
utilize programmable sources of
automation.

Large system or small, we wel
come the opportunity to respond
to any technical inquiry.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP.INC.~

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY GRAVCO SALES, INC.
6515 Sunset Blvd. Station Plaza East 125 South Wilke Road Redbird Airport 1644 Tullie Circle, N. E.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. GREAT NECK, N.Y. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. DALLAS, TEXAS ATLANTA, GEORGIA
(213) 462-6618 (516) 487-1311 (312) 394-1344 (214) 330·1245 (404) 634-0521

OVERSEAS - GRASS VALLEY INTERNATIONAL - BOX 1114, GRASS VALLEY, CA 95945 - USA
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NAEB Gets $1SOM
From Ford
The National Association of Educa
tional Broadcasters has received a one
year $ 150,000 grant from the Ford
Foundation for general support of the.
change-over to a professional society
of individual members. The grant, ac
cording to the announcement, is not
restricted to any particular program,
but will aid the full range of programs,
covering professional development, in
formation and publications, and re
search and planning.

BROADCAST INDUSTRY~

NAEB Meets in
Era of Change
Major change, both in its own organi
zation and in the field with which it is
concerned. will dominate the annual
meeting of the National Association of
Educational Broadcasters, running No
vember 11 to 14 at the Marriott Hotel
in New Orleans.

It is being called an "umbrella con
vention" because all important groups
and organizations dealing with public
broadcasting will have joint or separate
programs at the same time and place,
including the Public Broadcasting Serv
ice, the Corporation for Public Broad
casting. and National Public Radio.
About 5000 registrants are expected.

NAEB itself, as previously widely
reported, is changing its character
from that of a trade association of
public broadcast stations to a profes
sional society serving individual mern-

Ampex Debuts
Miniature VTR

A miniature video recording machine.
easily hand-held. weighing only eight
pounds with a battery pack. and using
one-inch tape in a helical scan wrap,
was announced by Ampex Corpora
tion. Called the MS-I. the unit has a
20-minutc recording time. a band
width of 3.5 MHL. dynamic range of
35 dB. and takes only 40 watts of
power. supplied by the matching ni
cad bauery pack. It is intended for
instrume ruation recording in analog or
digital form, as well as television.

6

bers. The membership will be asked
during the convention to vote on final
ratification of the plan.

Changes in the field of concern are
recognized by one of the main topics
of the discussions: the use of tele
communications other than broad
casting for education. Some of the
other major emphases of convention
sessions will be maintaining freedom
of the media, and long-range financing
for public broadcasting.

Among the guest speakers will be
Amos Hostetter, chairman of NCTA;
Carl Rowan, newspaper columnist;
Roger Heynes, president of the Ameri
can Council on Education; and Federal
Communications Commissioner Rex
Lee.

Kodak Will Sponsor
Royal Wedding Telecast
The Eastman Kodak Company will be
the sole sponsor of a live telecast on
CBS of the wedding of Princess Anne
of Great Britain to Captain Mark Phil
lips. from 5 to 9 a.m. (EST) on No
vember 14. Coverage, with Sally Quinn
and Charles Collingwood as anchor
persons. will include a first look at
Princess Anne's wedding gown. inter
views at the departure from Bucking
ham Palace. and the ceremony in West
minster Abbey, which starts at 6:30
a.m. EST.

NAB For FCC Only
Debate on Pay TV
Willard E. Walbridge, chairman of the
NAB's Special Committee on Pay TV,
has written to David Foster, president
of the National Cable Television As
sociation, proposing oral argument be
fore the FCC on the whole question of
pay TV and cable. Mr. Foster had
earlier written the NAB asking for a
serious debate on the issues; Mr. Wal
bridge has now put the NAB on record
as wanting the debate to be before "all
the Commissioners and appropriate
staff' of the FCC. adding that the
debate is "long overdue."

FCC Denies Plea For
Fewer TV Channels
The FCC has turned down a request
from the Consumer Electronics Group
of the Electronic Industries Associa
tion that capability for tuning chan-

neis 70 through 83 be no longer re
quired on standard TV tuners. In re
fusing the request, the FCC said that
the benefits to the industry would
amount to a few cents on each re
ceiver, whereas the cost of moving the
many translators now assigned chan
nels between 70 and 83 would be very
substantial for the operators, many of '
whom are non-profit organizations.
Assignment of UHF channels to land
mobile use, now underway, will not
conflict with most TV translator use
for many years, if ever, the FCC main
tained.

FCC Delays
25-Mile Rule
The FCC delayed from September 7 to
November 12 the effective date of a
new rule (Docket 18179) giving tele
vision stations exclusive rights to non·
network and syndicated programs not
only in their own communities, but in
others less than 25 miles away. A de
lay had been asked by the Association
of Maximum Service Telecasters, the
National Association of Broadcasters,
and a number of individual station
managements, to give them time to
prepare arguments opposing the rule.
AMST has already said that the rule
would prevent television stations in at
least 35 of the l 00 top markets from
get ting exclusive rights against direct
competitors in their own multi-city
markets.

NASA Orders Scientific
Atlanta Ground Station
Scientific-Atlanta has signed a contract
with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to supply a
ground station for the Communica-

continued on page 8
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-.....~RIGHT
AND BETTER
THAN
NEW!"

Welcome Max and Maxine. They've got a lot of good things to tell you about
VIDEOMAX, the innovators.

Broadcasters have asked for it. Now VIDEOMAX, the VTR quad head
specialists, offers the "L" series refurbished head assembly, better than
new, with a 500-hour warranty at a price of only $950. How do we do it?
Engineering innovation from the company whose only business is providing
you with the finest quad heads available.

More good news. VIDEOMAX has also extended warranty on its current
product now known as the "M" series from 150 to 200 hours at $800. This
series is engineered for the most demanding, highly critical applications.

The choice is yours. Both the "L" and "M" series carry the same "no
risk" trial offer. Both series are available in all Mark Ill and Mark X configura
tions. We'll continue the same fast service-ten working days or less-and
we have the only field force dedicated to this business.

When you return a video head to us, it is completely refurbished from
stem to stern. Every unit is then certified to meet or exceed the industry's
highest standards, insuring total compatibility. It's only because we're the
innovators that we can offer you these fantastic new warranties.

Careful Max and Maxine. We've built the better mousetrap.

For more information, write or call collect.
Vldeomax Corporation
Subsidiary of Orrox Corporation,
154 San Lazaro Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086.
Phone: (408) 739-5391
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Prods/in
gets it all together

Like all Prodelin transmission line components, our rigid coaxial cable
is the finest. But that's not enough.

In the fast-moving broadcast field you need more; you need action!
Speedy delivery, precision-engineered components, simplified in
stallation, and high performance. You get them from Prodelin.

We have the industry's largest inventory of transmission system
components. Your custom system is in stock now, with quick

hipment from New Jersey or from California. In an emer
gency, 8 to 48 hour shipping service is free on most
standard items. And when you get it, it arrives on site
safely; it goes up quickly and correctly. Our advanced
technology enables us to provide components opti
mized to your exact operating frequency at no
extra charge.

We also offer your complete transmission sys
tem fully tuned to 1.05:1 VSWR or less, all
completely match-marked as it was assem
bled here at the factory. This is available
at a slight additional charge.

For any transmission line need,
whether commercial or military, ask
Prodelin. Just call or write, with
frequency and system details.

Prodelin Inc.
Hiqntstown New Jersey 08520
Phone (609) 448-2800
sarna Clara. Cahtorrua 95050
Phone (408) 244-4720

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS
tions Technology Satellite program,
which will assess the use of satellites in 1

reaching remote and sparsely pop
ulated areas. The joint U.S.-Canadian
project is scheduled to get underway
with launch of a satellite in early
1975, and will include telephone, two
way educational TV. data, and news
paper transmission. as well as TV pro
gramming. Scientific-Atlanta has al
ready delivered and installed in Ottawa
equipment for tracking, telemetry and 1

command for the orbiting satellite.

Zenith Reports Fire
Hazard in TV Sets
Zenith Radio Corporation identified ,
certain of their 19-inch color TV sets
that presented a possible fire hazard
from an improper location of a high
voltage capacitor. Zenith said they had
taken immediate steps to notify alJ 1

purchasers of the sets lo unplug them
and contact dealers for a free modi
fication that would remove the hazard.
The sets, sold mostly during summer
and fall of 1972. carry model numbers
D4030W5. D4030W6. D4032W5,
D4034P6. and T2838W6: but only
those with the following serial num
bers are affected: 6505665-6508999;
6513900-6514999: 6525385-6526999;
6527000-6529999: 6536000-6539427;
6550000-6550669: and 6553000-
6553720.

Ascertainment for Public
TV Proposed
The responsibility for ascertaining
community program needs. now im
posed on commercial broadcast sta
tions. should be imposed on public
broadcasters as well. according to a
petition to the FCC from Black Asso
ciations. a public-interest group. The
rationale is that many public TV sta
tions now air general news. public af-'
fairs and cultural programs. going far
beyond education as such. The Nation
al Association of Educational Broad
casters has supported the petition. and
the FCC has invited conunents under
Docket 19715. which concerns ascer
tainment requirements in general.

NSF Offers
Graduate Fellowships
The National Science Foundation will I
award· early in 1974 up to 500 fellow
ships for full-time study leading to a
master's or doctor's degree in the so
cial sciences. mathematics. or engineer
ing. Those chosen will get $3600 for
each 12 months of the three-year pro
gram. but with no dependency allow
ances. For application forms. write or

continued on page 1O
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noise measurement
P"OGRAM C.HAMNll

the TEKTRONIX 1430
s easy to make in-service or
t-of-service noise measurements
th the TEKTRONIX 1430 Random
»ise Measuring Set. An error-
~e.side-by-side comparison
chnique is used. 1. A portion of
line is deleted. 2. A calibrat-
noise level is then inserted
the TEKTRONIX 1430. 3. The noise
1el to be measured and the 1430's
librated noise output are then
itched side-by-side on a wave-
'm monitor or scope. This meth-
is highly accurate. In-service

ise measurements, using a

NOVEMBER,1973-BM/E

selected line in the vertical in
terval, are made with better than
2-dB accuracy. And the measure
ments are meaningful in terms of
what you see on a picture tube be
cause CCIR weighting and low-pass
filters are built in.

Accurate, repeatable measurements
are convenient to make in cameras,
VTR's, STL's transmission systems
or wherever video-frequency ran
dom-noise is a problem. Of course
program material is protected with
copper-to-copper safety. Tests

Circle 105 on Reader Service Card
For demonstration:

Circle 106 on Reader Service Card

can even be performed in the ab
sence of composite sync using the
1430 generated horizontal sync.
Full-field measurements can be
made with resolution approaching
0.5 dB. For more information
about the Tektronix noise measure
technique, contact us at P.O. Box
500-A, Beaverton, Oregon 97005.

-

in Europe-
TEKTRONIX LTD.
Guernsey,C.I., U.K.

TEKTRONIX®

-

committed to
technical excellence

9.
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The Best Choice
For AM
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Lately. more and more TY-newsfilm cameramen have
been called upon to go it alone- responsible for both
picture and sound. With our C P-16/ A news I docu
mentary camera you are ready to "take off' in no
time. Ready to go any place. Cover any assignment.
Solo or not.

The CP-16/ A is the ideal cam
era to solo with. Grab the handle
of a CP-16/A. and you pick up
a complete camera and sound
system. Lightweight. rugged. de
pendable. And extremely silent
in operation.

The compact CP-16/ A rests
easily on your shoulder. its sil
houette low and unobtrusive.
Its balance makes the C P-16/ A
feel as comfortable and natural
as an extension of your own
body. Its total systems design
gives you complete freedom to
"do your thing" as it was meant to be done.

Freedom to move in and out of tight shooting situa
tions. Freedom to mingle in a crowd without distracting
it. To merge with the action without intruding on it.

The CP-16/A Crystasound amplifier i-., built-in
designed from ih very inception to be an integral part
of a total modular camera and sound syxtern. An ampli
fier system not tacked on. Not an afterthought. The
Crysrasound 3X L magnetic record/playback head pro-

vides extra long life. and never
requires adjustment.

The C P-16/ A also features a
snap-in nicad battery which will
drive some 4000 feet of film on
a single charge: Mitchell-type
400 ft. or 1200 ft. magazines
which can be instantly attached
to the camera due to a unique
spring-loaded si idi ng latch: and
a super accurate crystal con
trolled motor. making the CP-
16/ A an outstanding sound cam
era - both single 011d double
system sound.

The CP-16/A is a no fuss. no
hassle camera. No fidgety frills. No headaches. No
backaches.

So you can concentrate on the action. And capture
it on film. Picture and sound. Solo or not.

The CP-16/A
... a cameraman's

kind of camera.

For further information, please write to:

we11111'ºLr" CC>RPC>RATIC>N

Technology InTheService Of Creativity
2044 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90025
Telephone: (213) 478-0711 • Telex:69-1339•Cable: Cinedevco

NOVEMBER,1973-BM/E
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II
camera shown
with Mike/ Lite
bracket. RESOmicro-..._.._
phone. and CinemaProducts' new Sturdy·
Lite quartz 250-watl/30V battery-operated
focusing spot light. The Sturdy-Lite focusing
spot weighs only 12ounces!
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tions; GTE Satellite Corp. (GTE), and
ational Satellite Service, Inc., (sub

sidiary of Hughes Aircraft); AT&T
Co.: and Communications Satellite
Corpora! ion. An earlier authorization
went to Western Union Telegraph Co.
Two of the authorizations. those to
ASC and RC A. covered initial use of
the Canadian ANIK satellite. Other
au thoriza ti ons covered various com
binations of satellite launchings. earth
stations. and interconnection facilities.

NEWS

1974. Info: Signetics. 81 I East Argues
Avenue. Sunnyvale. Calif. 94086.

FCC Gives Go-Ahead
to Five Domsats
Wide use of satellites for domestic tele
communications moved noticeably
nearer with FCC granting of authoriza
tions for five additional systems. pro
posed by American Satellite Corpora
tion. (jointly owned by Fairchild In
dustries Inc. and Western Union Inter
national); RCA Global Cornrnunica-

Kodak Funds Movie
Director Series on PBS
Public service station WNET-TV. New
York. will produce a series. "The Men

Three/ 70™ Cartridge Playback Deck
Meet our midget. And don't be fooled by its modest exterior. The new
Spotrnaster :' Three/70 packs the performance of its big brother-the
incomparable Ten/70-into a pmt-sized package at a pint-sized price.

Standard features include the Ten/70's direct drive synchronous
motor. all silicon solid state circuitry, high output ( ~ 8 dbm) and plug-in
modular construction. Deck operation is pushbutton-quick, with
instantaneous response.

Now look what happens when you
put a trio of Three/70s together.
They fit side by side in a single
rack mount. The whole thing takes
up just 7" of rack space.

Three/70s accept all Type A
cartridges. playing up to 101/2 minutes
at 712 rps. Options include 33/• rps operation. as well as 150 Hz and
8 kHz secondary and tertiary cue tones (to augment the 1,000 Hz
primary stop/re-cue tone).

Good things do come rn small packages. Learn more about the
Three/70-contact us today.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
---------- A Filmways Company -

8810 Brookville Road. Sliver Spring. Maryland 20910 • (301) 588-4983
TWX 710-825-0432
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Who Made the Movies," a study of
eight leading movie directors, with a
grant from the Eastman Kodak Com
pany. The first program will be ai red
overnber 4, and all will be carried by

the 237 affiliates of the Public Broad
cast Service Network. Directors whose
work will be sampled and discussed are
Frank Capra, George Cukor , Alfred
Hitchcock, Howard Hawks, Vincent
Minnelli, Raul Walsh, William Well
man, and King Vidor, with Richard
Schickel. film critic. as producer and
narrator.

Briefs
GTE Sylvania will acquire Union In
sulating Co. of Parkersburg, W. Va., by
merger if stockholders approve ...
JVC America Inc. said they expected a
U.S. patent for the Shibata stylus, and
would immediately license U.S. mak
ers ... General Cable Corp. has moved
their executive office, in New York
City since the late I 920s, to Green
wich. Conn.

Cramer Video, pro electronics sup
plier of Needham Heigh ts, Mass., an
nounced franchises to distribute JVC
and Conrac products in New England,
Maryland, Washington. and Virginia
... Oak Industries said it was selling
all non-equipment activity in the secu
rity and protection fields ... Ray
theon will supply display terminals
and associated equipment to Eastern
Air Lines for automated ticket service
in 14 cities.

RCA announced plans for an $8 mil
lion plant to manufacture semiconduc
tors in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia ...
Magnavox has contracts with Warner
Cable Corp. to supply $3 million of
distribution equipment for cable sys
tems in Wisconsin and South Carolina
... Memorex Corp. claimed lead over
all other makers in sales of premium
cassettes in June J 973, with a 22%
advantage over Scotch, the number
two firm.

Great Plains National is offering a
30 part college-level color series, on
two-inch tape or U-matic cassettes,
covering human growth and develop·
rnent ; data. Box 80669, Lincoln, Neb.
... Korn/Ferry International, U.S. ex
ecutive search firm with offices in ten
cities. will merge with G.K. Dickinson
Ltd .. British firm in the same field,
and expand into European markets.

Marconi has orders for over $4 mil
lion of color TV equipment for Aus
tralia's color service. scheduled to be
gin Apri: 1975; sales were through
Amalgamated Wireless of Australia ...
Practicing Law Institute will hold a
two-day seminar (November 29 and 30
at the St. Regis in New York; Decem
ber 6 and 7 at Sir Francis Drake in San
Francisco) on the legal and busmes

continued on page 16
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Why our time base correctors
should be the apple of your eye
Proven Flexibility in Standalone
Time Base Correctors
Regardlessof your VTR- power line

locked, capstan servo'd/V-locked, or
H-locked-our Delta Series Time Base
Correctors and Hue Shift Correctors
offer standalone processing of all color
signals-either NTSC direct, "NTSC
type" or heterodyne "color under." And
in monochrome-either RS-170 or RS-
330 industrial sync.
Offering the best economy and flexi

bility, the Delta 44-328 HETROCOLOR™
TBCworkswith all types of monochrome
and color VTRs. Particularly in cassette
VTRswithout our TBC,the color tape will
bea longwayfrom FCCacceptance.Aside
from independentlyvaryingsyncandsub
carrier frequencies, editing capabilities
are marginal. The HETROCOLORTBC is
the only unit on the market that allows
transferof heterodynerecordVTRsignals
to a broadcast VTR. Second generation
playback of this tape through the TBC
corrects the color signal for broadcast
with cleanelectronic splices.
For the best cost/ performance pack-

•age in the business, select the stand
alone Delta 44-200 NTSC Direct Color
fBC coupled with the Delta 7 VELCOR
Hue Shift Corrector for the finest in
broadcastcolor processing.
And if you're stayingwith monochrome

somewhere in your system, our Delta
14-028 TBC combines broadcast specs
Nithour lowestprice.
For more flexibility, we've added the

)elta 23/3.58MHz subcarrier generator
asan accessoryto the Delta44-328 TBC
For combinedoutputs that are the equiva
ent of a broadcast stable NTSC color
;yncgenerator.

Exclusive Features of Our Growing
TBC Family

Optimized Design. Of the severalways
to eliminate time base error generated
by all VTRs,we primarily use binary re
lated delay lineswhich are switched in or
out of the signal path at line rate. This
technique offers the highest output per
formance looking at all the critical
specifications of signal to noise ratio,
bandwidth, differential phaseand differ
ential gain. There is no tampering with
the visual portion of the picture. There is
no contouring and quantizing noiseas in
digital techniques, or differential phase/
gainvariationas in EVDLtechniques.

Velocity Error Corrector. In NTSCdi
rect playbacks from l" helical and all
quad VTRs, color streaking (velocity
error) is another problem that must be
solved when either interchanging tapes
or dubbing through several generations.
Adding our Delta 7 VELCOR™ Hue Shift
Corrector in front of any broadcast
quality TBC, you get faithful color repro
duction as well as imperceptible time
basejitter throughout the entire picture.

Universal Color Corrector. In "NTSC
type" and "color under" playbacksfrom
112'', 3/4" and I" VTRs,all you need is our
exclusiveHETROCOLORTBC,despite the
wide variety of color recording and re
coverytechniques.

Full Proc Amp. All Delta Series TBCs
have a built-in Delta 21 proc amp with
front panel controls for video gain, set
up, chroma gain, and chroma phase.The
plug-in Delta28 with front panelcontrols
for gen-lock tracking rate and H-phase
timing is included in all TelevisionMicro
time models working with less sophisti
catedVTRs.

Ampex RCA IVC TMI I CVS
MONO
All Mono VTRs 44-028 •
COLOR

44-328 t I112'' line/V-lock •502
-¥.."line lock 44-328 t I *502
l" line lock 44-328 I *502

7-001 •
44-328

i- V-lock I I I I or I 500TBC 44-200
(with 141I

HSC t
I I I

7-001
44-328l" H-lock

or I 500
4102 44-200 •

7-001

•2" Quad ATC 44-200 I 500, If VTR
CATC or has AMTEC

PROCAMP 44-328 • or ATC
CAYEC 7-001

•Announced last June (ask CVSabout availability - and specs)
I How do you like them apples?

•. TELEVISION MICROTIME, INC.
1280 Blue Hills Ave .. Bloomfield, Conn. 06022

(203! 242-0761

Circle 11Oon ReaderServiceCard

TMl's exclusive built-in Delta 21 proc amp and
Delta 28 TBD.

Front Panel Switches. All our TBCs
have illuminated front panel switches to
provide easy selection of operating
modes. These include separate monitor
and program video outputs on separate
in Iout and operateI bypass switches. A
failsafe programbypassexists to handle
powerloss.
Experience is Our Guide
We introduced the first of our Delta
family at the ChicagoNABShow in April
1972 and delivered our first production
unit to the University of North Carolina
two months later. In March 1973 at the
WashingtonNABShowwe introduced two
additional TBC models, the Delta 7 Hue
Shift Corrector and several accessories.
Weare nowdelivering this family of prod
ucts that workwith thewholespectrumof
VTRsfrom 112'' helical to 2"quad.
But our experience goes back even

further. In addition to developingcustom
TBC products for the networks, we've
been supplying delay lines to Ampex
Corporationwho builds them into the full
line corrector in their AVR-1Teleproduc
tion Recorder.
Look at Who Has What in Time
Base Correctors
Review the chart then call us for a

demonstration. We're sure you'll be as
pleased as our many customers are- in
every segment of the television industry
- broadcast, CATV,education, medicine,
industry, research, government, and
OEM.Contact us. TelevisionMicrotime.

AVAILABLE FROM LEADING
TELEVISION DISTRIBUTORS
THROUGHOUT THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.
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e real thing ... not just a remote possibility.
The entire "F" line of RCA transmitters is now

tomated.
So they need far less operator attention.
Every tube not absolutely essential was designed

t. That means fewer tubes model-for-modelthan any
er VHF transmitter.
Wetook out as many tuned circuits as possible.

1rinstance, our totally solid-state IPA has no controls
drift or adjust.
Wedeleted all the blowers except one. And that

ols the whole transmitter.
Then we added automatic control of output power

d sync level so you don't have to readjust power.
We topped it off by building in the functions you

ed for complete remote control.
Result: transmitters that require less attention.
erever they're stationed.
For further details, write RCABroadcast Systems,
g. 2-5, Camden, N.J. 08102.nen
see your RCArepresentative.
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NEWS

pioblcm-, or radio and television info
Ir om PLJ at 11 J.\ Sixth /\ve., New
Yurk City.

Tracor. lnc.. will marker. under the
Tracor lahcl . vpiromc tcrs made by Life
Support Lquiprncnt Corp. of Woburn.
Mavs.. fo1 elect runic mca-urcmc nt and
curlv detection of lung disorders
among employees in lung-hazardous
environments NCTA hu- made
avail.rhlc "Complete Guide To Cable
Marketing." transcript of 'CC\)nJ an
nual workshop. Cost i-; '\~.lJ."\ to mcrn
bcrs, S4.9."\ to non-rnc mbcrv, from
NCT/\ :11 lJJX lhth Street NW .. Wash
ington. D.C. ~000(1.

RCA dual 30-kW VHF television
tran-mincr-, will g(1 to Tafi 's
WTVN-TV. Columhu-, .nid WDAF-TV.
Kansas City . . WITF-FM. commu
nity-supportcd ,t;iti\>ll in Hershey, P:1..
has produced prl1gr:11m at several
music festivals around the country for
broadcast nutionwidc over the N:1-
t ion.rl Public Radio network.

Avanrek , Inc. ha' two contracts
with the U.S. Navy to suppl)' over 600
solid-st.uc amplific rs to replace exist
ing T\VT units ... Institute of Audio
Research will put 011 a íour-duy work
shop in New York. November 15
through 18. on audio technology for

producers and arrangers. including
studio technology, monitoring, session
preparation, microphones, quad, etc.

Myers-Oak Communications Con
struction Co. of Crystal Lake, Ill., will
build an 800-mile cable system for
Heritage Communications to serve Des
Moines. Iowa . . . Hitachi Shibaden
Corp. will open an office at 14169
Proton Ro:id, Dallas.

Broadcast Electronics. lnc., a sub
sid iury of Filmways, Inc. of Los
Angeles. named Andrew Szegda as
president. Ronald C. Lucas, executive
vice president ... Central Design Corp.
is a new firm announced by David W.
Hill. formerly vice president of Broad
cast Products. Inc. The new firm,
headquartered in Alexandria, Va .. will
market certain products of Broadcast
Products and some of its own design.

Barton and Barton of San Francisco
became Northern California and Ne
vada represen t<it ives for Telex Corp.
. .. Theta-Com will receive a U.S. pat
ent on the A.ML microwave local dis
tribution system ... Anixter-Pruzan
will be a national distributor for Sony
videocassette and studio equipment to
the CATV Industry.

Sterling Manhattan, cable franchisee
in lower Manhattan. claimed the title
or nation's largest single system. with
over 61.000 subscribers in early foll of
1973 ... Gross Telecasting, lnc., mul
tiple station owner. has agreed with

Federated Media, Inc. to buy station
WKJG-TV in Fort Wayne, Ind., fort
about $4 million, subject to FCCI
approval.

KOB, pioneer AM station in AJ-I
buquerque, N.M., is installing a Gates•
MV-50, 50-kW AM transmitter in a'
modernization program ... Video Cas
sette Industries in Hollywood bought
Aldrich Studios, historic plant where
many famous movies were made, and 1;;

will renovate the plant for all phases oP
video production.

Financial Briefs
Warner Communications Inc.: quarter
ly dividends payable November 15, of,
IO cents on common, $I .06-!4 on I
Series B convertible, 31-!4 cents on ,
Series D convertibles . . . Texscan 1'

Corp: first quarter to July 31: loss of
$27 ,41 O on $856,783 sales, attributed
to training program, now complete ...
Castle Industries: quarter to July 28,
sales $1,870,500, profit $139,600 (161
cents a share).

National Semiconductor Corp: quar-
t er to September 23, sales $52 million,
or 126% over 1972 period ... Lafay
ette Radio Corp.: record sales and ,
earnings for year ended June 30, 1973,
oí $82.622,194 and $3.983,867 re
spectively, before extraordinary items ,

Scientific-Atlanta: sales
continuedon page75
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We don't mean nifty patter like "take my wife, please take my wife". But,
if you have a repetitive or non-changing message for video presentation,
we can provide one-liners at remarkably tow cost.

Model MG-1 Video Message Generator offers up to sixteen alpha/numeric
characters per line for messages of your choice, such as...
PLEASESTAND BY! HOTLINE BULLETIN DON'T ADJUST SET...
TRANSLATORTV 78 SPECIAL REPORT! NEWSSPECIAL!

Model TT-1 is a Time and Temperature Video Generator; Model DT-1isa
Data and Time Video Generator. Time, temperature and date are easily
reset from front panel controls.

FEATURES: eCHARACTERS ADJUSTABLE IN SIX SELECTABLESIZES '
18, 36, 54, 72, 108 OR 144SCAN LINES HIGH eADJUSTABLE DISPLAY
POSITIONeLOCKS TO ANY SYNC ORVIDEO eCOMPACT, TAKESONLY
1l/• INCH OF RACK SPACE.

For complete data,
or a demonstration,
call or write today.

DIA.•A'llSION 115932Shady Grove RoadMIMW Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
INC. (301l 948-0460
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Need for Helical Standards
Acute. Engineers Panel Says
IEEE Symposium also hears
Goldmark ask for cable
satellite marriage; NORC
promises 1974 report.

/v xct lll staudu rd' fur helical VTRs is a
ho: po t at o all right. but some responsi
ble body had better pick it up soon. a
panel ni engineer' agreed at the ~3rd
1\1111u:il l3rnadc:t'-I Symposium of the
IJ-1:-1:. which run a t the Hotel Washing
ton in \\la,ht11gll111. D.C.. 011 Septem
ber ~() and ~I.

Paragraph 73.69 of the FCC's Rules and Regulations states:
... every standard broadcast station employing
a directional antennamust usea type-approved
phase monitor.

,.

•

•--. ---FCC Approval No. 3-204

OURAM-19 (204) IS THE ANTENNA MONITOR
THAT MEETS ALL FCC REQUIREMENTS!
WHATTHIS MEANS TO YOU
1. If you're a new station or if you're
making significant changes-you must
have a type-approved antenna monitor
by June 1, 1973.
2. If you operate your station with less
than a first class radiotelephone licensed
engineer, you must have a type-ap
proved antenna monitor by June 1, 1974.
3. If you are presently operating your
station by "remote control", you must
have a type-approved antenna monitor
Nowt Or-you can use a monitor "prop
erly configured", if such a monitor was
manufactured after 1965.
4. Every other directional station must
have a type-approved antenna monitor
no later than June 1, 1977.

YOUR BEST CHOICE?
The AM-19 Antenna Monitor from

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS. The proven
instrument for measuring phase and loop
current ratio, the AM-19 can monitor up
to 12 towers and accommodate DA-1,

DA-2 and DA-3 patterns. Phase meter
resolution is 0.5 degrees. Loop current
accuracy is :±::1.0% with a 0.5% resolu
tion.
AND-the AM-19 (204) is the only type
approved antenna monitor that meets all
FCC requirements NOWt
YOU MUST HAVE A TYPE-APPROVED
ANTENNA MONITOR - CHOOSE THE
AM-19 (204) TODAY!
For complete information. please write
or call:

Producers of

NE!>4~L.ARKE

Broadcast Equipment

POTOMAC INSTRUMENTS, inc.
932 Philadelphia Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
Phone: (301) 589-3125
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The symposium drew IEEE mem
bers from across the country. with reg
istration more than 1S'lc above the
J9n total. The two-day program in
cluded more than a dozen technical
papers on broadcasting and cable;
luncheon addresses by Henry Goldberg,
general counsel of OTP. and by Dr.
Peter Gold mark of Gold mark Commu
nications: and a progress report from
the National Quadraphonic Radio
Committee. presented by N.W. Parker
of Motorola. The meeting was a bell
wether in one general respect: it exhib
ited and furthered the intermingling of
broadcast and cable engineers. and of '
broadcast and cable discussion topics,
that has been growing at industry
meetings for some time.

The panel on helical VTR standards,
with Delmar Ports of NCTA as moder
ator. developed a strong consensus
that the standards are acutely needed
now. There was sentiment for differ
ent standards for the different main
applica t ions of VT Rs-school. ho.ne,
entertainment. cable. etc. Mr. Ports
said we must keep in mind cable's po
tential for high-resolution, JO-MHz
service. and also noted that the video
disc may fill a complementary role.
Blair Benson or Goldmark Communi
cations pointed out that pay cable, in
particular. was seriously hampered by
the lack of interchangeability among
video recordings. He noted the long
list of characteristics that must be
specified (more than ~O on tape di
mensions alone). and asked for a joint
effort of all responsible groups-IEEE,
NAB. NCTA. SMPTE. etc.

But no such effort is in sight. Larry
Janes, of Capital Cablevision, reporting
on the work of the Cable Technical
Advisory Committee in developing
cable standards for FCC consideration,
said that CTAC had been told by the
FCC not to include VTR standards. It
appears that the organized groups are
not yet ready to tackle the political
difficulties inherent in a set of helical
standards.

Dr. Goldmark in his address report·
ed that studies by his Goldmark Com
munications Corpora ti on have indicat
ed the technical and economic feasibil
ity of his projected systems for bring·

continued on page20
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300 TV stations use it ...
The Gates PE-245
color film camera.
Accepted by five networks ... in the United States. Canada and
Mexico ... as the finest quality film camera available.

The PE-245 color film camera together with the Kodak CT-500
TV projector with rapid channel threading film handling feature
and the PF-12 multiplexer makes up the most modern. most
dependable telecine system available anywhere. In addition. you
get four-color projector inputs. Two color camera outputs. And
split-island operation.

When you consider investing in a color TV film island, you want
the system that'll provide the greatest versatility. the best
performance and unquestionable dependability.

But don't take our word for it. Ask anyone who owns one.
Then, make up your own mind.

HARRIS
~ ..• GATES DIVISION

~Quincy lihnors 62301 US A

~..,:• ... --ma· . :; .
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REQUIRE ACCURACY?
•••• THEN BUY BELAR
MONITORS

+ "~"
[

,,~BELAR U ~1 \.i1 + f1 1,..1 ""

;¡ ..~-"" """" ~· _.., \)

·~···

T V MONITOR

The least you can afford is the best pos
sible monitoring of your program mate
rial. The Belar TV Monitoring System
(VHF or UHF) guarantees your getting
what you need accurately.

The Belar TVM-1 Modulation Monitor is
the most accurate monitor available.
Our advanced design starts where others
leave oft. TVM-1 Monitors both pcsrtrve
and negative modulation simultaneously
and registers the higher of the two. Yes.
it even tells you whether the modulation
is positive or negative and calibration
accuracy can be checked from the front
panel modulation calibrator at any time.

and aural earner independently or aural
intercarrier. These monitors provide con
tinuous monitoring with inhibited off
frequency alarm drivers. switch settable
to either ± 500 or 1000 Hertz. It requires
three successive errors to produce an
alarm. This means no false alarms for
you.

For remote control operations add the
RFA-3 for off-air monitoring_

If your TV monitoring requirements in
clude ease of operation, functional
checks and ACCURACY, call or write
today for more intorrnation. We know
you'll make the right decision and
BUY BELAR_The TVM-2 and TVM-3 Digital Frequency

Monitors will measure TV visual carrier

BE LAR
ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTERAVENUEAT DORSET,DEVON.PA. 19333
BOX826 • (215) 687-5550

Where Accuracy Counts ... Count On Belar
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IEEE SYMPOSIUM
ing to rural communities the full range
of education. entertainment, and cul
ture available in cities, He said that
satellites linked to local cable systems
would play a major role, and he too
emphasized the capability of cable for
very-broadband, high-resolution serv
ice. a capability not available in the
present system of broadcasting, The
scheme was part of a proposal called
"Ent-Sat" made by Goldmark Com
munications Corp. to the government,
looking to the establishment of service
to at least 50 towns by 1976, to help
celebrate the country's bicentennial in,
that year. Among its elements are,
home receivers switchable from
"standard" to "high resolution" pro
grams.

The National Quadraphonic Radio
Committee of the EIA is in full swing'
in its assessment of proposed systems
for four-channel FM broadcasting. ac
cording to the report presented by Mr.
Parker The present plan is for comple
tion of field tests early in 1974_ with
the final report to go to the FCC by
mid-year it all goes on schedule. The
report said that the "discrete" systems
before the committee all use the sum
of the tour channels for the mono
signal, although sorne introduce phase
shins. In general. difference, among
the "discrete .. systems are relatively
small, and consist in the main of place
ment in the spectrum of the various
subcarriers. or in the modulation of
the subcarriers single or double-side
band. etc. A> described in B/11/E last
month. six panels are at work. with
Panel I to organize the field test> and
collect all data into the final report.
The subjective tests now underway by
Panel 6 were due soon after this report
was writ ten to move from the West
Coast to the East

A number of the papers disclosed
particularly interesting new technical
developments. and B/11/E hopes to
publish summaries of several of them
in future issues.

The program also included the pres
entation of two IEEE awards. The
Vladimir K_ Zworykin Award went to
Dr. Albert Macovski of Stanford Uni·
versity for his contributions to single
tube encoded color cameras and color
television receiving circuits." The
Scott Helt Award went to Charles W.
Rhodes of Tektronix for his recent
papers on the use of vertical-interval
tests in television and cable systems.

BM/E
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A production corvole' for $325.80 !

NOVEMBER, 1973-BM/E

Eureka! A complete remote and studio production console for a fraction
of what you'd expect to pay for a console with comparable features and
performance! Simply purchase a new Shure M675 Broadcast Master and
the extremely popular Shure M67 Professional Microphone Mixer. By com
bining these two units*, you get inputs to handle microphones, turntables,
phone lines and tape machines- with cuing provision on line and mag
netic phono_inputs. Result? A versatile low-noise, low-distortion broadcast
production console for in-studio, remote, and standby assignments; a
complete CATV console; a studio production console. All for $325.80!For
complete technical data, write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222Hartrey Ave., Evanston, Illinois 60204H
In Canada: A. C Simmonds & Sons Ltd. .JI
•Each model is also available separately: M67 - $169.20 net; M675 - $156.60 net.

®
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ti ve sponsorship could not be obtained. This constitutes ''
fraudulent billing because, by falsely representing that
the spots advertised certain products, the station is en
abling the local advertiser to fraudulently receive pay
ment from the manufacturer for advertisement of its
product which had never really been broadcast.

One essential element of fraudulent "double-billing" is
"knowledge" or "lack of due diligence" on the part of
the station. Thus, a situation could arise in which a
station gives 50 bonus spots to a local advertiser who
had previously bought 50 commercial spots at $5 .00
each ($250 total). The local advertiser uses the bonus
spots to advertise his own store without informing the
manufacturer that the local advertiser received the ben
efit of I 00 spots. An invoice sent to the manufacturer
citing 50 cooperative spots costing $250 is fraudulent
"double-billing" if the local advertiser entered the orig·
inal agreement to air 50 spots with the understanding
that 50 bonus spots were part of the same transaction.
If. on the other hand. the station had no knowledge that
the local advertiser attempted to deceive the manufac
turer in this situation. then the station is not guilty of
fraudulent "double-billing."

Although most "double-billing" is designed to deceive
and defraud manufacturers into paying a larger share of
a local dealer's cooperative advertising expenditure than
that originally stipulated in agreements with local deal·
ers. some manufacturers have reimbursed a dealer for a
cooperative advertising bill which the manufacturer
knew to be inflated or fictitious. Such a scheme violates
the Clayton and Robinson-Patman Acts.6 These Acts
make it unlawful for a manufacturer or distributor en·
gaged in commerce to give discriminating discounts. re·
bates. or advertising allowances to its dealers. If such
violations are found to exist. the Federal Cornrnunica
lions Commission will refer its findings to the Federal
Trade Commission for appropriate action.

11'\llLl\I l\Llll'\IV 11 IL

RULES &
REGULATIONS

Fraudulen I Billing Practices
By Frederick W. Ford and Lee G. Lovett
Pittman, Lovett, Ford and Hennessey, Washington, D.C.

Introduction
The Commission. in what began as a revocation proceed
ing. recently ordered Station WLAS (Jacksonville. N.C.)
to forfeit $10,000 for violations of the rule against
fraudulent billing.1 The Commission considers viola ti on
of this rule to be especially serious because it involves
the licensee in a fraud, thus raising serious questions as to
his character and. hence. his qualification to continue as
a licensee.

More than ten years ago. the Commission publicly
decried the practice of fraudulent billing "as contrary to
the public interest, and that appropriate proceedings will
be instituted in all cases where evidence of double-billing
by licensees is found to exist."? Subsequently. the Com
mission adopted Rules (applicable to AM. FM. and tele
vision broadcasters, respectively) which prohibit billing
practices and released a "Public Notice" illustrating spec
ific examples with which it was familiar.3 The Commis
sion further strengthened the Rules by revising them to
l. clearly prohibit auv form of false billing (rnisrepresen
tation). and 2. consolidate the three existing Rules into
one. applicable to all three services."

Fraudulent Double Billing
Prior to May 1970. the fraudulent billing rules were

directed primarily to "double-billing" situations. The
Commission noted that an essential element in "double
billing" is the furnishing of false information to any
party contributing to the payment of broadcast advertís
ing JS to the amount actually charged by the licensee for
such advertising or as to the nature. quantity. or content
of such advertising. 5

The Commission further presented examples of
k11ow11 "double-billing." In one such example. a station
issued a bill to a local dealer for 50 commercial spots at
$5.00 each ($250 total). At the same time. the station
supplied the manufacturer of the products sold by the
local dealer with another bill which indicated that the
amount charged the local dealer for the 50 spots was
more than $5 .00 per spot. This is fraudulent "double
billing" because it deceives the manufacturer. who re
ceives the inflated bill. as to the actual amount received
by the station for the advertising.

A second example: A station sends an invoice to a
local advertiser for 50 commercial spots at $5.00 each,
indicating thereon that the spots were broadcast on
behalf of cooperatively advertised products. The manu
lact ure r receives a similar invoice. while in reality the
local advertiser used some or all of the spots to advertise
his store or other unrelated products for which coopera-

22

Fraudulent Billing Rule
As previously stated. the Commission expanded the

"double-billing" rule to cover all instances of fraudulent
billing. The amended rule (Section 73.1205) reads as
follows:
Fra11d11/c111Billi11g Practices No licensee of a standard. FM
or television broadcast station 'hall knowingly issue to any
local. regional or national advertiser. advertising agency. sta
tion reprc senta t ive. manufacturer. distributor. jobber or any
other party. any bill. invoice. affidavit or other document
which contains false information concerning the amount
actually charged by the licensee for the broadcast advertising
for which such bill. invoice. affidavit or other document is

continued on page 24
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Here's the Mccurdy Package ...with options
The McCurdy package approach to the engineering of a system
allows the user to easily determine the best selection of standard
components to fulfill his requirements.
All aspects of the broadcast function from news booth to full TV or
record production can be met with the minimum of interface
between units. A full range of furniture allows for the
integration of each part of the system into the most convenient
working package.
Optional components including disc reproducers, reel tape housings
and cartridge tape housings designed for instant operational
accessability, combine with any of the consoles shown to fulfill
the basic needs of the broadcaster.
Each system is fully pretested as a total unit and will meet
or exceed all broadcast specifications.

Mccurdy Radio Industries Inc.
1051 CLINTON ST., BUFFALO, N.Y. 14206 TELEPHONE (716) 854-6700

108 CARNFORTH ROAD, TORONTO, ONTARIO M4A 2L4
TELEPHONE (416) 751-6262 TELEX 02-21660
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by
RICHMOND HILL
LABORATORIESINC. ~~
142 Central Avenue,
CLARK, NEW JERSEY, 07066

NEW JERSEY
142 Central Avenue,
CLARK, NEW JERSEY 07066
(201) 381-5955

WASHINGTON
Riggs Road at First Place N.E.,
WASHINGTON o.e 20011
(202) 882-2525

CANADA
1240 Ellesmere Road,
Scarborough, Ontario
CANADA MlP 2X4
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FCC Rules & Regs

issued, or which misrepresents the quantity of advertising
actually broadcast (number or length or advertising message)
or the time of day or date at which it was broadcast.
Licensees shall exercise reasonable diligence to see that their
agent' and employees do not issue any documents which
would violate this section if issued by the licensee.

Thus. the Commission prohibits the "knowing rendi
tion" of any bill or document which misrepresents J. the
number of announcements which the station runs. and/
or 2. the character, length, date and time of the an
nouncements actually broadcast.

The rationale for imposition of these additional pro
hibitions is clear. Misrepresentation of the number of
announcements actually run may give rise to the fraud
ulent ..double-billing" of an unwary manufacturer.
Moreover. the character, length. date and time' of com
mercial announcements broadcast are matters of vital
interest to all manufacturer-sponsors. Such sponsors are
paying the advertiser to reach the viewing audience most
receptive to the product advertised. Misrepresentation of
broadcast time, date, and character are likely to foil the
manufacturer-sponsor's efforts to reach his desired
audience. Such misrepresentations may act to defraud
him of the benefits for which he is paying, i.e., broadcast
exposure to the maximum-size audience receptive to his
product.

Following are two examples of "other" (besides "dou
ble-billing") fraudulent billing practices.

1. A stat ion knowingly issue' a bill or invoice to an
advertiser which states that X number of commercial an
nouncements were broadcast at 9:08 p.m. on a certain date.
The announcement' were actually broadcast at 9:08 a.m.
Thi' i' fraudulent billing since the time of broadcast in this
case i' critical in its value and the price charged, i.e., a
substant ially larger prime-time viewer audience (assuming
argucndo that the only critical criteria is audience size).

:!. A 'tat ion issues a bill or invoice to an advertiser which
corrcc tlv states the character. number. date. and time of a
commercial announcement broadcast. but misrepresents the
-15-sccond commercial as a 60-seconJ commercial. This is
fraud ulcn t billing <ince the station misrepresents commercial
length. a highf y important element of the price charged for
cornrnc rcialv.

Network Program Clipping
..Clipping" of network programs may give rise to

violation of the fraudulent billing rule if the clipped
material con tui ns commercial mat ter.

Clipping may arise under a variety of circumstances,
including: J. discontinuation of a network program
broadcast before the program's completion: l. joining of
network programs after they have begun: and 3. expan
sion of station breaks within network programs. result
ing in a failure to carry such programs in their entirety
(and then [alselv representing to the network that each
program was broadcast in its entirety).

When the clipped material contains commercial matter
(as contained in the "crawl" at the end of certain quiz or
game shows"). and the station falsely certifies that the
network program has been carried. the station has vio
lated the fraudulent billing rule.

Clipping or network programming that does /IOI con
tain commercial matter means that the station has not
fulfilled its contractual obligation to the network. A
station's false certification that the complete network
program has been broadcast gives rise to fraud.

Thus, clipping of commercial or non-commercial net-
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Exclusive, but optional,
is the micro-mark tape
marker to make editing
easy and precise. Find
the critical spot in the

tape, press the button,
and the tape is marked
clearly and accurately.

Who would have thought _,,
of it but ITC? ~ ~ Phone number 309-828-1381.

•• lnTERnATIOílAL TAPETROíllCS CORPORATIOn
2425 South Main Street • Bloomington, Illinois 61701I Marketed exclusively lo Canada by McCurdy Radio lndustrles Ltd., Toronto

NOVEMBER, 1973-BM/E

After years of concentration on building the finest tape
cartridge equipment, it was inevitable that ITC would design
a ree!-to-reel machine with the rugged reliability that is
inherent in the International Tapetronics' name. And here
it is . . incorporating all those features most wanted by
broadcasters. Examples: motion sensing, multi-function edit
mode, ITC's proven air damped solenoids for super quiet
operation, automatic tape litters, TTL logic circuitry, capability
of handling dissimilar size reels, selective play/record
synchronization, 101/2" or 14" reels, 3% - 71/2 IPS or 71/2 -
15 IPS and the superior specifications you'd expect.
Some of our customers are buying sight-unseen because

- ~ of our reputation for depend-
able performance and service.
Our standard procedure is
a 30 day guarantee of
satisfaction in addition to a
one year warranty. Just call
us collect and say you want
to try the new ITC "850"
Series. We'll make all the
arrangements.
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FCC Rules & Regs
work programming matter is to be avoided. except in the
following cases:

l. The broadcast station's discretion to delete indecent.
profane. obscene. or bad taste programming is 1101restricted.
Indeed. the broadcaster has an affirmative duty to conform
programming to the public interest.
:!. Occasional clipping of only a few seconds duration is

not prohibited, if caused by technical or switching problems.
In either of the preceding exceptions. the broadcaster
would be well advised to notify the network (and the
adve rriser. if clipping of commercial matter is involved)
lo obviate further problems.

Sanctions
Violation of the fraudulent billing rule 1113ycurry

harsh sanctions ranging from stiff forfeitures to revoca
lion proceedings.

In one case. a S10.000 forfeiture was imposed upon a
station which clipped network programs thar included
announcements disclosing the receipt of payment for the
use of merchandise on the programs."

In another case (cited in the introduction). a revoca
tion proceeding was instituted against a station which
violated the Commission's fraudulent billing rule. Al
though the proceeding was dropped. the station was
ordered to Iorfei l SI 0.000.

Violation of the fraudulent billing rule may also haunt
the broadcaster during license renewal proceedings. In
one recent case. opponents to a license renewal applica
tion nearly succeeded in bringing the licensee's basic
qualifications into issue by surfacing evidence of past

fraudulent billing and network clipping violations of the
licensee's other stations. Evidence of the prior violations
was allowed into issue on a comparative basis, thus
jeopardizing the licensee's renewal chances.9

Conclusion
Violation of the Commission's fraudulent billing rule

may occur because of /. traditional fraudulent "double
billing." ]. "other" fraudulent billing. and 3. network
program clipping.

Through a series of "Public Notices," the Commission
has clearly defined fraudulent billing practices and has
provided detailed examples of such violations. Because
of the fraud involved. violation of this rule is considered
serious.

Moreover, because of "character" issues raised (and,
hence. the licensee's qualifications to remain a licensee),
the Commission has further announced that it intends to
closely scrutinize fraudulent billing cases.

Broadcasters should not hesitate lo consult with their
cornrnunications counsel should questions arise concern
ing this vital issue. BM/E
' Sea/ward Broadcasting Corp.: Docket No. 18814 ( 1973).
'P11hlic!Votice. 23 RR 175 (1962).
' Public Notice 011"Applicabilitv of Fra11d11/e111Billing R:.!e," 6
RR 2d 1540 (1965).
' 1\le111ora11d11111Opinion and Order. 19 RR 2d I506 ( 1970).
' Me111ora11du111Opinion and Order. supra. at 1507.
" I 5 U.S.C'. 13
' Note that a commercial announcement includes certain "spon
sor identification" and "receipt of payment" announcements
pursuant to ~317 of the Co1111111111ica1io11sAct.
' Cha1111clI] aj l .as l'egas. Inc .. 25 RR 2d 286 ( 1972).
" western Co1111111111icatio11s.Inc .. 26 RR 2d 1659 (Rev. 13d.
1973).

THE BEST

And because that's the way things are, the EMT-930st
is also the most expensive turntable you can buy.

In the short run.
In the long run. you'll own precision-made equip

ment that really slashes maintenance costs. because it's
virtually trouble-free. For years. Ask anyone.

Other features? Low rumble; " 0.035% rms ANSI
flutter; and you can cue to any beat or syllable with a
wow-free start from the world's only remote-controlled
turntable.

You pay for what you get. And here. you get the
winner. r~For more mtorrnanon wnte ~

C3 e:::>-r 1--11..-o... "-..-1
AUDIO CORPORATION IiiHeadquarters 741 Wash1ng1onS11ee1.New York. NY 10014

(2121 741-7411
West Coast Sa e0011 ce 1710N LaBreaAve .Hollywood.CA90046

(213) 874-4444

THE SECOND BEST

We won't kid you.
The EMT-928 doesn't have all the ruggedness of

our friend across the way.
On the other hand. the EMT-928 costs 40% less.
And it's self shock-mounting. so that you can drop

it into an existing console desk. Also, it has a front panel
speed adjustment trimmer our "neighbor" doesn't have

A proven concept augmented for professional use.
the EMT-928 stands second to none in construction.
durability. and performance. Except for you know who

Well. we can't win 'em all. But you can. Just take
your choice ~

Frir rnce mtorrnauon wnte O
C3 e:::>-r •.......•..-o... ~ I

AUDIO CORPORATION a!i:J
Headquarters 741 Washington Street. New York. NY 10014 •

(212) 741-7411
WestCoastSalesOllrce 1710N LaBreaAve .Hollywood.CA90046

(213) 874-4444
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The ASACA ACC 5000 Color TV Camera

BREAKS the PRICE BARRIER!
The 1st truly portable
TV Color Camera
that meets exacting
BROADCAST
standards

... and sells for $32,000.

The ACC-5000 Portable Color
Television Camera System is a light
weight compact video pickup sys
tem developed for high mobility
and fast on-site reporting. This
camera and back pack combination
provides a perfect high quality
NTSC (composite) output.

The ASACA Camera makes Color TV programming a reality
for every segment of the communications marketplace.

BROADCAST• CABLE• EDUCATIONAL• MEDICAL• INDUSTRIAL
The perfect NTSC signal output permits direct
connection ro a VTR without going through a
base srarion.
Genlock capability via external sync allows par
allel camera operation and centralized control.
Camera can be powered by either a regulated
power supply contained in rhe control box (in
stalled ar the base station) or battery voltage

Learn more about the ASACA ACC 5000 and what it can do
for you. Contact our nearest office TODAY.

Ultra-compact light weight camera head de
sign for convenient operation and handling.
Excellent mobility for relay broadcasting, on
site news reporting and interview duties.
Full complement of self-adjusting features;
color adjustment is extremely easy and set-up
rime minimized.

Exclusive U.S. Distributors

SOS Video Eq uip:rn.en t
315 West 43rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036 • (212) 586-1420
7051 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 • (213) 469-3601

A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES.INC.
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AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~¡·
AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~,
AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~·1

AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~
AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~:
AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~·
AMPEX MAKES THE WORLD'S BE~~

fit with most industrial require
ments and budgets.

The best way to test our claim
is to ask for a demonstration.
Contact your nearest Ampex Sab
Office or Ampex headquarters
in Redwood City - we'll relay
the message.

Ampex makes the world's best
videotape recorders.

FULL COLOR VIDEOTAPE TELEPRODUCTIOl\
CAPABILITY ISWHAT MAKES THE AMPEX
VPR-7950THE WORLD'S BEST $4QOOOVTR.
When vou have to put together
soph isticatcd, broadcast-q ual ity
telcprocl net ions in full color, the
Ampex VPR-79.SO has evcrvthing
you need.

Because the VPR-79.50 is
Hi-Band (7-10 :-.tITz), your
broadcast or cable originations,
as wcl] as \·011r mnlti-gcnr-rnt ion
dul». will he amazing)~, true.

28

D.O.C., Vcl Comp and processing
amplifier modules increase picture
qunlity even more, to satisfy the
discerning professional.

And because the VPR-7950 has
an integral Time Base Corrector,
the signal will meet or exceed
full FCC/CCIH broadcast speci
fications for both monochrome
and color material.

Ampex packages the VPR-7950
in both low-hoy and overhead
monitor consoles, with a choice of
optional video waveform and
picture monitors and vector dis
play. Order the complete package,
and you'll he in the broadcast
production business; ask for fewer
options, and you'll find a happy
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QOOO VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
25,000VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
113QOOOVIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
lQOOO VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
12,000 VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
QOOO VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.
2,600 VIDEOTAPE RECORDER.

l AMPEX I
!X Corporation, Audio-Video Systems Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 · (-HS) 367-2011
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I
More and more people are discover·
ing how significantly superior
Canon Zoom Lenses are for TV
broadcasting purposes. Their
outstanding color characteristics.
even in dim light, is one of the
many reasons why Canon was
chosen for telecasting the Munich
Olympics.
Canon's wide range of excellent
zoom lenses encompass three
types of operation control
all-servorized, via flexible cables
and by effortless push pull rod
control. And it can be attached to

fit and operate with any make of
TV camera.
Shown on this page are only a few
examples of the quality lenses
Canon has available to more than
meet your particular demands.
Specify Canon to stay ahead.

The following are Canon TV Zoom Lenses for the
Pfummcon li. color cameras currently available on the
market·

Size o t im age tube Lens I Image format covered
I ~· Pfumtnc on 1; Pl O• 2084 17 l .11 12 Bmm
color camera Pl7 .11 3081 1214mm~J

Pl7 II 3082
PV10x 1681

l" Plumb1COOI( PV10xl582 I 128x96mm
color camera PVl 7 11 2481 t16mm...J

1
PV 6 x 1881

l¡, Reg TM NV Philips ol Netherlands

The Canon TV Lenses Naming System
PIO •. 208I I I O"" Comcens anon Ior '" m '-'""

Mirum urn Focal Length

Zoom Ratio
Application

Appl1cat1ons Image Pick-up Tubes
For ma t

p 2J 41lHTl1• I'~· Ptn mbrcon
PV lEmm. I" Pturnbrcon

Apart from the above. Canon has
available TV zoom lenses for 3" or
4-1/2" image orthicon cameras
and can also build special lenses
to fit your requirements.

Canon
eCAr>JQN INC q ·.-,Grnza rJ·chomt- (hun-ku Tokyo 11!4 Japan e CANON US A INC 10 Nevada Orive. lake Success. Long Island. Nev. York 11040 US A !Phone) 516·488
6700eCAN0f~U :,A IN( 4~.7F1dteitonAve Elm!1lHc;,f llllro~f,Q12t...USA 1Phonel312833·3070eCANONOPTICS&BU~INESSMACHINESCO INC 3113Wilst·we81vd
Los Angeles Californ1d ':4U0ü5.U 'SA e CANON AMS I EROAM NV Gebouw 70. Scn.cnot Oost. Holland e CANON LATIN AMERICA. INC Apartado 7022. Panama 5 Panama
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lA new generation of PBX's
rrom tile Bell System.

31 ~~1 H\ % ~_-iJ _l.¡-~ -

Your business's Private Branch Exchange (PBX) is the basic component of
our communications system. Now the Bell System has a new family of PBX's.

These new PBX's are neatly housed in compact cabinets. They are
esigned for modular growth, with plug-in expansion features. They can handle up
o 2000 phones. Because the consoles of the new units arc push-button operated.
raining new operators is a snap.

In addition lo such basic services as interoffice dialing, each PBX offers
any options. Like "station add-on" that lets you acid a third person to a call.
nd "attendant camp-on" that lets your operator route an incoming call to a busy
hone, and automatically connects it when the extension is free.

When you choose one of our PBX's. you get dependable Bell System
aintenance, available locally. For more information,
all your Bell Communications Consultant. We know
ur business communications needs keep changing.
ur new generation of PBX's keeps pace.

Wehearyou.
@
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Astral~ There isn't a dimmer around that
costs more because they're all worth less.

~

SKIRPAN
LIGHTING CONTROL

CORPORATION

No wonder Astral dimmers are used by important TV studios
and theatres such as the one that produces Sesame Street
and The Electric Company. As well as by See Factor for
all their rock shows.

Astral 2, 3, 6, and 12 kw dimmers are the best
because they create no RFI to disturb audio or
video. What's more, all adjustments and test
points are on the plug-in, front accessible
logic card.
And who else offers a standard 19" chassis

featuring all aluminum welded construction.
Plus a maximum height of 7" on our largest unit.
So even though Astral is more expensive to buy
it's much less expensive to rack.
To further demonstrate Astral's value we'd like

you to have a complete set of comprehensive
specs; something no one else dares to offer.
For your copy, write or call us today.

41-43 24TH STREET/LONG ISLAND CITY NY 11101 212-937-1444
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A DEAD MIKE
DOESN'T

HAVE TOBE
A DEAD LOSS.

sk any radio or TV station operator who has depended on
merican Home over the years.

He'll tell you:
American Home's program of insurance protection

s as advanced as the industry's own equipment.
It includes All Risks coverage against direct physi

al Jossor damage of the station's building and tower. Its
ntennas. lts cameras. And all other operating equipment.

American Home also writes insurance protection
hat moves outside with the industry-covering mobile
ans, portable sound systems, and other equipment used in
emote broadcasts.

But that's not all:
American Home knows that damaged equipment

bad enough. Loss of air time is even worse. So we offer a
Business Interruption policy that protects the station
gainst loss of broadcast revenues in such cases.

We'll shape each policy to fit the station's own
eeds-with rates that reflect the individual exposure, and
eductibles that make sense.

And we'll do one more thing:
Because our experience in protecting the communi-

cations industry goes back almost as far as KDKA. we can
offer some practical engineering recommendations that
will improve the risk. and may save you money.

Send the coupon today. and we'll tell you more.
-----------------------------------------------------,

American Home
Assurance Company

Dept. BG 113,I02MaidenLane.NewYork.N.Y. I0005

Please send me more information about your
Broadcast Equipment Floater coverage.

Title _

Company ~

Address _

: City State Zip _
L----------------------------------------------------

ewelcomeinquiriesfrom any licensedagentor broker.Youdon't haveto bea regularproducerto placebusinesswith AmericanHome.
Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

..•• ,. A Member Company of
'1L• J American International Group
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Audio Processing lor
Diverse Programming
By James A. Zinser

WGPR-FM, Detroit, puts on a variety of music and talk shows, many
remotes, a lot of recorded music. A corresponding variety of audio
processing techniques was needed for optimum handling of each
program.

One of the prime concerns of practicallv cvcrv FM
broadca-t engineer i-, getting optimum performance from
the variou- audio processing devices. Usuallv the engi
neer's decision :JS 10 correct opcr.n ion or this equipment
is based part Iv upon knowledge drawn from past experi
ence and pan lv upon what the "book" savs is right. A
third consideration is often overlooked: the relation of
the siuuons JHL1gr:1mmi11g to the oper.n ion of AGC and
limiting equipment.

This last consideration took on special emphasis for
our organi/aiion when we set out to rebuild the facilities
of \VG PR-FM. which serves Detroit 's black comrnunit v
wit l: :1 wide varict v of program tvpcs. A typical day mav
include xt udio pr remote-originated music shows. u11-
aue ndcd rcrnot c-, Irorn :1 number of area churches. disc
jockcv remole>. telephone talk programs. plu, a number
uf taped program-. Station m.mugement wanted the best
sound possible Irom :111v prl1gram source plus relative
cu-,e uf opcr.uion fur it' pe1»01111el. Thi> in turn placed a
number of burden, upon the ultimate audio processing
equipment configur.u ion.

We developed :1 se mi-uut ornate d eas\'-IL)·m:1i111ai11
bro.idcast Iacilirv t hut e111plLWS a total of eight AGC or
lillliting device'. At íirvt . this profusion of audio process
ing equipment m.iv seem to be a needless exrruvagancc.
but once the oper.u iona! philosophy of the <;tat ion is
understood. the need [or each unit becomes clear.

Fig. I i-, :1 Iunc t ioual block diagrarn of WGPR's audio
chain. A' c111 be seen, the station urili/es three basic
group' of input L1cilitie-;: dial-access remote broadcast
switchcr-. two vi udiov. and :111 input-bridging switcher.
l:.:1ch gruup Ji:1-, it' own AGC equipment

Fur Studio A. the stuuou's main control room utilizes
a [uir!v CLlllVC111io11:tl set-up ILl 1·:1cilit:.ite the progrurn
ming of di-e-jockey type music shows in stereo. Inputs
trorn microphonc-. turn tables. and cart ridge machines
arc muted through the Altee console to the two CBS
Audimax leveling amplifier'. Since this studio is used for
virt ually all suu ion-origin.ue d music shows. we set up
the .ivsoci.ned ACC equipment in the "classic" manner.
For :1 standard program level of +8dBm (0 VU on
con-ole meters) the Audirnux units supply a unity gain
output. neither compressing nor expanding the signal.
The unit> :1ct on the audio only when the level deviates
subst.uu ially from this norm. This approach oilers opti-
111u111reproduction of music with minimum distortion of
the dynamic range due to the rel.u ivelv slow attack time

Mr. Zinser is vice president. marketing and advertising,
Audio Services. Inc .. Southfield. Mich.
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of the Audirna x when used in this manner.
It should be emphasized that this classic set-up is not

desirable for all music stations. One rock station built:
and maintained by ASI. for example. uses a totally
different approach. The station's audience is primarily
made up of teenagers and pre-teens. listening on small
pocket FJ\1 radios or FJ\1 car radios. It was decided,
therefore. that dynamic range could be sacrificed for an
increase in the station's apparent loudness. This station's
leveling amplifiers are set to provide some compression
even at normal program levels. This keeps the average
modulation percentage of the transmitter very high, pro
viding all the well-known advantages including high ap
parent "loudness."

Another feature of this approach is that a certain
amount of art ificial expansion of the signal results. While
we don't norrnallv think in terms of a compressor being
capable of expansion action. in practice this actually is
the case. When the unit is adjusted to give a "normal"
program level enough compression to bring the signal
clown to unity gain. J signal coming into the unit at Jessi.
t h:111 normal level won't be compressed at all. The lower .
level signal will CJ use the unit to return to a point at or
11e:1r unity gain. Thus the gain of the low level signal will 1

be increased toward unitv and an artificial expansion
wi II res uIt.

Because of the Audimaxs fast attack time when ad·'
justed in this manner. there will be an increase in the
.well known "pumping" effect that is a characteristic of
all compression devices. Therefore. a careful analysis of
the station's format and audience. as well as its competi·'
tive position in the market. should be undertaken before
the decision to use this system is made.

At WGPR. we chose dynamic range over high output
for Studio A after it was determined that a large number 1
of its audience listened to the station on high-quality'
systems. Further. the station's unique format of diverse
music styles plus talk and religious programming made
extra apparent loudness unnecessary for competitive ad
van ta ge.

Studio B. however. was an entirely different matter. ·
This studio is a mono-only facility and is used primarily
as a production studio. It also serves as the on-air studio
for the station's telephone talk shows. Because of this,
and because the station prefers to record its spots with·
out production music in most cases. a wide dynamic
range for this studio was deemed unnecessary. Using
some compression at all times gives talk shows the same
advantages already outlined for rock music formats.
Therefore. the single CBS Audimax fed by Studio B was .,
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adjusted to give approximately 3dB of compression at :1
standard program level of +SdBm. This helps overcome
telephone line noise and improves the inlelligibility of
phoned-in com men ts.
or course. the station utilizes the usual nine-second

Jelay unit between the Sparta console and the Audimax
.o prevent objectionable material from being broadcast.
Ihe show host need only push a button and the output
)f the delay machine is instantly removed from the line.
)imultaneously a "fill cart'' is started in another ma
.hine and its output is fed to the line. The cart contains
1station and program promotional announcement which
salso nine seconds in length. Thus there is no dead air
vhile the delay cart is advancing past the objectionable
naterial. At the end of nine seconds the fill cart ma
:hine's output is removed from the line and the output

1if the delay machine returns.

Close-up of dial
eccesslatqnet
readout unit in
Studio B

Console. delay. ;111d lill c;1rl m;1Lli111c 1H1lp111, arc all
adjusted lo maintain +Xdl3m •>11the line 111the J\11d1m;1x
/\CC. Thus. all of the Studio I! audio -ourcc-, receive
the benefit 01· the .\dB c1>m1Jrc\\i1>11 piovrdcd by the
Audimax uni l. /\s w:», mentioned car hcr , tli1' \t11d111 I\
also utili/cd It> record the \t;1tio11\ voice-only '>P•d\. The
inputs to all recording equipment. he it reel. tupe. ur
cartridge. is fed from the output of the Audrrnax . I hu-.
all recorded material is pre lcvclcd u-, it\ recorded.

This results in :1 greater ;1ud10 "punch" lor the spot-,
when they go on the air from Studio /\. or through the
carousel units described later in this article. 13y maintain
ing a high average recording level via AGC. ;1 higher
average modulation level is attainable upon playback.
making the spots stand out on the air. just as though the
AGC units associated with Studio A or the carousel were
adjusted momentarily for high compression rather than

Dial access switch located on master console controls reel-to-reel, carousel, and remote broadcast lines.
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for music reproduction.
A second benefit of compression during the recording

of spots is that a better S/N ratio is obtained over the
inherent tape which is found in all magnetic recording
devices. It should be emphasized again that what we've
outlined above is one approach among many. For ex
ample. we would not recommend constant compression
for a station that uses its production facilities to earl all
of its music. or that uses a large amount of musical
material in its spots. especially if the station places a
premium on quality music reproduction. Bui. if you're
an all-talk station or you do voice-only spots. extra
audio punch like that in WGPR's Studio B. via AGC,
might be just the ticket for you.

Referring again to the block diagram. you'll note two
dial access switchers. These units were designed by ASl's
custom systems department as a practical means of solv
ing WG PR 's staggering remote broadcast load problem.
There's no misprint on the diagram: The station actually
does broadcast up lo 40 remotes a week. Up until we
rebuilt the station. remotes were handled through a
maze of selector switches and clip leads. If the operator
was lucky. he jusi might find the right cable pair for the
remote he needed.

The dial-access switchers have solved this problem
quite well. They're versatile and easy to opera te. th us
cutting down the amount of time necessary lo accom
modate remotes. Needless to say. they also eliminate the
technical clutter and the resulting re liability problems.
The remotes associated with these switchers are. for the
most par t , of the "unattended" variety. with micro
phones. remote amplifiers, and phone lines installed at
the remote site (usually 3 church. in \VGPR's case). They
are merely turned on before the broadcast starts no
engineer is on hand at the remote location.

Since this type of program needs no assistance from
operators or announcers back at the studio, it was de
cided that the switchers should have the capability of
feeding the dial selected remote not only to the consoles
in Studios A and B. but also directly to the transmitter
via AGC processing. once the remote program is intro
duced by the station's announcer, and brought up on the
air through one of the two consoles. The operator mere
ly pushes a button and the remote goes to the transmit
ter directly. This frees both consoles for production
duty during remotes. The switching from one mode to
the other is virtually undetectable over the air. It's
noiseless and causes no detectable level change.

While this approach to remotes allows the station
great flexibility in its use of equipment and personnel, it
causes other problems. The combination of riding at the
remote, with the unpredictable levels of phone company
facilities, created a real challenge to stable AGC opera
tion. To compensate for the varying phone line levels. an
ASl-designed automatic attenuator system is used ahead
of the two specially modified Gates AGC amplifiers to
bring the line up to a usable AGC level. This is accom
plished via solid-state modules utilizing control signals
obtained from the AGC amplifiers themselves. The mod
ules, in turn. drive the servo-controlled attenuators in
serted in the line.

For this type of remote. a constant compression level
of 7dB was selected. This operating point offers enough
compression to be useful, but not enough to cause
noticeable "pumping." This level also provides the artifi
cial expansion effect already discussed.
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The entire leveling process is initiated automatically
simply by dialing up the remote a few minutes before
broadcast. Participants in remotes are instructed to put a
test signal on the line five minutes before air time for
this purpose. The second switcher is identical to the first
and is utilized to select and set levels on a second remote
while the first is still on the air. Its output is then put on
the air at the appropriate time, while the unit is then
used to prepare a third remote for broadcast.

In operation, both switchers operate as one since the
same dialing mechanism is used to operate both units.
This reduces operator confusion and makes for a neater
appearance. A large digital readout is used to indicate
which remote is on the air and which is in the standby
mode ready for broadcast. These dial/readout units are
located in each studio so the system can be operated
from either position.

Here again we don't recommend a 7dB compression
level for everyone who might want to employ limiting ,
techniques similar to ours. Such a decision must be made
based upon your own particular needs. However, 7dB is
a good starting point.

WGPR's final audio input group is the bridging input
switcher and its associated equipment. The switcher de
signed by ASI is probably the most unique audio han
dling device at the station. It allows complete random
access to the station's two carousel cartridge players as
well as total control of the two reel-to-reel machines and
a conventional cartridge machine. This is accomplished
via the same dial/digital readout unit utilized by the
remote switcher. The operator just dials the number of
the cartridge he needs. When the cartridge is moved into
position by the carousel unit. its number is displayed on
the digital readout to confirm system readiness. and as a
double check on proper cart ridge select ion.

The output of this unit can be brought up on the air
at the touch of a button through either console or fed
directly to the transmitter through its own AGC system.
The reason for this latter option is twofold. First. com
plete taped programs can be played through the system
on the reel-to-reel machines without tying up the two
consoles. Second. the most unusual feature of the sys
tem-when the station does a disc jockey type of re
mote, a special dialer/readout unit is installed at the
remote location. This gives the air personality complete
control of the carousel and reel-to-reel equipment back
at the studio with the touch of a button. It also elimi
nates the need for a studio "producer" to play carted 1

spots for the man on remotes as well as the alternate
approach of taking cartridges and machines to the re
mote site. An additional benefit is that. once again. both
consoles are freed for production use during this type of 1

remote.
Because of this option for putting the switcher output

directly on the air. it was decided that this unit too
should have its own AGC system. A CBS Audirnax is
adjusted to give 3dB of compression at a normal input
level of -1 O dBm. This constant compression is neces
sary to achieve a reliable measure of control over the
levels on tapes supplied by outside sources. Many of the
station's pretaped programs are produced by churches
and other community organizations who often lack both
professional equipment and professional recording per
sonnel. Therefore, compression is needed for adequate
control over the levels on this type of program.

As you'll recall from our discussion of Studio B,
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station-made recordings have already received compress
ing during the recording process. Ideally. they should
not receive any more limiting but. since they must be
processed along with tapes that need such treatment. the
3dB compression in this line at normal audio lcvcl-, is
accepted as a compromise.

By now the need for the many AGC systems in the
WGPR audio chain should be obvious. The only practical
way lo provide the best audio from any of the st.u ions
input sources was to provide each with ih own limiting
ystems adjusted lo reflect the special needs of the
equipment to which it is lied and to the program 111<.Jtc
rial it must handle.

s the diagram shows, the outputs of the six /\CC units
are adjusted to a level suflrcicnt to drive the two pro
gram Telco lines. In the cave of Studio A. this i\ +8dBm
for each stereo channel. Since all other source- arc
mono, they must go through a splru ing network 111order
to feed both lines. Loss in these nc rwork-, i'> 6 dB.'º
output levels from the AG Cs arc \Ct at + 14 d brn to
obtain the necessary +8dBm at the outputs of each
plitter. These signals are then routed through the out
put switcher where the appropriate studio or dial switch·
er output is selected for broadcast. Controls fur this

itcher are located in both studios. The selected switch
r output is then fed into the Telco lines and thus to

the transmitter site some five miles from the studio.
t the transmitter, left and right channel audio is fed

a pair of CBS Volumax peak limiters. These units are

NOVEMBEA, 1973-BM/E

adjusted tu give a minimum amount of limiting just
enough to prevent only the highest level peaks Irum
overrnodul.u ing the transmiucr or course. ;1 higher com
pression level could have been used to gain a higher
average modulation level. l lowcvci , this would cause
deterioration or the dynamic range :1t the high frequency
end of the audio spectrum. Thi' is caused by the action
of the prc-crnpha-,i-, network on the audio signal. The
higher the input level to the Volu111:1x. the more its built
in pre-emphasis network will boost the llF r.mgc . The
result i\ a higher level of HF. clipping when the signal is
pavscd to the peak limiting section of the unit. It w:1s
felt that vinco a fuir degree of audio processing had
already taken place at the vtudio . any further processing
at the t runvmi t tc r , other than to prevent ovcrmodula
uon. would he dcu irncntul to the ovcral l air sound.

Out pui-, of the Volurna x unit-, arc Icd to either or t hc
st:1t1on\ two t ranvmir tc r-, v1~1the output muting switch
er. -[hi\ vwuchcr function. pl U\ all [unctions of bot h
tranvmu rcrv, arc controlled by an J\Sl-dc'>igned aut o
ma t ic unit that scnvc-, main trunvmit tc: failure and
vwn chc-, all functions over to the auxiliary transmitter if
the unit cannot return the main trunvmit tcr to the air.
II of ihcvc functions arc. of course. rnunually remote

controllable from the studio as well.
The result of our blend of automation and judicious

use of AGC leveling devices i'>a smoothly running opera
tion with optimum sound quality tailored to the sta
tion's diverse format and to its listeners' tastes. BM/E
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The TV Mobile Truck
Education ••AWindow

on the Classroom••
•In

By David L. Bower and Frank A. Lester

Some practical examples in adapting college classrooms to
television.

The project to construct a mobile TV taping truck to
augment an existing on-campus closed-circuit system and
to extend higher education to the general public began
several years ago. Much could be written about the
initial design and building. but it is the intent of this
article to describe how The University of Tennessee
uiili/ed this truck to extend a segment of its various
prograrns-rThe Window on the Classroom'<-fo the peo
ple of our state. The cost of a custom-built vehicle was
so prohibitive that we decided to fabricate our own
truck using university facilities. The University Physical
Plant Department agreed to construct the van in accord
ance with our general needs. The design and installation
of all electronic equipment and related wiring were to be
performed by the Department of Television Services.

Televising a live class on closed-circuit
Coverage of the different classrooms called for the

development of several unique methods. In this first
example (televising a freshman chemistry class live to
students by closed-circuit). a very tight frame in schedul
ing clearly indicated rapid hookup and teardown. Also.
the complexity of the distribution problems suggested
some means of simplification of these connection and
disconnection procedures. After considerable delibera
tion. we decided to construct a quick disconnect box for
the truck which could be mated to the chemistry build
ing by a special multiconductor camera cable. see Figs. I
and ~- The cable provided the following: 1 multiple
microphone feeds to the truck: :! video and RF round
robin monitoring to the TV classroom: 3 video and
audio feeds to South Central Bell Telephone Company's
distribution system: and 4 land line telephone facilities
to the truck to permit communication with our distribu
tion center on the far side of the campus.

The use of a single multiconductor cable for these
many functions decreased the setup time appreciably
and e lírninated the possibility of hooking up lines in-

Mr. Bower is chief engineer. and Mr. Lester, director of
the Department of Television Services, at The University
of Tennessee.
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correctly. As it currently stands. it is possible to be
ready for taping in fifteen minutes after the truck arrives
at the chemistry building. The feasibility of using this
arrangement for television teaching has proved to be a
most practical means for covering classes on the Knox
ville campus.

"The Chattanooga Connection"
The second example describes the method used in the

raping of an entire college class as an event. An elemen
tary economics class was selected on our campus at The
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. The taped series
was designed to be broadcast later in the summer on aU
five of Tennessee's PBS stations.

It was our in ten ti on to preserve the image of the live
class as much as possible. The instructor was encouraged
to teach his class, as nearly as he possibly could, as if the
equipment and crew were not in the room. It was,
however. imperative that the tape be as good technically
as we could make it. ]¡ was conspicuous then that some
modifications be made without giving the class a recon
structed appearance.

The classroom selected (on the ground floor) was
located a few feet from the place at which the truck
would be parked. It was possible to snake the cables
through a window. The AC power for the truck and the
local telephone land line were connected to the mobile
unit in a semi-permanent manner. In the classroom itself
it was necessary to lower the high reflectance value of
the front wall which would be. of course. visible to the
cameras. A light shade of brown paint. compatible other
wise with the decor of the room. was selected: the wall
reflectance level was lowered to suit our needs. The
chalkboard frame. which was a highly-specularly reflec
tant chrome. was painted flat black.

The low ceiling height and small number of student
in the classroom suggested that we give lighting tech·
niques careful thought. We felt it imperative to keep all
direct lighting off the instructor and his students. This
we accomplished by locating two J 000-watt quartz fix
tures halfway back in the room. Light was bounced off
the white ceiling tiles to illuminate the teaching area.
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Iwo additional 500-watt quartz lights, with barndoors,
vere located in the front corners of the room to provide
ide lighting for the instructor. Another advantage of
.ouncing these two lights was that the resultant light
vas also much softer; harsh shadows were minimized.
nd the light was sufficient to take random camera shots
.f the students to allow for variety and punctuation in
he lectures.
The instructor was provided with a small video rnon

:or near the podium for cueing purposes. The student
udio coverage was picked up by a floor stand AKG
ricrophone equipped with a filter to minimize ambient
om and street noise. The microphone level was
oosted by a preamplifier before being fed to the truck
) that a satisfactory level for students who wanted to
espond to, or have dialogue with. the instructor could
e sustained.
The three rear rows of chairs were removed from the
om to afford maneuverability of the two cameras. A
all title stand. independently lightly. was positioned

l one end of this area for credits and supers. A lest
at tern and clapboard were located al the other encl for
rocluction and engineering requirements.
As it turned out. the cameras (each of which was

equipped with a 25-250 mm zoom lens) were able to
pick up the instructor and his chalkboard work quite
well. Also, it was possible to intersperse the lectures with
good side shots of the students. zoom in light on their
notes and. in most instances, read their writ len rnater!al
surprisingly well'

We feel that we were successful in preserving the
informality and intimacy of this small class (about 20
students) by prudent placement of the TV equipment
and crew in the room. shown in Figs. 3 and 4. More than
one student was heard to say." ... I soon forgot that the
class was being televised."

"The Nashville Connection"-Complications
Taping a large class al The University of Tennessee at

Nashville presented different problems. Unlike the situa
tion at Chattanooga. the Nashville class convened for a
three-hour period one night per week (the Chattanooga
class met daily for considerably shorter periods). At tend
anee at the Nashville class (on introductory history)
fluctuated erratically from one week to the next, even
from hour to hour on a given evening. The room selected
was of the amphitheater type and seated well over I 00
people. Moreover. the classroom was located on l he
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Fig. 1.Diagram of chemistry classroom designed for rapid
hook-up and teardown.

Fig. 2. The multicondutor interconnection box for the
chemistry remotes. Camera cable connects to the end of
the box. Individual short cables feed between this box and
the mobile truck connection panel.
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opposite side of (and several stories above) the place
where the truck was positioned. The cable distance was
over :r~sfeet. Six men worked more than two hours
1'nockin¡: holes in íloors and walls just to pull the cable
to the classroom/uuditorium.

Fortunate!y. the truck was parked and leveled in an
ample loading dock area which could be totally enclosed
JI six o'clock every night. Thus. good security of the
equipment could be maintained. Further. the vehicle was
inside and protected from the weather. and our crew in
the truck itself was isolated from the idle curious who
often wander in from the street. There were minus
Iactors in this location. however. Even though the truck
was air-conditioned. inadequate ventilation of the load
ing dock area. when closed. caused some equipment
overhearing. We experienced. on an occasion or two.
equipment malfunction or outright failure. This problem
was rectified hy the use or large air-circulaung fans in
the dock arca until the onset of cooler fall weather.

The placement of carneras and ancillary equipment in
the classroom posed another problem. Fig. S. The seat-

ing area of the room was raked, and camera maneuver
ability was restricted. Trucking and dollying of the
cameras were almost virtually out of the question, and
we were often reduced to taping sessions of mostly
zooming in. zooming out' We decided to place one
camera at the very rear of the room for loose cover shots
which usually included the backs of the heads of many
of the students and occasional medium full-face shots of
the instructor.

The other camera had to be placed in a restricted,
small area near the front of the room at camera right
(stage left) of the instructor who roamed freely across
the breadth of a slightly elevated level. This camera was
used for tight shots of the chalkboard. maps. and pre
ponderantly profile shots of the professor. The camera
was J ff orded some degree of movement between the
first riser of the raked seating area and the front waU of
the room. The camera could pan 90 degrees (and more)
to the left for cover or individual audience (student)
reaction shots. When this camera was in use, however,
the television viewer was constantly mindful of looking

Fig. 3. Arrangement of the economics class at
Chattanooga disrupts the class very little.

·~J
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Fig. 4. The basic economics class at Chattanooga in
progress. Photo courtesy Frank A Lester
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STUPENT St:R1/N6

llCCESS INJI,£Ill FlbJl!l.

Fig. 5. Camera placement for this raked floor at Nashville
was restricted.

Fig. 6. Camera in front of room can pan over 90 degrees
covering instructor. blackboard, and some of the class.
Photo courtesy Marshall Thurman

upward at everybody and everything!
The location of this front camera was not all bad. As

tcan be noted in Fig. 5, some flexibility of movement in
the aisle was possible. Without any lifting-almost an
impossibility unless there are three or four sturdy crew
men available-or dismantling of the camera chain, the
icamera could be rolled out of the auditorium and stored
in a utility room nearby. The rear camera was secured
after each taping session and was not moved.

As with the Chattanooga remotes, it was possible to
rvary the taping routine by picking up shots of students
taking notes. The front camera simply looked over the
rshoulders of students seated close to the camera. When
· his front camera was dollied snugly against the front
wall, the camera could look over the instructor's shoul
der upward at the class. Because of the side location of
he front camera, it could be kept easily out of the rear

rcarnera's view.
Title stands for credits and graphic materials were set

¡up near both cameras to enhance flexibility of that
:aspect of production. The steep inclination of the audi-

NOVEMBER,1973-BM/E

toriurn's seating area allowed for the location of three
lights at the rear to supplement the room's normal
illumination. Here we used direct lighting because of the
considerable distance between lights and subject. The
height of the lights eliminated hot spot difficulties which
are sometimes encountered when lights and subject are
at the same level. Again. as in the Chattanooga experi
ment, the front wall was repainted a medium shade to
decrease the contrast ratio problem created by a light
wall. The chrome trim of the chalkboard. in this in
stance. was not repainted but covered with masking
tape. This modification was not as satisfactory as paint
ing the trim black, but it did minimize the glare
problem.

All cabling from the truck was brought up through a
hole in the floor and distributed to the various pieces of
equipment. Because the room was heavily used for func
tions that were not televised, most of this cable had to
be removed at the conclusion of each of our taping
sessions. The cables were laced together and tagged so
that the cable unit could be installed or removed
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Fig. 7. Floor plan for mobile truck

Fig. 8 Outside shot of truck on levelling pad. Fig. 9. Inside shot of truck showing location of
equipment in rack. Pnoto courtesy Wm P Wilson

quickly.
Four microphonc-, on floor 'L1nds were placed. with

the hc,t ,1r:.1tcgy we could devise. among the students to
cover their responses and questions to the instructor.
These microphones fed :J mixer in the room itself. and
high-level audio was fed back IL) the truck. A lavalicr
microphone (and a hack up) was provided for the
ins: ruct or.

to expedite setup and teardown for a remole in which
time is critical. Also. such an arrangement reduces con
nection errors because multiple separate cables are elimi
nared. The second and third examples. in our opinion,
represent methods and techniques for adapting the
typical college classroom to television. We feel that care
ful and deliberate planning and staffing were responsible
for these largely successful experiments-classes televised
:JS even ls. It is l rue tha t some staging was an obvious
imperar ive. To the television viewer. however. we con
tend that we achieved a depiction. in fact. of a real
"window on the classroom." BM/E

Interesting lessons-not all easily learned
\Ve feel that the first example. the chemistry remotes.

i' reprcse ntut ive of technique, which can be employed
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Select RCA filn1
ick·up vidicons

Ior your camera...
no matter who made it.

we also make type 8134/
4811/B to assure a high
blue-channel sensitivity for
this camera.

Or consider our 4809 and
4809/B Vidicons. They're recom
mended because they are specifi
cally designed, manufactured and
tested to produce best perform
ance under conditions imposed
by today's 3-tube color film
pick-up requirements. The
4809/B is specifically processed
and tested to meet blue-channel
sensitivity requirements. Both
of these tubes have been
successfully applied in the RCA

camera model TK-28.
This is the kind of tailor-made

performance you can count on
throughout the full RCA Vidicon
line. Take advantage of it now.
Just call your RCA Camera Tube
Distributor or RCA Representa
tive for complete information.
Or write Commercial Engineer
ing, RCA, Harrison, N.J. 07029
for your copy of the new RCA
Camera Tube Product Guide
(CAM-7038).

4809

We produce more
types of Vidicons for
film pick-up than any
body else.

We make so many be-
causewe've learned that top film
camera performance requires tail
oring Vidicons to camera require
ments. And our applications
engineers have studied them all.

Take our 8480/4810 and
8134/4811 film pick-up Vidi
cons, for example. The specifica
tions defining their performance
characteristics are controlled to
provide exceptional service in the
RCA camera model TK-27. And nen Electro

Optics
INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: ARGENTINA-Cas11la de Correo 4400 Buenos A1res/BRAZIL-Ca1xa Post al 8460. Sáo Paulo/CANAOA-21001 No Service Ad Ste Anne de Bellevue.
810 Oucbcc/ENGLANO Sunbvrv-on-Fname s, M1dalesex/HONG KONG PO 00.11.112/MEXICQ-Apartado 17-570 Mexico 17 OF /SWITZERLAN0-118 rue du Rhone CH1204. Geneva
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If you're getting into or expanding 'YAU pan fol up to four additional input modu.les
production facilities you may need 1'-' .• and other optional accessories
more flexibility than your h t d including talkback, remote
broadcast board can give transport control, quad pan-
you But full professional stu- w a qou nee ner, and headphone monitor.
dio gear costs an arm and a leg. and you pay for That's what you need and that's what you pay for.
a lot of things you may not really need. Some things, however, you may or may not need, and

That's why there's a TASCAM Model 10. It's an we leave that choice up to you For instance. the basic
8-in. 4-out mixing console. and it's just $1890. Model 1O is high impedance in and out, but studio line

With the Model 1O you get what you have to have. impedances are available optionally. You'll probably
Without sacrificing a single necessary function. want low impedance mic inputs. but you may not need

Each input module gives you mic and line atten- all low impedance line inputs So we don't make you
uauon, three bands of peak and dip equalization (two pay for them. You can order any combination of high ii
with frequency selection). pre- and post-echo send and and low input/output impedances according to your
receive circuitry, pan function, and a unique straight- application.
line fader. Details and specs on the Model 1O are available

Each of the four submasters has a meter control for the asking. At the same time we'll tell you about our
switch (line/echo). independent monitor level control. new Series 70 Recorder/reproducers.
echo receive level control. and a straight-line fader.
You also get a master gain module and 4" VU meters We've got what you need.

with LEO peak indicators Plus pre-wired facilities for 0•111111111 CORPORATION

[J 5440 McConnell Avenue
Los Angeles, California 90066
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High Schoolers Make Laws
In Radio 11Assembly11

In model legislature set up by station WKRS, Waukegan, Illinois,
students as "House" and listeners as "Senate" debate and vote on
some startling new "laws" for the state.

They voted for full majority rights for 18-year-olds. and
overrode the "Governor's" veto of the bill. They set up
state-supported re-cycling plants. made TV blackouts of
local sports illegal. and in traduced bills (defeated in the
"Senate") for state aid to mass transit and no-fault
divorce.

"They" were about ~00 students from 15 high schools
in the area around Waukegan. Illinois. who made up a

Amendments to the
Motor Vehicle Code
An act to regulate the five areas of automobile standards: 1)
auto safety: 2) car license: 3) engine nrrutauons:4) roadside
standards: and 5) driver's license.

Be 11enacted by the people of the State of lllrnors. repre
sented m the General Assembly. that these amendments
be ad¡uncted to the Motor Vehicle Code
1) Auto safety check
An act to establish a regulatory check of all licensed

automobiles m the State of Illinois
This bill states that all automobiles licensed mthe State of

Illinois must be checked for any hazardous defects every
six months. If an automobile has some form of defect. 1t
must be repaired and inspected at the owner's expense
After the automobile has passed mspectron, a window
sticker rs issued to the owner of the automobile at the price
of $3.00 If. however. the automobile does not pass inspec
tion. or 1fthe owner refuses to make the necessary repairs.
the sticker will not be issued and the owners license will be
suspended until the repairs are made The check stations
will be chosen by the state. but stations 1nthe state can
apply for this position by paying a fee to the state. approxi
mately $50 00 This Act will improve auto and highway
conditions m the State of Illinois Note All new residents of
the State of Illinois must have an auto check wnhrn the first
month of their residence
The profits made from the sale of the stickers and the fees

from the check stations m the state should finance all nec
essary costs of this btll This bill is enecnve as of January 1.
1974
"Defects' for the purposes of this Act means anything

having to do with the engine. signals. horn. lights. tires.
anu-ponvton. etc

A.ny votaron of trus Act will mean suspension of the
drrver s license up to SIX months If the violation should
continue for a prolonged perlOdof lime. the owners license
will be ruled invalid and will be taken away until the proper
repairs are made
2) License plate renewal tags

Ari act to aid and s1mpMythe present procedure of acquu-
1nglicense plates Ttus state shall require license plates to
be purchased every five years and renewal tags every year

The tags shall be purchased annually at a price esiab
hshed by the Secretary of State

It shall be requ1redfor each trtleholder to purchase a new
set of the presently existing license plates every five years
or when plates are so damaged as to be 1lleg1bleas deter
mtned bv the 1nd1V1duaJ

,
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model "House of Representatives" in a series ot pro
grams organized by Station WKRS in \V3ukeg311 earlier
this year. Developed in cooperation with the Lake Coun
ty Bar Association. the programs stirred tremendous
community response. par ticularly among parents of the
students chosen by their schools to be members of the
legislative body. As reported by Larry Leonard. director
of public affairs for WKRS. the reaction of many parents
echoed the statement: "This is the only thing that has
turned on my kid since he started high school."

The students. in groups of about 30 representing vari
ous schools. acted as a bill-introducing boJy for "legisla
tion .. sponsored by the school bodies. They did not
sirnply throw wild ideas into the legisl.n ivc pot. Each bill
\\':J~ introduced with :J lengthy. carefully-researched ex
planation. prepared in formal style. A surprisingly large
body of knowledge=und political sophisticat ion -had to
be developed by the students in the course of getting
their bills ready for voting.

Post-lugh-school listeners. connected tu the studios bv
telephone. acted as the "Senate ." introducing bills of
their own J~ well :JS debating and voting on those intro
duced by the students, County Board Chairman Ron
Cnlcs acted as "Governor " and signed hills into "law."
or vetoed them. a~ thcv carne lrorn the bicamcrul grnup.

In the courve of the >O-hour broadcast. WK RS aired
continued on page 78

t-
,I

Lake County students acting as a House of
Representatives A b1/lts being debated over radio station
WKRS Sta/Ion listeners. acting as Senate, also vote
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Is Instructional Technolog
More Than a Promise in
Rig her Education? By Seymour N. Siegel

Comparing apples and oranges is traditionally the wrong
thing to do in the American classroom. It might be
equally frowned upon to compare farmers with univer
sity professors. But the introduction of technology into
American higher education has been likened to the be
ginning, of the agriculrural technological revolution.
Robert Thomas, formerly vice chancellor for cornmuni
cations for the State University of New York. said sorne
time ~1g,)."The fundamental problem in both instances is
the basically conservative constituency with which the
innovators had to work ... on the one hand self-em
ployed farmer, free to pursue their own ways without
interference and deeply conservative and resistant to
change: on the other hand. tenured faculty members
rclativelv free to pursue their own ways. and again.
conservative and resistant to change Neither group was
lik clv to embrace technology warmly. yet gradually over
:.1 period of time a technological revolution in agriculture
did in Iact take place. The fruits of that revolution have
resulted in greatly improved products at lower produc
t ron L'O't per urn t."

Americans have always had confidence in the ability
of technology to solve any problem even before a par
ticular technological process had been invented. It would
seem that with the availabilitv of television. computers.

Mr. Siegel is Adjunct Professor arid Director. Office of
Educational Technology. City University of New York.

Modumath-A Remedial
Program for CUNV-SUNV
Teaching remedial math is a major problem in higher edu
cation, especially with the rise of community colleges with
open admission policies. Faculty doesn't really want to do
the job. For this reason. however, the staff is favorably
disposed to use prepared materials (of 22 CUNY-SUNY
institutions. all expressed a willingness to try mediated
instruction).

This fall these institutions will test a specially-designed
video program. Modumath. designed to be self-instructing.
Most schools will use the program in a video cassette form.
The types are in color and well done. but straightforward.
No frills are employed; simple animation is not "dated" and
there is no identification with a particular ethnic group. The
tapes are used with a study guide which includes objec
tives. A student can take a pretest to determine his level of
entry. Script was prepared by Professor Miriam Hecht, who
heads the remedial math program at Hunter College. A task
force served as an advisory body. There are 40 titles alto
gether. covering whole numbers, fractions, decimals. per
cents, and integers.

Production was done with quad equipment. Animation is
limited to that created by a special-effects generator. Color
was simply added to black-and-white art electronically. A
slide-audio cassette version was made by photographing
the TV monitor. Sam Holman. producer. feels the cost was
about one-half to one-third that of a film production.
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film. and cassettes-to say nothing about the great
strides in cable television-somewhere along the line the
machine might be harnessed to assist in teaching and
learning. The fact is. however, that all over America
educational technology with slight exceptions is being
used minimally.

Almost two and a half decades ago. the educational 1

community in the United States managed to achieve
unanimity in the presentation of a case before the Fed
eral Communications Commission for the reservation of
television channels for education. The glowing promises·
of scholars and academics. of educational administrators,
and school board chairmen. of politicians and govern
ment officials. as well as the practitioners of educational
broadcasting. that the new technology would be the
answer to many of education's problems were persua
sive. The commercial broadcasting industry was caught
off guard and more than 250 valuable channels were
reserved for education. The performance by educational
television stations throughout the United States. certain
ly in the field of higher education. has not met the
promise. They have gone public. The euphemistic change
in title from "educational television" to "public tele
vision" is more than that. It may well be that educators
and non-commercial broadcasters "overspoke " them
selves 20 odd years ago. Some hard-nosed reading of the
testimony before the FCC might even allow the conclu
sion that this was one of the outstanding snow jobs ever
achieved before that regulatory body.

In the context of the "go-go years" in the nation's
financial community. it's interesting to note the high
degree of correlation between the rates of support for
public stations from school systems and the efforts to
use the stations for instructional purposes. Back in 1966
the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of
Education published a report which flatly stated that an
educa ti on al station's income "from school programming
is the most secure foundation of its solvency." In the
intervening years there's been a sharp decline in the
amount of support received from schools for television
services. In New York State. for example in 1968-69, the
educational stations averaged a little over 16% of their
income from this source. In 1972-73, the estimated
income has apparently dropped to 5% of the public
stations' total income. This reluctance of schools to pay
for television instructional facilities may have a serious
impact on public stations' fiscal problems. but it is
indicative of the overall decline in commitment to the
promises made in the original petition for licenses year
ago.

The onus for this failure to perform as promised
should not perhaps be placed entirely on the technicians
who operate public stations. The 1973 Report of the
Legislative Commission on Expenditure Review of Edu-
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cational Television in New York State devotes considera
ble space to an analysis of under-utilization: " ... tele
vision was originally expected to be a prime instructiunul
instrument replacing teachers and providing Ihe cc111ra I
component for a complete instruct ional system. II was
envisioned as a live. as well as raped. medium through
which a professor could lecture with maximum coverage.
A great deal of campus equipment and physical plant
were designed and acquired under the influence or this
"total teaching" concept but, after a period or time, this
concept was abandoned.

Because there was a need for interaction between
teacher and student, televised instruction on the cam
puses of the State University of New York is now used
as a means of providing instruction for only part of a
course. It's the general policy Iha! no more than one
third of any three-credit course be taught by television.
A great many programs are recorded on rape and seldom
shown live. In other words. despite the considerable
expenditure for equipment and hardware. television is
used only as a supplement to traditional instruction.

• Because of the need for redesigning teaching methods
which are necessary to accompany any major technologi
cal introduction, and since these have not been imple
mented in a manner conducive to achieving either an
increase in productivity or a decrease in total costs,
instructional television has "remained peripheral 10 in
struction."

As in the City University of New York System, where
J the Chancellor's Committee on Educational Communica-
1 tions has recently reported an investment of more than

five million dollars for hardware, and an almost equal
annual expenditure for the maintenance and operation
of that hardware, questions as to television's proper role
in the State University System still remain. While in
structional television serves many purposes "its real
function on the campus has not been adequately defined
to preclude its haphazard and wasteful use." Problems of

1 campus acceptance and integration remain.

Some hopeful steps; obstacles to overcome
Considerable positive steps are being taken at CUNY.

Negotiations for consortium-sharing of resource and pos
sible co-production with SUNY and the California State
System are far advanced and may have salubrious effects
on high costs of acceptable software. Studies on the

e potentials of the cable and the formation of a communi
ty "educational user committee" are new constructive
developments.

In evaluating the overall problem, however, it has
been often stated that there's considerable indifference
or outright antipathy toward using technology in higher
education. The major objection by faculty seems to be
based on reams of research which almost always suggests
"no significant difference" in learning performance in
the use of technology vis-a-vis conventional modes.

The few faculty members who have been "doing
something with technology" have a deep-seated feeling
that reliance on instruction of one's own design is pure
virtue. There is almost an insurmountable feeling that
most educational televised programs, for example, are
poor programs, especially if done by somebody else.
Most educators believe that television lessons, films, and
computer programs are of poor quality, and do not meet
individualized needs.

Problems of incompatibility and poor design in equip-
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mcnt arc bciug ovcrcomc, hui slowly. ºI lii«, ol course, ha\
haunted the audio-visual field in cd ucut iun a lruoxt Ir om
the beginning. To ;1d111i11isl1;1lol\, the rapidity ol ohvulcx
ccncc which is ch;11;1clt:ri,1ic <>I° t hc co111111u11ical11>11'
rcvolut iun seems Ill he ;1cult u r.rl shock <>I ovcrwhchuiuu
prupurt ions.

The dc tui!s <>I advanced pl:11111i11gi11 ohiaining acccv
sibiliry Ill ho th hurdwa: c and m.r lc r ia!x seem I<> be more
than moxt f.rcuh y mc mhc r-, care I•> cupe wit h, Copy1igh1
problems always seem lo lil t ihcu 11gly head». and the
11m111al difficulties of Ilic td c n l i licu t ion of c<>gcnl
ma tcrial arc much more complex than merely flipping
through ;1 textbook.

With the normal lack of know-how and training in
instructional technology, ;111d Ilic cx clusior, of media
specialists from ccntrul planning, the greatest utili/ation
of technology has been in the arca or enrichment ur
enhancement, 1101 in "stand-alone" insuuctional capabil
ity. (Sec box, Modumuth.)

Despite the hundreds uf millions ol dollars which have
been expended over Ilic past two decades. on hardware
and on materials. the pcnc trution of new learning ma te
rials and media into higher cducution has been shallow.
What many people reel is needed now is somewhat less
financial support for the invention of equipment and
more financial support for the development and utiliza
lion of what one already has.

It may seem an oversimplification 10 suggest that the
capabilities of instructors would be expanded by the use
of technology. To relieve them of the need lo personally
prepare and deliver elementary course segments. that
change little from year to year. might normally be con
sidered a welcome development. It would seem that
time-saving methods would be provided which would
permit the drilling of students in knowledge that must
be mastered if the rest of the term's course content is to
be fully understood. Certainly the capability for demon
stration and illustration would be expanded. It would
seem logical to believe that this would permit more time
for preparation, as well as time for meeting with stu
dents and providing individual counseling and advice.

There is a pervading feeling that there is a lack of
definitive administrative commitment to the use of tech
nology throughout the educational establishment. This
has to do with the reward system within higher educa
tion. Such goodies as tenure, promotion, and salary, go
to the most productive in terms of research and writing,
and not to those faculty members who are interested in
improving the quality of instruction, or in reaching more
students at lower costs. What seems most important at
this juncture is the utilization of existing mediated
courses prepared by someone else. Released time, salary
improvements, and professional recognition would seem
to be imperative. Any new reward system which might
be devised, and which might provide faculty incentive
for both participation and utilization, would be a plus in
the introduction of technology.

Both the McMurrin Report, published four years ago,
and the more recently published report by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education, emphasized the fact
that a college instructor purely as a purveyor of informa
tion is obsolete. His new role, not necessarily yet recog
nized by faculty, is the utilization of educational tech
nology to make him a master of the resources of learn
ing, with time and opportunity to cultivate students as

continued on page 80
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Toward an Open
Learning Society
By Wes Thomas
Many developments and movements are afoot, bringing us closer to
the day of being able to acquire information and knowledge on an
instant-demand basis-anywhere.

In Michigan, children arc watching slow-scan television
received by '111 FM radio. In Wisconsin. ~000 students
throughout the srare listen to :i radio course and call in
their quc-rions and comments during the program. In
Kcntuckv ncx t year. high school dropouts will study for
a GED h)' wa tching TV. And around the country irnag
inu tivc cxpcruucn t-, with interactive television. satellites.
and other technologies arc i11 progress. Open learning is
catching on ª' educators arc realizing what the post-Tv
generation has known al] along: real learning can happen
ou bide the classroom.

Meanwhile. educational television and radio are still
poorlv ut ihz cd in the classroom. Seymour Siegel. pre si
dent of the Broadcasting Foundation of America. writ
ing 111this iv-ue . olfcrs these reasons:
• ed uca t iouul est :1blishmen t conserva t ism:
• telc vivion often little more than the distribution of
dull lectures:
• poor equipment design:
• inacccssihilitv 11fmaterial and copyright problems:
• Iack l1f tacul ty training in utili/ation of technology:
• inedia 'pcci:tli~b not included in instruct ional design
and planning.

In thi, article. we will discuss new techniques current
ly being u-ed to correct sorne of these problems. includ
ing m-uuc tion our-idc of the classroom. interactive tele
visicu: ami radio. video networks. consortia. arid the
"coui sc team" approach. We will also explore where we
arc gl1i11g satellites. video cassettes. video discs. interac
tive home cable TV. etc.

Since administration and teacher apathy is so great. no
frontal a uack on the ineffective use of technology is
posvihlc. However the Emergency School Aid Act. in
tended to reduce minority group isolation in elementary
and secondary schools. offers one way to bring educa
tion into the communications age.

The U.S. Office of Education has awarded S 11.J mil
lion for the development of programs in English-Spanish
culture (Bicuh ural Children's Television). practical skills
(WNVT). Spanish and English training (KLRN). ethnic
grnup promotion spot announcements (WTTW). and TV
materials in mathematics (Educational Development
Center).

These organizations seem to know how to make the
media work For example, in the mathematics series.

Mr. Thomas is president of Twenty-First Century Media
Inc .. a think-tank specializing in innovations in com
munication>. and is coordinator of the Long Island
Chapter of the World Future Society.
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EOC plans to redesign both mathematics and television
instructional techniques from scratch. According to Dr.
Zacharias. project director. the series of 65 elementary
school mathematics programs will avoid abstract ap
preaches. such as set theory. and adapt a practical,
concrete approach. Computer-animated films and mate
rials for children to manipulate in the classroom will be
med to make math a vivid experience. and EDC will
attempt to involve some 200.000 teachers in the design
and use of the series. In a refreshing emphasis on educat
ing for the future. the use of pocket calculators (which is
f'orecaste d to be common by 1975. when the course will
be ready) will be an integral part of the course.

Harold Wigren of the National Education Association;'
approaching the problem from the standpoint of the
teacher. has pinpointed what's needed. Wigren recorn
mends the following:
• design portable. lightweight. easy-to-use equipment
for classroom use:
• develop teacher training in the use of technology:
• build in interaction in broadcast programming. rather
than the present passive. one-way programming:
• develop equipment personalized for the learner:
• involve teachers in decision-making on the use of
media:
• include teacher needs in the design of the system:"
• revise copyright laws to permit programs to be record
ed off the air and used for a limited time before being
erased so that broadcast materials can be fit into teach
ers' schedules.

A pari iul solution to the scheduling problem is the
approach taken by the Long Beach Unified School
District in Califomia=prograrns are repeated up to 12
times a day on four-channel !TFS links to 77 schools.
According to Dr. Harlan Levich, assistant director of
Instructional Resources. teachers have been highly re
sponsive to this flexible approach (a spinoff benefit is its
use for communicating with the 5000 staff members,
media preview. and teacher in-service training). System
operation is enhanced by a semi-automated tape system.

The State of Virginia has developed another novel use
of video cassettes. Faced with the "national radio quiet
zone" in the western part of the state (due to a radio
telescope observatory and the Naval Research Lab). the
state has taken to bicycling video cassettes recorded off
the air to the affected schools.

But perhaps the most encouraging development is that

*Sec "Prcliminarv Rcs11/1s from a11 Asscss111c111 of Teacher
Needs," September 1972. available from the National Educatton
Association.
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educators are discovering that educational TV can be
fun. According to Paul Barstow, supervisor of TV and
Film Services, California's Torrence Unified School Dis
trict conducts a popular weekly TV quiz program,
"Brainstorm," for the district's 30,000 students, with a
playoff at the end of the year. Teachers follow up by
using the questions as springboards for class discussion.
-Interactive Broadcasting-An Effective
Learning Strategy
Educational broadcasting until recently has been basical
ly an extension of the lecture-without even the chance
to ask questions. Important efforts are now in progress
to allow the student to participate in a two-way dialogue
with an instructor. Some examples are:*
~ The University of Southern California. under an NSF
g¡rant, is offering engineering courses over four ITFS
ch.annels to students in remote classrooms. The satellite
r-'1assroom is equipped with a two-way audio system for
.cornrnunicating with USC instructors. An experimental
p-rogram to award master's degree equivalency ceruf
í.pates is also being planned.
'~ Thomas Sheridan of MIT has conducted experiments
vvith students watching a remote closed-circuit lecture.
~otudents were able to feed back signals to indicate "too

1fast," "too slow," "don't understand," etc.
,• The Metropolitan Regional Council Inc. recently
·-::onducted an innovative seminar on hurricane and flood
.disaster preparedness for county and municipal govern
)ments with participants at eight locations around the
u I 000-sq. mi. tri-state area of New York. New Jersey and
Connecticut able to talk via two-way TV to the instruc

¡; tor or to other groups. The system, designed by the
r Rand Corp., uses the microwave band just below the

11 ITFS channels. with main transmitter on top of the
· World Trade Center.

• The University of Wisconsin is running "closed-circuit
radio"-an educational network in 176 cities in Wiscon
sin, with telephone feedback to permit as many as 2000
people to participate simultaneously in educational pro
grams. Programming is carried on an FM SC A channel.
Telephone tie-lines allow participation by resource peo
ple from other parts of the country. Eighteen different
courses are available to the 20,000 participants in Wis
consin. A State Extension Network, using an "Electronic
Blackboard" (a Victor Electrowriter), is also in opera
tion by 20 stations with telephone voice feedback.
• Massachusetts General Hospital has extended its tele
diagnosis system, which uses full duplex video and
audio to remotely diagnose patients, to educational ap
plications. A course, "Counseling the Adolescent." is
offered al several ielecenters.
• The State Department of Education, Lansing, Mich ..
is pioneering in the use of slow-scan TV in education.
harles Ruffing, coordinator of Instructional Technol

ogical Services, has been broadcasting educational pro
grams on an FM SCA channel to public schools in Flint.
Mich. The system uses a I 2KHz bandwidth for video and
audio combined, with a 7-sec. video frame interval. An
evaluation done by Michigan Sta te University showed
STY equal in learning effectiveness to regular TV for

the same ma te rials.
Ruffing, who says he was inspired by amateur radio

experiments with SSTV, feels he is "working at the
crystal-set phase." The system uses regular TV sets, with

*(For other examples, see BM/E. October 1972.)
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Two-way instructional TV is being used at Independent School District
112, Chaska. Minnesota. System is owned by Community Information
Systems located in the nearby new model city of Jonathon. Career
education is facilitated by putting cameras simultaneously in both the
classroom and the store or shop visited. Thusstudents can see and talk
with a community or business leader at his place of work-and the
"teacher· can see his audience. Interactive instructional programs of a
simple sort can also be used. Pictured above is a matching game being
played.

a scan converter at the school headend. Programs can be
recorded off the air with a standard high-fidelity tape
recorder. Scan rate can be controlled. leading Ruffing to
call the system "controlled scan TV."

Other innovation' by Ruffing include: an electro
wri ter net work using an FM SC A channel: and a network
of 15 institutions connected by two-way cable for
school-to-school dialogue. with <1 random-access video
cassette device at the headend , accessible by touch tele
phone.
• In Quebec. Selectovision , an experimental TV pro
gramming technique. was recently tried. It allows cable
viewers to call in their preferences from <1 list of 80 titles
of video tapes produced by citizens of the local com
munities.
• PLATO IV, being developed by the University of
Illinois, is a computer-based system using a plasma dis
play terminal with built-in random-access image projec
tor and audio devices. The terminal is expected to cost
the user SO-cents an hour including equipment. operar
ing. and communications costs on a fully loaded system.

Using a novel communications technique to cul trans
mission costs, the system will be connected to 20
chools in the Champagne-Urbana area via an ITFS chan
nel. The synchronous packing technique allows transmis
sion for I 008 terminals over a single standard TV ch an-
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"~' vy 1ay111¡;;UVWll I VV~ adjacent bits (one per Student)
on I~ horizontal scan lines (84 bits per line). This
assures that a transmission error will have minimal im
pact on any given user. A phone line serves as the return
channel for ~56 terminals by using a polling technique.

At present. 61 sit es in the U.S.. Canada. and Europe
are connected to the system with a "hot line" to five
sites in Moscow due for installation in November.
• A number of recent experiments on two-way cable
TV will test interactive instructional TV. The most pro
minent example i~ Theta-Com of Los Angeles. Calif ..
which has developed the Subscriber Response System.
permitting two-way instruct ional TV via cable. It is
presently being tested in El Segundo. Calif .. by Tele
Prornp Ter Corp.

TICCIT (Time-shared. Interactive. Computer-Con
trolled Information Television). developed by Mitre
Corp .. is another interactive instructional system capable
of providing computer-aided instruction on a home TV
set via cable. with telephone feedback to a computer.
According to Tim Eller. group leader of the l rueract ive
Television Project. Mitre is now looking for a city with
two-way cable facilities and a representative demo
graphic mix in which to experiment with community
information utilities. Courseware presently being used
includes junior college ma th and English.

Mnres TICCIT system can use a Touchtone telephone to feed
back information to a cable TVheadend.

Potential Federal Sources of Funds
for Broadcasting-Related
Educational Technology Projects in
FY' 74
Programsareunderthedirectionof HEWs Officeof Educa
tion.NationalCenterforEducationalTechnologyor thenew
National Instituteof Education's Education& Technology
Task Force. Guidelines are available from these offices.
This list is not complete.

Call
• Adult Education/SpecialProjects.OE (NCET)

(202) 963-7444
• EducationBroadcastingFacilities.OE (NCET)

(202) 755-7727
• Emergency School Aid/Educational Television.
NIE (202) 755-7650
• EducationalResearch.NIE (202) 755-3507

L I
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Manufacturers working on subscriber response units
capable of facilitating two-way instructional TV via
cable include: Theta-Com and EIE, Los Angeles; Tocom,
Irving, Texas; and Jerrold, Philadelphia. Others are
known to be at work on the problem. A number of U.S.
and Japanese manufacturers are developing "frame grab
bing" storage devices so that several programs can be
carried on a single channel.

Satellites Deliver Learning Everywhere
Arthur C. Clarke, the science fiction writer, at a
UNESCO Space Communication meeting in 1969, re-
marked: I

"A time is going to come when any student or scholar¡
anywhere on earth will be able to tune in a course in any
subject that interests him at any level of difficulty h\ ~
desires. Thousands of educational programs will l~Je
broadcast simultaneously on different frequencies.~· so
that any individual will be able to proceed at his owi'\
rate. and at his own convenience. through the subject o?i
his choice." 1

A giant step in realizing this forecast will be taken i'¡.O
April I 974. when NASA will launch the ATS-F satellité •:.
ATS-F will beam ETV programming direct to low-co
receiving stations located in or near schools or comrnunf ;_
ty building in isolated regions of 23 states, includin
Alaska. the Rocky Mountains. and the Appalachian Reg
ion. where terrestrial TV coverage is not feasiblevir
Funded by the U.S. Office of Education. the "Educa
tional Technology Demonstration" will broadcast cur-011.
ricula in early-childhood education and career develop"\h(
rne nt ." The ATS-F will transmit two color TV signals·m
and will be able to send and receive telephone. telegraph,
radio. TV. facsimile. and computer data. Two audio
channels will permit students to select one of two lan
guages. A two-way audio feedback via the ATS-3 or
ATS-I satellite will permit the student to interact with
an instructor or other groups.

After a year of use. the satellite will be repositioned
over India. where the Indian government will broadcast
instruction aimed at curbing population growth and
stimulating agriculture.

A new feature added to the system in 1973 is a local
option in the Rocky Mountains to select (via satellite
audio channel) materials from a published catalog. These
materials wil I then be broadcast la ter in the day, with
automatic recording at the local ground station.

Some experts are passing ATS-F off as a test of
equipment rather than an educational innovation. since
one year isn't enough time to prove whether the pro
gram is effective-and worth the cost. NJE's answer is
that an experiment is the only way to determine the
economics and audience acceptability of this new tech
nology.

A predecessor to the ATS-F is the present use of the
ATS- I satellite for radio in-service training of teachers in
Alaska by the National Education Association in conjuc
tion with NEA-Alaska and the University of Alaska. The
system links together teachers in ~O Alaskan villages and
Bethesda. Md .. in a two-way radio network.

The ATS-I also serves to link schools and universities
throughout the South Pacific and Hawaii. The "PFA.C!::
SAT" broadcasts special lectures. is used for cultural
exchange (school children in Alaska recently talked to
"The Rocky Mountains area has dropped early-childhood edu
cation.

¡,
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drnterparts in Hawaii), and substitutes cornrnuni
'or transportation.
er in the future, the joint Canadian/NASA Com
tions Technology Satellite (CTS) will be launched

e 1975. Among its user experiments will be an
;xP't"iment in college curriculum-sharing between Stan
ord University and Carlton University engineering de
iartrnents. According to Dale Lumb of the NASA Ames
~esearch Center, full duplex compressed video TV with
iudio feedback will be broadcast via the CTS to permit
.ooling the resources of both schools. This approach
hould be particularly effective for what Stanford Uni
ersity's Edward Parker calls "communities of interest."
The next step toward Arthur C. Clarke's vision is to

ombine satellites with cable TV. Using the Canadian
NIK satellites and a transportable earth station (now
n national tour), TelePrompTer is demonstrating a sat
llite-cable system, SpaceCast, which is a prototype for a
ational television network of the future. According to
~obert Button, director, Satellite Operations. Tele
rompTer Corp., economic analyses have shown that
able systems, interconnected by satellites. can be the
ost economical means of distributing educational ma
rials.
With the FCC approval of several U .S. domsa t plans in

'••eptember, a national video network becomes a step
loser. Although applications view data communications
s the primary market, video figures prominently on
ree applications: Western Union. American Satellite

''orp., and GTE/National Satellite Service (the latter a
ughes subsidiary).
American Satellite. a joint effort (Fairchild Industries.
aj or, and Western U ni on 1n terna tional, minor). is
owing very great interest in CATV systems and recent·
signed an agreement with microwave special common

arrier, Western Telecommunications, the country's larg
st such carrier ( 13,000 route miles). WTCI will provide
ie terrestrial service which already serves many cable
stems. Both WU and Amsat will be operative in 1974.
y 1975, GTE/National will be ready. Since Hughes
ircraft is involved, and since Hughes has already
lanned an elaborate cable network in conjunction with
elePrompTer, a detailed proposal is likely to be forth
oming.
The cable industry is ready. The Cable Television

atellite Access Entity (CSAE), formed in late August.
as 43 member firms (who have kicked in $140,000). a
ine-rnan executive committee and an able chairman,
ex Bradley of TeleCable.
Dornsa t plans reveal four to 15 receive/send earth
ations being available. and 20 to 150 receive stations in
re 1974-75 period. The number of transponders will
row from 12 in 1974 to 50 in 1975 and 200 by 1979.
ne transponder can handle one video channel or 1000

oice circuits.) Sat expert Beardsley Graham says it costs
800,000 to $1.5 million to maintain a transponder in
rbit. This means a video channel reaching 50 states
multaneously could rent for $1000/mo. For occasional
se, rates of $15-$60/hr. are in the realm of possibility.
The principal problem will be one of interconnection.
the challenges are met, a national instructional educa-

on network will be possible. A good presentation of
he possibilities are covered in Chapter 6 of NCTA's
ook, The Uncommon Carrier. Author is Daniel R.
ells, director of engineering and technical operations,
BS.
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The satellite earth station antenna located on TelePrcmpTer's
mobile station is a dish measuring 25 feet in diameter.

Private Uses of Video Growing
The video network is a relatively new term that describes
what's going on. Use it loosely: Don't conjure up visions of
ABC, CBS, NBC, PTV or even cable TV. If you have a
half-dozen video players located in different spots and a
class of programming that gets played regularly, you've got
a video network going.

There are a host of experts ready to cooperate with video
network planners: hardware manufacturers (video players,
cassettes or discs), delivery boys (specialized common
carriers), and software producers (in training, education,
you name it).

A video network may be a string of public libraries equip
ped with video cassettes and some patrons with definable
common interests. It can be doctors who need medical
updates, or sailors at sea who need video diversion. It can
be a chain of student unions or dorms on college campuses.
It could be municipal governments exchanging info via TV
channels over private microwave links. All of this became
abundantly clear at the recent video expositions in New
York City in September: Videxpo 73, sponsored by
Billboard, and Video Expo IV, sponsored by Knowledge
Industry Reports.

Videxpo 73 boasted some 300 exclusive reports on how
groups are using video technology. Among those de
scribed: IBM's deployment of 650 U-matic machines in field
offices and plants for marketing communications and train
ing; Lincoln-Mercury's use of the U-matic in communicating
with dealers; Hewlett-Packard's 1000-tape library covering
descriptions of products, training tapes (H-P uses time
compression video to aid learning).

Videotape Networks, Inc. (115 East 62 St., New York
City) is the name of one such network. VNI is an entertain
ment and information videotape programming service for
more than 250 colleges with campus closed-circuit TV sys
tems. A new medical network being formed will serve the
35,000 members of the American Academy of Family
Physicians.

Development of low-cost program distribution via video
cassette has caused a separate private television industry
to emerge, said D/J Brush Associates at Video Expo IV. It
has all come about in the last 18 months. has a compound
annual growth rate of 30%, and involves a higher level of
management than previous audio-visual systems. It's a
whole new way of communicating within an organization,
says Brush Associates.

Video Expo IVsessions did an excellent job of putting it all
together in concise, up-to-the-minute reports on what's
happening around the world in satellites, multipoint distribu
tion systems, microwave, video cassettes and video discs.

You can be brought up to date by purchasing the confer
ence report that will be available in a few weeks (write KIP,
Tiffany Towers, White Plains, N.Y. 10602).
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In September. in response to a White House request,
Peter Coldrnark , president of Goldmark Communica
tions Corp .. proposed "ENT/SAT," a domestic satellite
system linked to cable TV networks and large-screen
theaters to show cultural events in all SO states for the
Bicentennial. The system would be used for educational
applications after the Bicentennial.

Open Learning-Making the World Your
Classroom
At the Video Publishing IV conference in New York in
September. Frank Norwood. executive secretary. Joint
Council on Educa rional Telecommunications. Inc .. pre
sented the following as strong pressures on the educa
tional system at this time:
• access tll education by the disenfranchised millions:

Prescription For "Future Shock"
We can and must continue to make television work for us.
and that is just what we are striving to do in South Carolina.
We are doing it by offering 65 different courses on ETV to
the public schools throughout the state. combining the tal
ents of the finest teachers with the support of researchers.
artists. and photographers. The same is true of the 18
courses for teacher in-service education. Through the ETV
Network, any school m South Carolina can otter excellent
resources on any subject.

For instance. industry has available contmumq education
(from basic literacy training and high school equivalency to
supervisory and management development). and public
service workers of all types receive training second to none.
Our medical program has been in operation for nearly 1O
years with trairunq for doctors. nurses. dentists. pharma
cists and others. In the planning stages is a project which
will devote a special channel of our closed circuit network
exclusively to medical education. ETV otters hope of in
creasing the number of physicians educated at greatly de
creased cost. Paramedical personnel. dieticians. janitorial
staff-the entire spectrum of health care personnel-can
also be served.

In South Carolina. students throughout the state are at
tending ETV classes to study for their master's degrees m
Business Adrmrustrauon. Engineering programs are ex
tending the classroom to the student-wherever he may be
within the state.

Other programs m South Carolina are reaching 100.000
adults with contmumq education in their fields. through
short-term courses designed specifically to upgrade their
professional standing. Managers. technicians and super
visors in business and industry-members of all the major
orotessions=-cnuens ranging from food service personnel
to the men who write our insurance. from fork lift operators
to the senior crtizens who register us to vote. have all
studied in short-term courses on ETV.

Our law enforcement officers who bring us to court. the
attorneys who defend us. and the magistrates who try the
cases. have all studied their parts on ETV. The man looking
for a job and the manager who hires him have both been
coached m their respective roles on ETV-as has the sec
retary who does all the paper work. And these are but a few
examples of the mnovatrve and unusual uses of ETV in
South Carolina.

What does the future hold? Techrucally. we will further
expand the closed circuit network: we will complete the
open circuit coverage of the state with the construction of
six new stations: experimentation with 2500 MHzwill begin:
we will study the possible use of satellite transmission. the
use of video cassettes. TV recorders and so on.
The future does indeed hold a challenge to us-and to

everyone remotely concerned with education. Fortunately,
the future also holds the mnovative tools with which to do
the job. Our decisions must be bold enough to solve the
problems we face and brave enough to solve them in time.

Henry J. Cauthen
ETV President

-------·-----·-·-·- -- .. - -- --·
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those excluded by entrance exams or e,'
tance from a school, or inability· \~e\\ \\II{ via
icapped , housewives with childre. c,~\~\}\~m,
• need for more relevant cur ne ~~ are
responsive to the interests and needs ~\}\~S.
choice; '\\ .., -
• necessity of expanding the time span of educar. m to
a life-long process.

Several efforts-part of the open learning movement
are now underway to achieve these goals. The pioneering
British Open University. which offers university level
courses to adults on public TV (BM/E. October I 972),
and is probably the most impressive of these efforts, is
now coming to America. Harper & Row is distributing
British materials to three universities at this time. The
Open Univcrsit v, Harper & Row catalog. lists 400
16mm-film titles. with 300 book and 200 audio titles as
supplementary material. Rutgers University. for exam
ple. offers three courses on public television. Students ,
can check out supplementary films, audio tapes, and
paperback books at the media center, and can get help at
tudy centers. Jessie Hartline. director of Rutgers' Open
niversity Program. sees the efforts of most funding

agencies limited to small research projects which pro
duce reports that sit on a shelf. What is needed. she says,
arc a few well-funded projects on a mass scale to open
up college education via TV to all, using the British
integrated production team approach.

One such approach is S-U-N (State University of Ne
braska) (8/11/E October 1972). which is developing TV
courses for adults under a SS00.000 O.E. grant. Project
ing a budget of S25 million for 20-25 courses. S-U-N is
intended to become the first U.S. regional university.
Samuel Gould. director of the Commission on Non
Tradirional Studies* sees S-U-N as a model for the rest
of the country. He also sees a need for consortia of
institutions to share ideas and costs.

To that end. the Agency for Instructional Television, a
joint U.S./Canadian effort. was formed in July. AIT,
which incorporates National Instructional Television,
will allow representatives of all state and provincial edu
cation and communication authorities to identify com
mon needs and recommend projects for implementation
by AIT. The first AIT effort will be a TV series on career
educa tion. A series of four regional meetings. beginning
October 15. will establish priorities for AIT.

In a related move. the National Academy of Engineer
ing. in a report to O.E .. To Reali::.e the Promise, May
1973, recommended a "National Corporation for Open
Learning" to help states and regions develop a national
network to achieve open learning.

The Office of Education is now taking open learning
seriously enough to fund a study by the National Associ
ation of Educational Broadcasters. which will study
open learning. including open admission and the open
university. as well as a survey of existing projects. defini
tions of desirable characteristics. and recommendations.
According to James Fellows. the study director, "We are
still in the scribe phase of educational technology." He
states that media operations for an open university
(which might include 20.000 students). require a large
scale approach. different from the usual small ITV ap
proach.

*Gould is author of Diversit v by Design. Jossey-Bass, 1973
(available from McGraw-Hill). an important book on the open
learning movement.
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The"Audio 96" receiver above is part of a system developed by
CablePlex, Inc. (New YorkCity) that can transmit and receive up
to 96 audio channels on one cable TVchannel. A variety of audio
tutorial instructional programs can be transmitted at once.
Instructor can override the programming: the learner can signal
the instructor if he wants help. Signals, incidentally, are in digital
form and multiplexed.

ters around the U.S. and other parts of the world) by the
1J Institute for the Future.

Alternatives to educational broadcasting are also
evolving, with Portapaks used to create low-budget. in
formal programs and a delivery system consisting of
videotape exchanges, such as the Union Resource Ex
change Network (UNet). a national videotape-sharing
system with over 20 producing affiliates. operated by
the Union of Experimenting Colleges and Universities
(Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio).

For example, video collectives in Kentucky and Mas
sachusetts are taping rapidly disappearing native skills. as
well as boycotts and demonstrations the people can't see
on commercial TV and the National Film Board of
Canada's Challenge for Change project is putting Por
tapaks in the hands of low-income action groups to
catalyze social change.

The main thrust of these invisible colleges is toward
current, meaningful problems, such as the present strong
interest in the energy crisis and the environment, which
has generated dozens of informal networks, like the
Pacific Northwest Environmental Communications Net
work, and the network associated with the Alternative
Sources of Energy newsletter. While schools are still
developing instructional materials on narrow "subjects"
focused on the past, these networks are dealing with
real-world, future-focused crisis problems about which
education is largely oblivious.

Supporting these "underground" movements are tech
nological developments which make alternatives to mass
orien ted educational programming possible. These in
clude Portapaks, "open access" cable TV, video cas
settes, local cable networks, interactive broadcasting,
and time-shared computer utilities. Rather than state
prescribed curricula with packaged, standardized sub
jects, many humanistic alternatives using such tools are
possible. One scenario for the future paints a picture of a
person in his/her home having, as Arthur Clarke en
visioned, access to the world's information resources in
low-cost computerized random-access data bases, with
color TV display of text and video. Inspiring TV produc
tions with the world's leading thinkers, curiosity, and
the motivation of real-world problems would replace
compulsory mass-oriented lessons. Access to sateIii tes,
broadcasting, and cable channels, equipment to locally
produce audio and video materials, and people/resource
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required tu establish "curnmuu itics of interest" (as in
the CTS satellite experiment) and to identify and corn
municuic with faciliJalms. resource persons, and pccrv,
;is well as provide access tu community information
utilities. Children would have .u.ccxx lo cxciling explora
Jory learning c nviroruucut s like lho,c; described in l.du
cation atul J:'cstas1• hy Geo1gc: Leonard. The cost of such
systems could probably he: Imme hy re-channeling sorne
of the billions ()f dull.u s spent auuuully , f(¡rcing people
to learn ir relevant i11for111;11io11.

As Tofflcr says in F11111rc S/111ck. "Lducution 1111"1
shift into future tense." BM/E

Universal Communication
All over the planet we are feverishly building more and more
schools colleges universities. All along these schools are
becoming superfluous.
A new concept of education is steadily replacing the

school system. Where is this new concept of education
practiced? Where can it be found?

Itcan be found everywhere. It is all around you. It is called
Universal Communication-travel television transistor
radios satellitephones videophones films microfilms cas
settes computers international publications tele-sessions
tele-newspapers communication satellites encounter
groups dialogue travel .

This is the new education. It is the fastest educational
movement in the world.

Today's youngsters are more knowledgeable than
youngsters ever before precisely because of Universal
Communication not because of schools.

Schools are actually holding them back thwarting their
potential for more rapid growth.

Education has become too big for classrooms and
schools. We have outgrown the school system.

Education like family is developing into a Process
-unstructured spontaneous universal.

The whole planet is now a school.
FromUp-Wingers by F.M. Esfandiary. ' 1973 by John Day
Co.

Carrier Current Radio
Used in Housing Project
The tenants of Bromley Heath. a housing project under the
Boston Housing Authority. have their own radio station
WTMC. Using carrier current radio is an innovative step.
towards improving communications in the public housing
community.

Bromley-Heath, incidentally, is managed by the tenants
themselves through the Bromley-Heath Tenant Manage
ment Corp. (950 Parker St.. Jamaica Plain, Mass. 02130).
This is the first public housing location where tenants man
age and control everything within the boundaries where
they Jive.The radio station helps management react to and
serve a broad range of human needs in the community it
serves.

Open Learning in
Higher Education Conference
A National Conference on Open Learning in Higher Educa
tion has been called for January 16-18on the campus of the
University of Nebraska at Lincoln.

Focus will be on technology-based approaches to im
plement open learning. Write S-U-N. Nebraska Telecom
munications Center. 1800 N. 33rd Street, Lincoln. NB.
58503.
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Networking Newsletter
SynergyAccess, a newsletter edited by the author. covers
innovative and futuristic ideas in communications, media,
networking, and technology for non-traditional education.
Recent issues have listed learning exchanges and net
.works which are part of the "Invisible University" described
in this article. SynergyAccess is published by Twenty-First
Century Media Inc., 606 Fifth Ave., East Northport. N.Y.
11731.

Conference on Cable TV
and the University
EDUCOM is planning a conference on "Cable Television
and the University" in early 1974 in Dallas to stimulate use
of cable TV in universities. Aclearinghouse may grow out of
this conference. Write: EDUCOM, Box 364, Princeton, N.J.
08540.

Charles Wedemeyer. Lighty Professor of Education.
University of Wisconsin. sees the British Open Univer
sity as "the most innovative university in western society
in IOOO years." Wedemeyer is the author of the "Wis
consin Open School" proposal-a regional cradle-to-grave
program for all citizens, consisting of an open school,
uniform transferability of credit, a learning resources
center, local community volunteers, and an integrated
structure of program teams, delivery systems, and access
systems.

The open school would deal with the problems of job
retraining, dropouts, and inability to cope in a high
mobility society, by giving students compatibly accred
ited access to learning in any state in a region, at any
age. He sees this concept evolving into a national deliv
ery system, with learning combined with working.

At the Educational Media Council Seminar on Open
Learning, Manpower Development and Training Pro
grams in August, Wedemeyer stated these features of
open education:
• opening education to more people;
• open admissions;
• open channels for communications via media (school
without walls);
• open curriculum relevant to life;
• open access to learning outside of schools;
• open participation of part-time learners;
• open accreditation;
• open cooperation between institutions;
• learner-oriented;
• diminish the dependency of learners;
• crea te new roles for teachers.

In practice, programs advertised as "open" will possess
some combination of these attributes. The following are
some of the major innovative U.S. programs utilizing
open learning via TV:
• Golden West College, Huntington Beach, Calif., (ref
erred to as "Electronic U." in a Saturday Review of
Education, May 1973 article), has pioneered in the use
of individualized learning via audio and video cassettes,
computer-aided instruction and ETV. The modern cam
pus UHF station KOCE-TV, according to Vice President/
General Manager Bill Furniss, offers "cornrnuniversity"
courses to the local community, permitting 1300 stu
dents to study introductory psychology, consumer edu
cation, and history of art.

Golden West College President Dudley Boyce sees an
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h11111;111i1,i11gcducu t nm , c;111h cc the 111sl11lLl01Im111ort:
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learning process.
• Ken lucky l·:dur:1lio11;rl 'I clc visiou in Lexington is prn
ducing s11111e40 hal l-l nuu 'I V pr 1¡gr;11mde"gncd I" help
people gel ;1 lriglr 'clrrn1I cquivalcucy ((;!-.!>) diplomu.
The progr;1111swill he h10:1dc;l\I 1lrr1n1glr11111the Appa
luchian Regi\\11sl:111ing111Scpt cmbc: I '!74 (sec ho x ).
• Miami/U:rde C111111111111i1yCollege i' 11llcrrng external
courses (one on TV. one in r;1d111)wi í h "talk 'how"
telephone call-in l"r qucst iuns and c1l111111cnts.Studc nts
Iill in mark-sense c;1rd' l or computer 'cming. with "per
sonalizcd letter" prin111111,on their progre". The series i'
also shown presently 1>1130 'talit>n' around the U.S.
Plans call Ior adding courses Irom Ca lil ornia Coas: Corn
rnuniry College District and ot hcrx un an exchange basis.
Courses arc produced in ~1documentary-Film formar.

Library patrons can get instructional material via a videocassette
recorder in a private carrel. Public Television Ubrary has a
program "Have You Watched a Book Today?"

High School Equivalency Certificate
by TV-1974
The Kentucky GED series, which will be aired in September
1974, employs several innovative approaches to ETV. Ac
cording to Ken Warren. project director. the "talking face"
will be replaced by professional actors. The object will be
turn on learners with an entertaining format. The learner will
be actively involved in each broadcast by completing prac
tice exercises in a study guide and getting immediate feed
back from the broadcast materials. In place of an organized
class or learning center (as in the British Open U.), students
will have access to "community contact volunteers" by a
toll-free phone call. The series will be tested on adults
studying for the GED, and will be promoted through a film,
community publicity, and TV appearances and announce
ments.

A systematic approach has been taken-advisory group
organized, content-research writers were put through a
40-hour instructional design workshop, objectives were de
termined, necessary skills and cognitive knowledge iden
tified, instructional strategy selected, validation etc.

Five subject areas are included in the GED: social
studies, literature, natural science, grammar and math. To
cover content and to develop reading comprehension skills
so essential to success, reading topics are drawn from the
content areas.
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• The University of Southern California has developed a
public television humanities series. "Lights in the
Abyss." funded by the National Endowment for the
Humanities. A unique feature is that video cassette
copies of the programs are taken to eight regional study
centers. where the public can discuss the programs with
use professors at 110 cost.
• The PBS Public Television Library in Bloomington,
Ind .. has set up "WATCHABOOK" with video cassette
players in libraries in Jackson. Miss .. Norfolk. Va .. and

Videocassettes in the School
Placing commercially-made films on videocassettes is
being tried out by a school district in Utah. The Granite
School District (Salt LakeCity area) has signed agreements
with several companies for such rights. Twenty-three pilot
schools have been provided with videocassettes of hun
dreds of 30-minute 16mm films. and eventually the District
hopes to have a video library in all of its schools. Reasons
for Granite School District's action are that videocassettes
are easier to handle. they can be revised and erased easily.
and they can be more accessible to teachers.

The Virgirna Public Telecommunications Council rs also
utilizing videocassettes in the public schools on an experi
mental basis. Bath and Highland counties. both located 111
the western part of Virginia. have difficulty receiving tele
vision signals. and no cable television is in sight for these
sparsely populated areas. Thus. they cannot pick up in
structional television programs from the nearest ETV sta
tion. WVPT-TV in Harrisonburg. Va.

In this experiment. videocassette machines are being
placed in every school in both counties. The Council is
making available all instructional television programs that
are shown on WVPT-TV and cassettes will be manually
delivered to the schools. Teachers have a calendar of pro
grams and can choose what to use m the classroom as they
so desire. This experiment's purpose is to ascertain just
how videocassettes can be used to extend mstruction. Cost
of the year-long project is $50.000.

For Further Reading
Toward a Learning Society and Priorities for Action. Car
negie Commission. October 1973 (available from
McGraw-Hill).
Diversity by Design. S. Gould. Jossey-Bass. 1973 (availa
ble from McGraw-Hill).
AV Instruction: Technology, Media and Methods, Brown,
Lewis and Harcleroad, 4th ed., McGraw-Hill, 1973. Con
tains a chapter on the future of media and educational
technology.
An Inquiry Into the Uses of Instructional Technology, Ford
Foundation, 1973. Current and possible future uses of in
structional technology. including a chapter on foreign de
velopments.
Space and Education, NASA TT F-775, Belotserkovskiy,
translated from Russian, available from National Technical
Information Service, Springfield, Va. 22151 for $3.00.
Soviet domestic satellite and TV education in Russia.
Educational Media Yearbook, J. Brown. Bowker, 1973.
Teq's 7944, R. Theobald and J. Scott, Swallow Press,
1972.
Future Media AV Guide, January 1973.
Saturday Evening Review of Education, May 1973, special
issue on educational technology.
Innovation in Telecommunications Technology: A Look
Ahead, F. Korman, EDR, October 1972.
Educational Technology in Non-Traditional Studies. F.
Norwood, Washington, D.C., Commission on Non
Traditional Studies. 1972.
On Learning and Social Change, Random House, 1972.
See chapter on educational networking.
Learning Systems for the Future, Phi Delta Kappa, 1972; R.
Barries.
Deschooling Society, l. Illich, Harper & Row, 1970.
School is Dead. E. Reiner, Doubleday, 1972.

Bloomington, offering more than I00 half-hour units of
public TV programs in videocassette format. Most pop
ular so far: "Auto Mechanics," "Bill Cosby on Pre
judice," and "Soaring over the Rockies."

Practically every college or university today has a
study group. or at least an individual, planning university
extension via new delivery systems. The aim is to pro
vide personalized education tailored precisely for the
individual. With the advent of reliable videocassette play
ers. such as the field-proven U-matic type, and the pre
sence of a telephone. the classroom is wherever there is
power. a phone, and mail service.

The Invisible University
While there has been substantial progress toward open
learning. critics such as Michael Marien, author of Be
_1•011dthe Carnegie Commission (Syracuse University Re
search Corp .. I9n). point out that the open education
or the extended university concept is merely the exten
sion of the same old fragmented. narrow. discipline
bound approach to the wider population. He sees a need
for a new national movement toward truly radical
change toward individual freedom for learners. such as in
Campus Free College and the University Without Walls,
where students are free to move in time and space and to
define their own learning needs and goals in a problem
orien ted manner.

While educational administr at ors are busily planning
new multi-million-dollar programs. there exists another
culture which is quietly functioning independently of
the establishment. The "Invisible University." as Phil
\Verdell* describes it. "is a massive on-going educational
process which surfaces publicly only for short periods
of time The whole Earth Catalog was a major sur
facing of a part of the Invisible University." Some of its
other surfacings are seen in Somewhere Else. published
by Swallow Press. which lists "places to learn directly
rather than vicariously: places to learn to be a whole
thing rather than to be a cog in a mass-production
process." Motlier Earth and Radical Software magazines:
and Big Rock Ca11d1•Mo1111tai11,Delacorte Press.

It evolves informal networks (invisible colleges) for
the exchange of information. with "information ex·
change" replacing "education." The "administration" of
these invisible colleges is in the form of "learning ex
changes" and resource-sharing networks.

Over 30 learning exchanges (inspired by lllichs De
schooling Societ.1·) are in existence in the U.S. at this
time. with their purpose to match up people by common
interests. There is even a learning exchange for learning
exchanges. "Specra-Ceruer" in Michigan, which you can
call free from anywhere in the U.S. (800-5:? 1-041O): and
a computerized learning exchange. Resource One. in San
Francisco. which lists local community resources.

The PLATO IV system (see above) combines the cap
ability of computer-aided instruction with computer
conferencing for direct dialogue between users around
the country on any topic over a period of months,
opening up a more humanistic approach to the use of
computers in education. A similar system. "ORACLE."
is in operation at Northwestern University. and comput
er conferencing is being developed for the ARPA net (a
network of computers in universities and research cen-

JI

,.,.,,

1lu1·11

*Until recently associate coordinator of the Master Plan, City
University of New York.
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Some of our substitutes
for our substitutes.

Those big, fat incandescents blessed
he world with a lot of big, fat fixtures and
ockets.
So after we came up with our skinny,

ittle tungsten-halogen lamps, the first
hing we had to do was set them up on
ig, fat bases so that they'd fit the old
ockets.
Which meant developing a complete

ine of Substitution Lamps. (You see
orne of them at the left.)
But soon new fixtures arrived on the

scene. These took full advantage of the
inherent small size of Sylvania tungsten
halogen lamps.

(Which, by the way, outlast the fat in
candescents about 3-to- I, don't blacken
and lose brightness with age, and don't
fall off in color temperature.)

For the new fixtures, we developed a
complete new Standard Line of tungsten
halogen lamps, like the ones on the right.

Whenever studios replace their old fix
tures with new ones, they can substitute

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

our new lamps for our Substitutes.
Which is OK with us.
Because both of these lines are so much

better than the old lamps, that no matter
which our customers use, we feel we've
done them a world of good.

And there's just no substitute for that.
We have a brochure on each line. For

your copies, write to: Sylvania Lighting
Center, Danvers, Massachusetts 01923.

[iji~ SYLVANIA
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No. it's not a load of hot tape. Or seconds. You
do it with our new. super slow speed Voice Logger
Model 400. It'll rack up more than 600 hours of
audio on one 7200 ft. reel of .5 mil triple play tape.
And it'll do it. unattended. 24 hours a day for
12 days. (Or 24 days with one
reel reversal.) That's about double
the normal amount. And that's
how you cut your tape dollars by
more than half.
That's not the only feature. If a

tape should break. a stand-by
system can take over. At the same
time. the transport control circuitry
notes the failure and a memory
logic system remembers (A) which
pass giving track and direction
and (B) record status. In case of
power failure the memory will
automatically re-start the logger
in the last operating mode when
power is restored.

Maintenance is simple, too. The whole deck pivots
out. All electronics are in a slide drawer. And you
can set up separate or simultaneous monitoring of
up to 4 tracks.
The picture here shows a handy little accessory.

The Model 4400 Time Code
Generator/Reader so you can
encode time without dedicating
an extra track.
Quite a nice little package. right?

•••••••

You can get all the specs (or a
machine) by writing or phoning
(415) 968-8389 TLX 345524
4 75 Ellis Street.
Mountain View. California 94040

®Scully/Metrotech
Recording Divisions of Dictaphone- ----

-·- -•
- e 41 ,.

Scully and OPTAC are regislered trade marks of Dictaphone Corporation, Rye. New York.
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Focus on Tamaqua
By Mary Louise Hollowell

TV has permeated throughout Tamaqua to touch practically every
department. Cable TV takes programs to the home.

Tucked away in the Appalachians in northeast Pennsyl
vania, Tamaqua is a town of 16.000. with a public high
school enrollment of 1000. The town has a radio station.
WZTA-FM, and two newspapers from nearby cornmuni
ties. Because of their location, the people depend on
cable for any television programming. The closest local
origination studio of the cable operator. Service Electric.
is in Allentown, over 30 miles away roo Car tu be of
great use to Tamaqua citizens.

But Tamaqua has local cable origination through its
public school system. and mainly from the high school
students. Videotapes are taken to a Service Electric
headend at the edge of town and spliced unto the tupes
run on Channel 2. the weather station. The school sys
tem can use this channel any time. so long as the cable
company is notified. All equipment and production is
provided by the school system.

Ms. Hollowell, in addition to wntmg in the field of
broadband communications. has taught both in public
school and at the college level. She is co-editor of Basic
Documents in Cable Television, to be published by R.R.
Bowker in 1974.

Service lílccuic wired the high school tor closed
circuit video. ;111d the school hough! 17 TV sCI\. M;111yof
these arc located in part i í ioncd classrooms. su that divid
ers can he opened and all pupils in the school can view
the programming.

One example of all-school programming is the curly
morning show which began this fall and consists of school
announcements. discussions of various school service>.
news of classroom and extra-curricular activities. and
interviews. In the works is ;1 plan to edit these daily
shows in t o a 15-minutc weekly show to be cablecast to
the community.

Tamaqua Arca High School began its cablecasting in
the summer of 197]. with two subjects sports and
music. A seminar on "lifetime sports" had coaches ex
plain that program uf gulf. tennis. and swimming to the
township. The music program focused on the school's
summer music workshop and essent ially acted as a recit
al for the participants.

Last year the high school became more active in video
and by spring had produced many programs. including
Coaches·Coma in which team captains and coaches
·vere interviewed. This series. as well as coverage of

A student interviews the coach on
the program "Coecnes' Corner."

Coaches' Corner is a
student-produced effort. Part of
the floor crew is shown.
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sports events. goes out lo the whole community.
One popular program that. because of community

requests. was cablecast lo the town three times. was the
coverage of the annual Bavarian Festival held in nearby
Burnesville. Residents who Ind missed the program
heard such enthusiastic comments from those who had
seen it. that the former asked for it to be "rerun."
Furthermore. 3 large group of people from Wisconsin
who follow a particular polka band around the country
asked to be included in the coverage. On the following
day. they arrived :.it the school several vans of them to
see themselves on the videotape!

The show is exciting. The videotape did not at tempt
to "document" the festival. but rather lo capture the
feeling of the event.

Tamaqua Area lligh Scho1.1I was able t1.1 initiate its
video program because of an endowment from the
Shepp Foundation. Ed Shepp was ;i coal baron in Tama
qua who established the endowment. which allows about
SI ~.000 interest on the principal to he given t o the high
school each year. Out of ihi«. about $5-(1.000 must be
spent on books urul other library needs. and S4-5.000 is
earmarked for the <enior class each ve ar. for item'> of its
choice which meet the criterion \lf being beneficial to all
the students of Tamaqua. The cl;i~, decide, and then
submits a proposal to the hoard of trustees. For two 1.H
three years. the project has been identified with TV.

For the 197~-73 school year. this $4-5.000 was tied in
with ~111l:SEA Title Ill proposal (federal Office 1.)fEdu
cation kindled through the 't;1te~). thu-, allowing T;1111;i
qua to get :.i larger amount of marching funds Irom the

Multi-Use Planetarium
Tamaqua Area High School's Planetarium rs another spot
for multi-media instruction Each class of Earth and Space
Science regularly goes there once a week. Junior high and
elementary classes also go there frequently for certam
science lessons.

In aooruon to the tradruonal. expected uses of a planeta
rium. however. this one rs used by other departments that
find the overhead circular viewing a good way to present
material. A reporter found two English teachers there. work
ing out the kinks in a slide and audio presentation of a short
story. Two or three slides would be flashed on the walls. one
at a time. changing as the story went along. This presenta
tion may be of value m units on the short story. creative
writing, and developmental thinking. as well as others. It
could possibly be relevant as far down as the fifth grade,
and still be of use for 12th grade study.

The planetarium is also used for special shows. like the
annual Christmas show for the commurnty.

Public and Non-Public
Local non-public Manan High School hopes to get the same
service from Service Electric cable company as does Ta
maqua Area High School. Two staff members from Manan
High School are represented in Tamaqua's Cornmuruca
nons Arts Curriculum: and two students and one faculty
member from Manan are members of the steering commit
tee. They participated rn last summer's workshop.

The school is msututmq a few aspects of the CAC this
year. and next summer will hold its own in-service work
shop Then. m the fall of 1974, Marian High School intends
to mrtrate a full CAC program like that of the public school
system. with which u has worked closely on video projects
from the conceptual stages.
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government for one of the school's many innovative
programs-the Communications Arts Curriculum (CAC).
Funding was granted in February 1972, and committees
were formed and tasks assigned.

Fine arts and TV
The main thrust of the CAC program is an emphasis in

the fine and practical arts. with a master-teacher. team
teaching. independent study, and interdisciplinary pro
gram. Pupil participation will culminate with a creative
perfomance. The project lakes off on the assumption
that the society (Tamaqua) places great importance on
academic abilities and business. whereas artistic abilities
are valued less. and at the bottom are the manual trades
and service occupations. Through the CAC. the school
system hopes to alter the value scale, so that the worth
and importance of these latter. lesser valued arcas will be
understood and accepted. It provides an immensely crea
tive outlet for the participants and also demands respon
sibility. self-discipline. ;111dcooperation.

In addition to the programs already mentioned as
having been done lust year. the C AC beginnings also
produced an interview with mayoral candidates. Because
of community interest and requests. this program was
cablecast three times also.

Drama. a likely subject for videotape, was included in
Tumaquas activities under the auspices or the CAC last
year. Little evidence of interest or experience in drama
had been evinced in the school or community before
that time. In the school's courtyard. students performed
Man uf l.a Mancha to a live audience. and a videotape of
the performance was cablecast over closed-circuit to the
entire school. Also in the courtyard, pupils produced a
Cabaret show, with checkered table clothed tables. a bar
providing fruit punch and cookies. the whole bit. This
show was cablecast to the community, and also received
so much response that the Cabaret was performed in the
courivard several nights.

George Miller. local newspaper reporter and former
actor. was instrumental in producing these shows. He is a
community resource person for the CAC. and is also
helping in the efforts to procure nationally known peo
ple to participate in the "professional-in-residence" part
of the project.

CAC funding allows for six professionals-in-residence
for this school year: a poet. playright. set designer,
studio technician. choreographer, and artist, each to
provide two weeks of their expertise. though not neces
'arily on consecutive days. Big names are among those
being tossed around for consideration. and there is little
reason to believe that these people won't be able to get
them.

This year. Masterteacher for the Communications
Arts Curriculum. George Taylor. has ten I ~th gr:ide
pupils with him all day, except for English and hi~tory
classes (because of other course requirements. only sen
iors are allowed to be full-time participants). Pupils in
the progrum work out a "co.uruct" with Taylor for
specific projects they intend to accomplish during the
year. Their work will be multi-media. and they will make
great use of videotape.

Participating students enthusiastically told the author
sorne of the concepts they are contemplating for their
projects. One art-oriented pupil. Valier ie Bar anusky,
may do an advertising project developing a "product."
packaging it. designing an advertising campaign. market
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esting it on the student body, and evaluating through a
1 urvey the success of her advertising.

Another CACer. Scott Davis, plans a series of video-
' apes on mining history of the area around the turn of
he century. Besides doing book research, he will con
luct field research and interview at least one old miner
te knows, and probably others. He also intends to rep
icate the costumes of the era in creating an authentic
iortrayal of the people and the times.
As well as working on their own projects, full-time

JACers, with part-time participants and members of the
.chool's Media Club, will help in production of video
:apes throughout the school system. Through workshops
ind committees related to the CAC and the projects
tone when Tamaqua first got its equipment, both teach
ers and students have participated in the development of

NOVEMBER,1973-BM/E

Camera control unit is "master
control ." Pictured here is the student
director.

Cameras at Tamaqua are Panasonic.
Their operation is easily mastered by
students.

All photos courtesy Tamaqua student
photographers.

multi-media, non-traditional approaches to learning. The
whole school is involved.

New ideas for 73-74
Among the new programming ideas for community

cablecasting this year is a tape explaining the high
school's new seminar approach to its American History
course. Two teachers of the subject will. with students,
prepare this program so that parents will understand the
issue orientation that is replacing the traditional. chrono
logical, textbook approach.

The school's Planetarium Director and Science Co
ordinator, Bob Fincham, is planning cablecasting of as
tronomy programs for the public. He hopes to attach a
TV camera to the school's ten-inch cassegrain focus
telescope, and roll it on its portable pier to the school
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courtyard. to videotape the image of the moon and
other large planets for inclusion in his program. He
would possibly do this videotaping one night and include
the tape in his "live" broadcast the next night. when he
would talk about various configurations and tell his
audience in what direction in the sky to look for certain
things that evening.

Within the English Department there is another
opportunity for involvement with telecommunications
media. The department has 3 mini-course approach, with
more than 60 four-week offerings available for I0th
through 12th grade pupils to choose among. This year.
40 of these courses are being offered. among them two
broadcast ing classes an int rod u ct ion. and an ex tension.
In each of these. every class member is responsible for an
individual or group project. using radio or TY. that is
beneficial to the school or community.

But that's not all. Guidance counselor Nicholas Young
also provides mini-courses of varied nature. offered to
pupils during their study hall period. This year he is
preparing a mini-course which will employ videotape in
exploring occupations of the participants' choices. A
student in this program would take the video rover out
and interview people on the job ascertaining qualifica
t ions. pre pa ra t ion. benefits. disadvan rages. salaries. e tc..
and develop ::i file of materials on the occupation. The
tape and other materials would be retained in the library
for use by any interested student.

TV to extend to elementary and jr. highs
Presently most of the action revolves around the high

school. but expansion is planned The elementary and
junior high schools do not yet have closed-circuit video
only one outlet each=but a new elementary school that
would have the cable drop and cablecasting capabilitie
is envisioned.

Already. however. the elementary school has been
involved in a videotape project. through a teachers' in
service reading program. In September. reading specialist
Sandra Boltz. working with CACers and an administra
tive intern from Lehigh University. made videotapes to
identify and demonstrate different aspects of the school
system's Reading Criterion. The author watched video
taping that emphasized the following assumption: ..All
children do not enter school with the same experiential
background: Thus. individualization of teaching ap
preach of reading is essential from the first clay of
school."

This dry but important statement was well empha
sized and the meaning made clear through interviews
with first graders. who responded to questions like: Do
your parents read to you at home? (often a response of
"no"). What kind of books do you have? Do you use the
public library? What are your favorite kinds of books?
Do you watch TV? What's your favorite program? (''Bat
man" often was the a.iswer.) Do you watch .. Sesame
Street?" "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood?" Have you ever
gone on a vacation or trip away from here? (One child
had been to China: some had done little or no traveling
away from the area.)

After the interview. each child was allowed to see
himself briefly in playback-on "TY." Many children
were taped and then a composite tape was made. using
those parts that best developed the assumption quoted
above. along with tapes exemplifying other aspects of
the Reading Criterion.
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Drawbacks to the CAC
School authorities had expected to have 30 participants in
the CAC program this year. Instead they have ten.

Present drawbacks to the Communications Arts Curricu
lum (and possible solutions to them) seem to be: 1) Many
prospective participants are tied into college preparatory
courses and are afraid to miss any course .... The school is
going to send a report of the program to various colleges
that are often chosen by the student body to get the col
leges· opinions of the program. 2) Again, showing concern
for college and other school entrance, pupils have appre
hensions of what they would have to do in the project
-whether there would be a heavy work load that might
affect their class standing .... Only seeing the program in
action will answer this concern. 3) The selling campaign
needs to be developed more. . Through all the part-time
participants this year, the project is becoming more known,
and through the many programs to be cablecast to the
community this year. parents toowill have the opportunity to
judge for themselves the effects and accomplishments of
CAC.

Liter this school year. third graders will learn about
various musical instruments. through videotapes of high
school musicians playing their particular instruments and
telling a little about them. At the end of the third grade,
every child has the opportunity to pick a musical instru
ment for school instruction. which is provided from 4th
through 12th grades. It is hoped that the tapes will aid
the children in making their choices.

Hard work and enthusiasm puts it over
The many projects mentioned in this article can give

you a sense of the activity going on in Tamaqua. but
there are more for those of you interested in further
information. And the man most responsible is Dr. Bruce
Geiger. a well-known educator in Pennsylvania and out
side the state too. He has had many achievements. but
perhaps most demonstrative of his abilities in creating
innovative. meaningful learning environments are his
"outstanding teacher" awards. He has won four of them
-three from the Eastern Pennsylvania Chemistry Indus
tries Association. and one from the Pennsylvania Depart·
ment of Education.

Geiger's enthusiasm and hard. responsible work have
generated the changes in educational processes described
here. But he sees the instituting of new. successful pro
grams as depending on cooperation and interest from the
whole system. Tarnaquas programs have the support of
top school authorities and of teachers. as well as of
students. Dr. Geiger had the author meet he Super·
intendent of Schools. Elbur Purnell. the high school's
Principal and Director of the CAC. Curtis Steigerwalt;
the President of the School Board. Fred Cox; and teach
ers and pupils too numerous to list here. All were busily
involved in some aspect of Tamaqua's efforts to make
education more pupil-oriented.

With all this backing. Tamaqua has a greater chance to
really make its projects succeed than do school systems
lacking in direction. commitment. willingness to change,
cooperation. and involvement in every echelon of re
sponsibility.

Because of size. if for no other reason. larger school
systems would obviously have to make changes in order
to transfer the kind of programming that Tamaqua Area
High School has. Certainly. though, many of the ideas
could be developed and used in different ways by other,
and larger, systems. BM/E
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The new Bell & Howell Model 562
rical/Maqnetic Filmchain projector

is tefivereo complete with a base
tch contains the projector controls
r height adjustment to align the pro-:

IJ!i:orwith TV camera or multiplexer.
1 projector is very much like the

reable 500 series design manual
ktnad 16mm projector which is widely
sd in industry and education.

The Model 562 utilizes a syn
onous motor, chain-driven film
asport system including an auto
tic loop restorer to assist in pro

-1i ing picture and sound into the
mera for transmission over closed

'~i:uit or antenna-signal distribution.
8 pedestal includes facility for
sily installing remote operation from
.ontrot panel.

Other Features You'll Like
Optical or magnetic sound play

ck. Choose from a wide variety of
índarc lamps and Bell & Howell
ses to obtain the optimum lumen
ut to the camera. ·A special torque

1ease lever is provided when using
>elswith small hubs.

i1

l'u¡

Other Important Details
Projector reel arms are gear

driven, which provides quiet. reliable
operation and constant take-up
torque. The "Stellite." 3-tooth shuttle
and ground and polished aperture
plate, provides careful film handling
in the projector transport system.

Self-lubricated bearings and
other fine engineering details provide
long life. The 500 series product de
sign is well known to the hundreds of
Bell & Howell service stations across
the country, providing a ready facility
to service any projector when main
tenance or repair is required.

A Final Thought
The instruction books and serv

ice manuals provide the details neces
sary for installation, both electrical
and mechanical, as well as remote
control. Contact Bell & Howell, Chi
cago, for technical literature and the
name of the local sources who will
help you select the best combination
of lens, lamp and equipment to project
16mm films for TV program distribu-
tion or local display. ·

AUDIO VISUAL PROOUCTS OIVISIOO
7100 McCormick Road. Chicago. llhno1s 60645

IJ BELL Ei HOWELL
We simplify things. Life is complicated enough.
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When we say
interchangeability
we mean
interchangeability.
You can take one, or all, of the
twenty modules and interchange
them between cameras and
maintain picture quality without
additional adjustment, balancing,
or fine tuning.

Our cameras were truly designed
with interchangeability in mind .

You can take a module from one
camera and put it in another
camera. Or you can take a module
from your parts stock and plug it
in a camera. In fact, you can
take a camera "shell" and put
together a fully operative camera
in about twenty minutes. The
amount of time you save in
adjustments and maintenance is
remarkable.

Interchangeable modules are
only a part of the Fernseh story.
We have some other amazing
features, too. For example, when
you receive one of our cameras,
it's ready for operation as soon as
you unpack it. And, it'll perform to
all specifications because each
camera we make is pre-tested. We
do something a little extra. We
record actual performance
characteristics for chromatic
response and frequency response
on each camera system.

There are a lot of things you
should know about Fernseh
cameras. Get detailed information
by contacting your nearest Fernseh
division representative at one of
the offices listed below.
Chicago Headquarters
(312) 681 -5000
Houston (713) 681-8461
Los Angeles (213) 649-4330
New York (516) 921-9000
Ramsey, N.J. (201) 825-1550
San Francisco (415) 583-9470

Robert Bosch
Corporation
Fernseh
Dl·v1·s1·on~the wings«~ of vrsion
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l1l?f)~UCAST
~()UIVM~~T
SllUWCAS~
For more than 20 years. Telemet
has built precision products tor the
broadcast industry. Products
designed tor iong life. To function
with the ultimate of efficiency.
That's why each Telemet product
undergoes extensive development
and final field testing before it is
available to the industry. The result:
a long and growing list of satisfied
customers.

Group Delay
Test Sets

Audio
DAs

Test
Sets

VIT
Packages

~...1::.g;¡¡}.~~Jf•=•;i
~I·H-l+H 1-1-1-·f°H• '"!"-·="-
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Production
Switchers

·-~ ;.·~.-.=1o --d.--.

Precision
Demodulators

Chroma
Keye rs
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1II'' II.'".'' rn11
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,, 11¡¡11¡¡•111¡¡ •
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Routing
Switchers

A GEOTEL COMPANY

Amityville, New York 11701, (516) 541-3600
REGIONAL OFFICES

Atlanta. Ga (404) 939-7166 Chicago, Ill. (312) 627-6026 Houston, Tex. (713) 946-5796 R1vers1de.Calif. (714) 683-0641
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BROADCAST
EQIJIPMENrl1

Digital multimeter is self-powered,
hand-held. Model 970A has solid-state
numeric display right at point being
measured, automatic range setting,

ruto decimal and polarity indication,
C, AC, and ohms ranges. $275. HEW-

LETT-PACKARD. 300

'l/ew intensifier silicon-intensifier tar·
¡et tubes for video cameras can oper
rte at photo-electron noise limiting
:onditions, for extremely low light lev
els, or at high light levels with reduced
rhotoca th ode vol ta ge. Models 4 849 A
ind 4849 have reduced lag for low
"hang-up," gain adjustment over a
·ange of 8000/1. Model 4849A (higher
blemish specification), $3 800; Mode I
"849, $2750. RCA. 301

Two new crystal-controlled motors for
rri 35 camera have all electronics in-
ide motor housing. Models CRA-6
and CRA-6A use oscillator accurate to
15 parts/million from O to 140 degrees
F, have integral out-of-sync warning
tone, fit standard tripod heads. CRA-
6A (24 and 25 fps), $1350; CRA-6 (24
fps), $1250. CINEMA PRODUCT

Lens drives for viewfinder cameras

NOVEMBEA, 1973-BM/E

have cable-driven focus and zoom
functions. Model V l 8- l 44MC (mo
torized iris for Vidicon tube cameras)
and Model VI8-144FMC (Dayonite
auto filter iris control system) have
slip-clutch protected gears. steel needle
and roller thrust bearings. VICON IN
DUSTRIES. 303

Time announcer controller works from
a 60 Hz digital counter. cycles any two
audio sou~es between odd and even
minutes. Model 781 has controls to
stop counter for setting. indicator
lights to show which audio source is
coming up. Both one-shot logic
ground-going start and relay closure
are available. SYSTEMS MARKET! NG
CORPORATION. 304

Phono record file has open bin at top
for jackets. (capacity 320). lower sec-

tion for swing-out storage of records.
Luxon Browser-File lower sections are
numbered to correspond to jackets.
JACK C. COFFEY CO. 305

VHF/UHF frequency counter operates
from S Hz to 515 MHz with 50 rn V
sensitivity over whole range. Model
I 980A has six-digit LED display, can
be used with battery pack which is
automatically charged during line use.
$795. JOHN FLUKE MFG. CO. 306

302 Antenna preamplifier for TV antennas
is designed for Sitco single-bay anten-

na arrays. Model SBA- I is an integral
part of signal dipole, fits on pre-drilled
holes on boom. $54.60. SITCO. 307

Camera adaptor links lens of film pro
jector to video cumcra lens, for trans
fer of color film or slide program to

video form. Model VLC-~ interfaces
with any film or slide medium and any
video camera. $199. AKAi AM ERIC A.

308

Video camera tube has full daylight to
half moonlight capability. EMI Ebi
tron tube has trialkali cathode with
extended red response. target with a
gain of several hundred times from in
duced conductivity, EHT of I~ to 14
KV. EMITRONICS, GENCOM DIVI
SION. 309

Front-surface reflector device, using
Mylar screen, allows positioning of
field of view of fixed TV camera. Mo-

v

torized device can be remotely con
trolled, is usable in broadcast TV and
CCTV, is especially valuable in viewing
of surgical operations. RANK PRE
CISION INDUSTRIES. 310

continued on page 70
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NEW PRODUCTS

receiver u'e' c ryst al
c on t rol lcd o-crl lat or. XTL-1-M has fre-
4uc11Ly ace u rae y of .01'·; air suspe n
xio n 'J1CJker, 4 microvolt scnsit ivit y
for JO d B qurct ing. le\~ t ha n I'( d ivt or
tion Jt 75 KllL d evia t ion. I-IX I URE
HH'IRONIC'S.INC. 311

Heat-vhrink tubing h.i-, hlue <t rip e t hu t
turn' hrown when enough heat has
hee n .ipplied. Raych e m Cable Sleeves
have 1011 he at req u ne mc nt , c:.111 he re
moved .md replaced without damage
t o culvlc. t\NIXIl-R-l'Rllí'.t\N. 312

Sound-level test 'els each mclude-. a
'"und-level mc t e r , ;1cnu,11c;il CJl1hr;1-
tor, Ldlrl 1ng Ld'C. Sene' 370 and 375
<ou nd-Ic vvt k u-, a re <elt-co n t.nncd wu h
h;1ltn> p.u k , haw -mglc-t rcquency or
mulu-t re qucucv culihrut or, loam wind
« rccn. "'\," "13," .md "(" respo n-,e.
1n,1 ruc no n manual. 'i>.\l!7 lo '),)X7.
IRll'l l·l I CORPORAi iON. 313

Bat ter y-o perared wall clock h.i-, .rcc u
r.rc y of one mmut c ;1 year. le" t h an
t wo-t e nt h-, <ec ond <1 day Wcvtclock
Quc1rl!111;1t11 r un-. o n lwo "C" ccl lx
(lile' .itvou t "ne yc.rr ). 1' lughl , immune
lo h.r t t e rv power Il ucr u.rt ro n. (;l·N-
1·R '\ I I I f\11- S I-RV IC I-. 3 I 4

Dual active program equalizer has lwo
independent units in one rack mount.
Model PEQ-82 has unity gain in each

unit, rnax imum output of +24 dBrn,
controls continuously variable from

12 d B to 12 d B at each of four Ire-
quc nc iex sim ulr aneously ; Hi and Lo fil
lers are also included. $32'.'. t\UDl
-1 RONICS INC. 319

RFI analyzer covers range from 10
Kl-11 lo 250 K117 with sc nvit rvit y of
0.014 microvolt. Model NM-12/\"I was
formerly 111Jde under Stoddart brand,
i' line or ba t t e ry operated, has an in
t ernul xp ec t ral ly-fl at impulse genera
tor, reads average. q uasi-pea k , and
peak t1eld in te nsit ies. $4>l60. SINCER
INSIRLJMl-N'IATION. 315
High-voltage cable splice kit supplies
all co m po ne nt x (except xtu nd ard hand
t oo!-.I for permanent, hermetically
sealed ,pJice' in cables carrying up to
15 kilovolts. l l i-Voll Z require, no
hca t or name. takes about :20 minutes
tor a splice in shielded cable. ZIPPER-
1 U 131NC CO. 316

Stanton.
Bencl1n1ark for an Industry.

Stanton's 681 Series is the Calibration Standard
to recording engineers such as Robert Ludwig.

Whutc vc r the rcqrurcrnc nt-, fur recording and pl ay hack . Stan
rori'v Serie' Mi I c.ut r idgc' arc the Calibration St andnrd. And
thc rc r-, ;1 6XI model engineered <pcciñc.rlly for each of these
critical application'. I h.uv « h) Stanton i' t ruly the Hcnchrnurk
for the induvuy .

The Stanton 681A-For Cuttinu Head Calibration. With ~
'>tanton·, Model 68 I/\. cutting head' can he accurately cal- - , ,
ibrutcd with the cartridge. for it ha' been primarily dcvigncd ª' : 11
;1 calibration <t andn rd in recording <ystcrn check outv. I-re- .
qucnc , re-pon-e i' fallory calibruted to the most rigid tolerance' and the t luu cst po,s1ble
re-pon-e i' ª"ured íot pr cci-,e alignment of recording chunnc l-.

The Stanton 681 EE--for Critical Listcninu. Stant ot ·, Model 68 IF!-' i' designed ~or
low-divtoruon trading \I ith minimum q) lu-, torce. rcgu rdlcvv of the recorded velocity
or the divtunc c of the groove í rorn the disc center. High compliance. low ma>'> and low
p1c"111-c ;"'ure pe: feet ,afcl\ even on irreplaceable record> .
.íi, , /\II Srnru on ( alibr.uion Standard cartridge' are ¡;u:.J1anteed to meet the
~~ <pecuic.u ron-, w irh c vact inj; lirnus. Their warranty come> packed with each

unit the calibration te't revult-, for that indrv idual cartridge .
I or < 01111>/crc 111/or11111rw11 and .\f'l'Cificarim1.' write S111111011/\10¡:11ct1CJ,

/111 . 71·r11111wl /)r11 c. P/111111·11·11·. /.I. /\'c11· }'orh 11803.
·1ll "1.111H\!l l.11!11Ugl"" .u c dvvumvd í or º'l' \.\Ith"" t w o- ;111tJ Í<Hll·lhannels-ra~1Dn 111.1111xdcr rv cd c ornpuublc '~'tl'm'

C ire le 136 on Reacler Sor v.c e Cdr cl Circle 137 on Reader Service Card
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NEW PRODUCTS

Fiber-optic face plate version of
8541 A Vid icon camera tube is one
inch diameter, magnetic deflect ion
tube. Model 4569 is electrically and
mechanically interchangeable with
Model 8541 A, can he coupled to fiber
optic pipes for around-the-corner view
ing, or other fiber optic devices such as
image intensifiers or electronic shut
ters. $400. RCA. 317

Audio-effects device will acid reverb to
broadcast or spot-production audio.
The Resonator also has a low-cut filter
for simulating telephone quality.
$315. DYMA ENGINEERING. 318

Vector output module can be connect
ed to color television monitor of 5000
series. In conjunction with an x-y
oscilloscope, it will show chrominance
vector relationship. $90. CON RAC
CORPORATION. 320

Cartridge playback and recording units
have solenoid controls and plug-elec-

Digital timer is capable of accuracies
to one microsecond, has BCD output,
flexible display. Series M timer uses 60
Hz supply or optional crystal oscillator
for time base, can time sports events,
in-hospital intensive care, commercials
for radio and TV. or laboratory appli
cations. It will drive computer periph
erals such as digital printers. $175 and
up. THIEM INDUSTRIES. 321

11 tronics. Logi-Carts have vernier
azimuth and parallelism adjustments,
regulated power supplies, provision for
remote control. SYSTEMS MARKET
ING CORP. 323

Digital weather station shows wind
speed and direction, temperature, and
other weather facts on cligital read
outs. EDS-9000 Series offers various
combinations of weather readoujs,
with illuminated digital display view
able on TV or cable cameras, as well as
usable for any weather monitoring
application. F & P SYSTEMS. 322

Magnetic tape tension gage measures
static and dynamic tension of tapes

continued on page 72
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Jack McCoy, Program Director atf:CBO /
Radio in San Diego uses his Mui 1sync.
Multisync gives continuously varia le ,.
speed control of tape decks and
turntables.

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

That's LPB'sstereo S-13Bconsole,
our top-line audio control center.
Featuresinclude:

• 18 stereo and 6 mono inputs.
• Stepattenuator mixers.
• Telephone-type switches.
• Plug-in fiberglass circuits.
• Stereo 12 watt/channel monitor.
• Internal cue amp and speaker.
• All transformer input and output.

The features and quality of LPB's S-13B just can't be
found in other consoles at comparable prices. Take a
hard look at the S-13Bbefore you make a mistake!

LPBhas a complete line of mono consoles, too, and
everything that goes with them. Call or write today
for complete information.

LPB Inc.
520 Lincoln Highway, Frazer, Pa. 19355
(215) 644-1123

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card
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ers, positive and negative, individually
settable for flash point. Pushbutton
converts instrument to 6-digit, I OM Hz
frequency counter. TIME AND FRE
QUENCY TECHNOLOGY, INC. 326

community repeater systems or wher
ever tone control of many functions is.
required. ALPHA ELECTRONIC
SERVICES INC. 330 I

Broad-band interchangeable cable taps
have 2. 4, or 8 outlets. Series IBB I
come in 11 different tap values, can be
interchanged without disconnecting
cables, have a common top plate. JER
ROLD ELECTRONICS CORP. 331

NEW PRODUCTS

from 1/s in. to 2 in. widths. Tent ele
meter is hand-held, shows tension at
heads or reels. helps trace servo
wander. head and clutch wear. belt
slippage. transient or intermittent ten
sions. TENTEL. 324

Sound level meter is portable. has "C"
weighting. Model 45 IC is pocket sized.
covers range 45 to 130 dBc. runs on a
single battery that gives about 200
hours of operation. $98. SCOTT
INSTRUMENT LABORATORIES.

325
FM frequency and modulation moni
tor has supe rhe t front end. eliminating
need for RF amplifier in remote appli
cations. Model 723 gives digital display
of frequency error. with 1 ppm/year
accuracy. using crystal oscillator time

Three-digit multimeter has four ranges
of AC and DC voltage, 5 ranges of AC
and DC current, and 6 resistance

Linear audio controls have conductive
plastic for guaranteed minimum of
100,000 operations. LM4-200/LM6-
200 Series have 600 or 10,000 ohms
impedance, linear, audio, or logarith
mic taper, attenuation of 85 dB,
op t io nal cue switches and detents.
WATERS MFG.CO. 327

Video color camera for CCTV has
three plumbicons for low-light-level
self-contained operations. Model
CTC-3XP has 5-in. viewfinder monitor,
auto iris control. remote control op
tion. built-in EIA sync generator and
color encoder. six color correction fil
ters, can use interchangeable lenses
including zoom. CBC CLOSED CIR
CUIT TV CORP. 333

ranges. Model 3/24 weighs two pounds
with battery (300 hour life), has vari
ous options for extending voltage and
frequency coverage. $195. BAL-
LANTINE LABORATORIES. 328

Multi-frequency repeater tone panel
will handle up to 18 separate func
tions. with a plug-in card for each.
Model RCP-780 can supply many tone
system configurations: audible or sub
audible tones. pulses. in different en
cocle and decode combinations, for

Level measuring set covers 200 Hz to 2
MHz. includes a tuning unit, receiver,
and generator in separate units for
various test combinations. Model

base in oven. Peak-read ing modulation
meter is supplemented by peak flash-

8:.RQ KIT The All Focusing QuartzJl1: • Location Lighting Kit

The compact Aero-Kit, which weighs less than 31 lbs .. includes: two
focusing spot lights with two detachable rotating four-way barndoors; one
focusing fill light with integral four-way barndoors; two scrims; three 10 ft.
long three-wire cables (with in-line switches); three 15 ft. long three-wire
extension cables; one gator grip; three professional-type stainless steel
light stands; and a sturdy aluminum carrying case, measuring only
6V2 "x12"x26V2 «.
The light stands (10 ft. high when fully extended,
and 24" high when telescoped) are specially
designed with adjustable legs which permit easy
and stable placement of the light stands on
uneven ground surfaces.
The two focusing spots and focusing fill
light (equipped with new and improved
quartz lamp sockets which are extremely 1,
heat resistant) operate at 120-volts 1

AC/DC with 600-watt lamps, and can
also be used with 250-watt lamps for
30-volt battery operation.~e ..~

4!MM3¢¥· h1a4•'Mfi'ltll'

The Aero-Kit
... ideal for

on-locationfilming
andstill photography.

•
2044 Cotner Avenue. los Angeles. Colltornlo 90025
Telephone:t213) 478-0711 • Telex:69-1339 •Coble: Clnedevco

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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j PSM-8 provides switchable output irn-
J\1j pedances, coaxial or balanced output,

is designed for critical production test
ing of channel modems, filters, 2- and
4-pole networks, or operational checks
on overseas cable and the like. WAN
DEL & GOL TERM ANN (WEST GER
MA"NY), U.S. agent, W. & G. INSTRU
MENTS, INC. 334

Audio test system measures level, fre
quency response, total harmonic dis
tortion and S/N ratio on audio line.
Model HS-4 includes separate gen
erator and receiver, makes <111 tests in
less than one minute. $1850.00 (re
ceiver); $230::> (generator); $2995
(both together). CONTROL CON
CEPTS CORPORATION. 335

Distortion and noise meter has funda
mental rejection tunable from IO Hz
to 30 KHz. Model F240 can also meas
ure level from -94 d Bm to +32 d Brn ,
gain, frequency response, S/N ratio. It
runs on six "C" cells. ALMALGA
MATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALIA):
SYSTEMS MARKETING CORP .. U.S.
Iistributor. 336

De-esser has overload/noise ratio of
I00 dB, distortion below O. I%. Dy
ramie Sibilance Controller has thresh
old control, defeat switch, I ms attack
ind 50 ms release. Unit includes three
1ndependent channels. $395. PARA¡mUND, INC. 337

Broadcasters' Choice:

-·• • • • I

Spotmaster /Revox
A77 Mark ffi·B

• Lifetime guarantee
• Takes 1OW' reels & NAB hubs
• Standard & Dolby versions
• Superb specs & performance
Spotmaster and Revox have joined forces
to develop this ruggedized, rack-mounted
version of the A77 stereo recorder speciü
cally for broadcast use. Choose the standard
version, or the Dolby model with its in
credible 70 dB S/N ratio. All basic parts
except heads, capstan and pressure roller
are guaranteed for life. Your choice of 2·
or 4-track stereo operation at 7-1/2 and
3·3/4 lps. Other speeds, full-track heads,
accessories optional. Call or write,

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
---A FllmwayaCompany·---
8810 Brookville Ad., Silver Spring, Md 20910

(301) 588-4983 • TWX 710·825-0432

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card
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Automatic tape cartridge machines
have non-slip si uckuhlc desk enclosures
or sl;111d;ll'(I rack 111ou11ls. Series will
acconunodat c ;rll NAB xl a ndard "A,"

numc r ic rcud ou í trorn a computer dala
bus, IW200(' Series opera les wit h 7-hil
pa rnl!ul AS< 'I I d;1l;1 ;rl up lo I r,20 char-

l. . : Iiiiíi.t.J I --.
• 1 • II •.

• i. •D o r;¡ .• I .. ,, =

·--- ·--- ..•. --- ·-·--- - -·-·-·-·- ... --- ·-·--- .. --- ·-·-·- .. --- ·-·-·- - --- ·-·-·- .... -·-·-·-·- - ....-- ·-·--- .. -·---·-·- - -·--- ·-·- -·-·-·--- - -·-·-·-·- - --- -- ·-·- .. -·--- ·-·- ..•. -·--- ·--- - -

"B," and "C" earls. They have ~rir
damped solenoid operation, vernier ad
just locking head mounts, digil~rl in le
grating cue detectors. $350 lo $I :ns.
AMPRO CORPORATION. 332

Tape recorder electronics is solid-state.
designed lo replace lube electronics in
Ampex 300, 350/351, and 354. Model
360 electronics is plug-for-plug re
placement, has regulated internal
power supply. panel controls for rec
ord and playback gain, monitor and
equalization switching. $645. INO
VONICS INC'. 338

Urethane foam is sound transparent,
can be used in speaker grilles. Filter
crest foam is available in hun~ sheet
and roll, and in colors. CREST-FOAM
CORP. 339

Display controller provides alpha-

,. . ".

--~
D () ()

act e rs per second. has mc mory Ior Iull
screen, composite video output, for
mals up lo XO c ha rac t crx x 24 lines.
$7'J0 lo $I 070 (f o rm a: \i1c). ANN
ARBOR TERMINALS, INC. 345

Portable dual-trace oscilloscope has de
l.iycd sweep, 50 Mil; bandwidth.

Model D75 has carrying and till han
dle, under-airplane-seal site, sensitivity
lo I mV/div (al 15 Mill bandpass).
$1375. TEKTRONIX. 346

BM/E

•

CBS LaboratoriesMark Ill Image Enhancer is preferred by most TV
stations. Becauseit sharpensboth vertical and horizontal detail auto
matically. And improves picture resolution as well as color fidelity.
The Mark Ill, with unique "crispened-cornb" filter, separateschrorni
nance from luminance, providing sharpercontrastswith more defined
picture detail. Available for all monochrome and color cameras.From
CBSLaboratories,of course.

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.
227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticut 06901

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card
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NEW

LIT
For copies of these literature offer
ings, circle number for appropriate
items on Reader Service Card.

.. Index to Kodak Information" is a
catalogue of books. pamphlets and
other publications on photography,
with more than 780 items. Eastman
Kodak. 250
Closed circuit television equipment is
subject to l ó-p age catalog. including
cameras. VTRs. lenses. mounts. many
others. G BC CCTV Corp. 251
Correlation and probability analyzer is
fully described in eight-page brochure.
with comprehensive upplic ar ion da ta,
Ho ney we ll. 252
Cable amplifiers that transmit over vi
deo pair cable are covered in brochure
on TCA units. including 5 MHz and IO
MHz versions. General Electric. 253
Brochure on Modem test set gives full
technical specifications for portable
unit capable of testing and monitoring
every type of data modem. Bowmar
Instrument Division. 254
Short form ca tul og of video instr u-

ments, including sync generators, con
verters, bar graphs, processors, etc., is
accompanied by a large maze problem
for amusement of recipients. Colorado
Video, Inc. 255

Series of technical bulletins cover spe
cifications of audio, digital and instru
mentation tapes made with Thermo-
465 formulation, for severe tempera
ture conditions. Graham Magnetics.

256
Brochure gives technical specs and ap
plications for Model 7113 spectrum
analyzer in the O-to- I 800 MHz range.
Tektronix. 257
Catalog of hobbies, scientific instru
ments, games, crafts lists about 4500
items. Edmond Scientific Co. 258
Computer-compatible programmable
frequency synthesizers are subject to
l é-page short-form catalog. including
the new 6000 series with changeable
functions on plug-in cards. Adret Cor
pora tio n. 259
Four-puge brochure shows 15 standard
display controllers with 69 optional
configurations. plus free-standing key
boards and video monitors. ANN
ARBOR TERMINALS. INC. 260
Television identification system, which
takes pictures of personnel on com
mand and "replays" them as wanted,
is subject of eight-page brochure. Am
pex Corporation. 261

Rectifier bridge cross reference shows
replacement capabilities of molded
low-power circuit assemblies, listing
over 250 devices with original and re
placement part numbers. International
Rectifier Corp. 262
RF inductors, contactors, and acces
sories are shown in data sheets with
complete specifications. Mul tronics,
Inc. 263
Portable instrumentation recorders are
shown in new 12-page catalog, with
full technical specs, design concept dis
cussion. Culton Industries, Inc. 264
Catalog addition covers the most re
cent test and measuring instruments
RF meters, RF-DC millivoltmeters, di
rectional power meter, frequency
counters, many others. Rohde and
Schwarz. 265
Brochure covers R-40 cable trench dig
ger, which digs to 6 feet deep, 8 inches
wide, with a number of attachments
for hydraulic boring, backhoe, pave
ment breaker, clean-up broom, and
others. Ditch Witch. 266
Chemical milling equipment is topic of
four page brochure. Micro Parts, Inc.

277
Full line of mobile and fixed duplexers
can be studied with movable wheel
chart. with instrument appearing 111

window as chart is turned and descrip
tion in another window. Phelps Dodge.

278

Listen to
the Sound

of Accuracy

STL test tapes are rated tops for accurate Azimuth Reference
the most accurate and dependable tapes you can buy.

In addition, they are available in more sizes than that offered
by any other manufacturer in the world.
Produced independently to the highest standards, STL test
tapes are internationally acclaimed .. accepted as basic
reference tools of unexcelled quality.
All audio widths from 150 mil. lo 2-inch. Prompt delivery
insures freshness.

For the d1<tr1/Jutor in your area-Call or wrue .

TABER Manufacturing & Engineering Company
2081 Edison Ave.· San Leandro, Ca. 94577 • (415) 635-3831
1\l1nncJpol1~drvtrrbu tor . Sound 80, Inc

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card
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FIVE MIXER
AUDIO CONTROL

B-500 series
the 8-501 monaural

$750
the 8-502 stereo

$1050
8-503 dual channel

$950
the McMartin

full choice line includes
the rack mount

ACCU-FIVE
mini-console. and
the eight channel

8-800 series

MCMartin
McMarnn Industries Inc

4500 South Seve ntv-srxth Street
Omaha. Nebraska 68127

(4021 331-2000 Telex 048-485

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card
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NEWS

$20,214,000 (up 25%) and earnings
$680,000 (up 146%) for year ending
June 30.
Tocom, Inc.: record sales and earn

ings for year ended June 30. 1973 of
$2.9 million (up 67%) and $262.000
'.up 113%) ... CCA Electronics Corp.:
for nine months ended July 31. sales
were $4, 174,572, and earnings
& 154,633 ... Pioneer-Standard Elec
:ronics: declared third-quarter divi
lend of 4 cents a share. payable No
-ernber I.
Cox Broadcasting Corp: quarterly

lividend of 8-1-í cents a share, payable
Jcrober 16 . . . International Video
:orp: record sales for year ended July
l, 1973 of $26,969,000 (up 44%).
nd income of $1,460,000 (up 80%)
.. Harris lntertype Corp: record sales

I f $447,469,000 and net earnings of
16,363,000 for year ended June 30,

1973.
I GBC Closed-Circuit TV Corp: ree
l rd sales and earnings (sixth record
Iear) for year ended May 31, l973 of
6,588,392 and $209 ,894, respec
vely . . . TeleMation, Inc.: sales
3,555,078, net income $51.879. for
x months ended June 30 ... Collins

l.adio Company: sales $350,000,000,
p 4, and earnings $12.8 million. for
~ar ended August 3, l 973.

'e o ple"Il. Brooks Dawson is the new assistant
ii Iver tising and sales promotion man-
1: ger for Electro-Voice, Inc .... C.L.
lendrickson was appointed vice presi
ent, marketing, for Elpa Marketing
idustries ... Bernadette Cash resigned

HI; director of community and press
.laticns for WBBM, Chicago, to be
orne president of LaCade Records,
ic, and is said to be first woman
resident of a recording company.
J. Bryan Sullivan is president, J.R.
eckwith vice president, of American
'ideonetics Corporation ... J.N. Por
!r is director of marketing for CMX
ystems, maker of videotape editing
t/stems ... New director of marketing
)f Telemet is Kenneth R. Schwenk.
Advertising and sales promotion for
rur radio stations of McCormick
ommunications will be directed by
tanley L. Schweiger ... Gary H. Bee
on will be national sales ma nager of
avelin Electronics Division of Apollo
asers, Inc.
Charles McShane left his post as di

ector of research for Acoustic Re
earch, Inc., where he developed some
f the best known speakers in the in
-ustry, to become director of speaker
esearch for Sherwood Electronic Lab
iratories ... Ken Schiller joined Ana-

JOVEMBER.1973-BM/E

Not with Fidelipac's
new easy to use Automatic

Tape Cartridge alignment aids' Keep
your cart equipment in perfect working order with:

• Fidelipac's 350STAAlignment Cartridge
• Fidelipac's 350STFWowand Flutter Cartridge
• Fidelipac's Head Insertion Gage
• Fidelipac's Height Gage
Each one available individually or combined in a
money saving kit with bonus booklet, ALIGNING YOUR
CARTRIDGESYSTEM.

Available through your Fidelipac Distributor. Order
them now so you'll be broarlcasting the perfect cart
sound your listeners deserve.

((' FIDEUPAC® ~
=3 Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034
(609) 424-1234

Al1gn1ng
Y our
Cartridge
System

--...
,'"l..;tf

I
- ·""Sil ••••
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Fide/ipac is a registered trademark of TelePro Industries Incorporated
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CBS Laboratories' new Calibration Test Generator puts color to the
test. Providing an extremely stable signal, theCLD-1200 permits accu
rate testing, evaluating and calibrating of color television equipment.
Digital circuitry insuresprecision pulse timing.
The CLD-l200's wide rangeof testsignalsfarexceed industry stand

ards.All testsignalsareavailable simultaneously!
The CLD-1200 can even be usedasa standardsyncgenerator.From

CBSLaboratories,of course.

CBS LABORATORIES
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.
227 High Ridge Road, Stamford, Connecticul 06905

Circle 146 on Reader Service Card
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Call DeWitt Smith today for details.

MARCO VIDEO SYSTEMS, INC.
6114 N. 20th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19138 • 215 VI 9-9500
Distributor and Rep inquiries invited.

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card

TAPE RACKS
90

CARTS

S39.50
GOOD DEPENDABLE
QUALITY AT THE
RIGHT PRICE for EIAJ 112"

AND REDUCE
REWIND TIME 80%

Video tapes are not lifted away from the
heads during rewind. Thus, both tape &
heads are unnecessarily scraped. Now you
can eliminate this damage& simultaneously
rewind an hour's tape in about a minute ...
with a smoother wind, preventing edge-dam
age, too. The R-1 operates unattended with
automatic slowing & shutoff. Rewinds Y."
& Y2" audio tape, too. Maintenance free.
Lasts for years.

72
CARTS

539.50

¡·• •.•w• ...._ Vltra Audio Protlut!tll

'lfP'£ ; BOX 921 BEVERLY HILLS. CALIF. 90213;, i (2131 849·1433

•.,____ ~ Request Bulletin No. :'10LY0KE. MASSACHUSETl S 01040
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NEWS continued from page 16

conda Electronics as CATV sales repre
senta tive for the Pacific northwest.

John R. Dillon will be marketing
director for CATV products of Scien
tific-Atlanta ... Gerald G. Heitel is
director of sales for International Vi
deo Corporation ... Executive secre
tary of the Arizona Cable Television
Association is Ivan D. Johnson, the
first full-time administrator for the as
sociation.

Milford G. Richey is vice president
engineering for American Cable Tele
vision, Inc. responsible for engineering
development of new and existing cable
systems . . . Jack Sumroy joined
WSNL-TV Long Island TV station, as
vice president, programming and pro
duction, after nearly two decades with
NBC-TV in New York.

Anthony Gargano is manager of in
ternational marketing for Jerrold Elec
tronics Corporation ... Edward J.
Holton became vice president and gen
eral sales manager of General Cable
Corporation ... P. Kim Packard was
appointed general manager of CATV
equipment and installation for GTE
Sylvania, Inc.

Dr. William Rothfarb was named
vice president of Network Analysis
Corporation, will concentrate on
CATV operations . . . Bill Gaylord
joined Anixter-Pruzan as manager of
national accounts, after 25 years with
Anaconda Wire and Cable Co.

F. Dean Galey was assigned the new
post of manager of product assurance
for RCA Broadcast Systems, respon
sible for quality control from design to
installation of broadcast equipment
... Al Bedross joined the Coltape Di
vision of Columbia Pict ures Ind ustries
as videotape sales specialist for the
New York and Philadelphia markets.

Thomas J. Cartin joined C-Cor Elec
tronics as director ·of manufacturing
... J. Leonard Reinsch, president of
Cox Broadcastong Corp. was appoint
ed by President Nixon to the U.S. Ad
visory Commission on Information; he
had previously served on the Commis
sion under Presidents Kennedy and
Johnson.

David J. Chapman is marketing man
ager of Ampex International ... Theo
dore J. Swanson was named director
of corporate development engineering
for Warner Cable Corporation .. ·
Donald P. Zeifang joined NAB as vice
president, government relations.

Joe DiMaggio, the Yankee Clipper
himself, became a director of Theatre
VisioN, Inc. and will concentrate on
sports programming and packaging ...
James A. Lundquist joined Fidelipac
as chief engineer, with responsibility
for research and development. BM/E

•..
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RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES. INC.
New Yo•k 260 N Rt 303 We'1 Nyack, N. Y 10994 19141358-4450
llhnou 411 E Jarvrs Ave, Des Plaines, Ill 60018 (3121 297 7720

Cahtorrua5437 E Shetta St . Los Angeles,Calo: 90040 1213) 722-3221

\\;ill )~•1u·11t•x•
fi-._'(lut•11c•)' t•c•ml•(•r hit\l'
all ll1c•st• fé'itlu1~·s·?
Here's the first 512 MHz Frequency Counter designed spe
cifically for communications people ... Systron-Donner's
Model 6252. It's the only counter offering all these features:
Relay input protection. Indicator líght and reset button.
Metered input. Visually indicates high/low signal strength.
Tone measurement. Example: measure 1020.001Hz in 1

second.
Accuracy. Stabilities to 5 parts in 10".
Built-in battery. An exclusive 6252 option. Take your

counter anywhere.
FCC. Meets or exceeds FCC requirements.
All of these features, plus more, for $1,095. For immediate
details, call us collect on our Quick Reaction line: (415) 682-
6471. Or you may contact your Scientific Devices office or
Systron-Donner at 1O Systron Drive, Concord, CA 94518.

SYSTRON . + DONNER
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NEW! FROM LAIRD TELEMEDIA

f;::;:•,::::r~':':..':.\,No
A------------.-------------.ee.----------~....----------------

3600 VIDEO CHARACTER GENERATOR

-------------------

STANDA AD OPERATIONAL FEA JURES OF THE 3600 INCLUDE

•LARGE LEGIBLE FONT• 10 LINE 25 CHARACTER FOl~MAT • PUlVIEW ANO

PROGRAM OUTPUTS • CRAWL AND ROLL • CHARAClFR UNDERLINE ANO

OVE ALINE • CHARACTER BOX AND FLASH • 250 CHARACH.R SOLID STATE

MEMOR V • CLEAR LINE ANO PAGE • HORIZON I Al EDGING • WINDOW
FORMAT POSITIONING• SWITCHABLE VIQ[O POLf\111 TV• NON ADDI ílVE MIX

PRICE INCLUDING K[Y80AHO AND ALL í[ATUIUS LISHD ABUVI $2 550

PLUS CAPABILITIES OF

[XPANOABll SOLID STAI( M(MUHllS UNLIMlllO OAIA sounce IH•.<.l.SS MUllll'L(
PROGRAM OUrt>UTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

iJi ~,~.!,~e..!..~.~~,~.~DI A INC.&:: s s r r lAI'(( Cir'!' U1AH 8411~
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HIGH SCHOOLERS continued from page 47

about 2100 telephone calls. as they covered the debates
and voting of the students who were assembled in a
meeting room of the County Board Chambers.

The programs were an unqualified success for Station
WKRS. Listenership is normally high. for this heavy-talk
station garners over 50% of the Lake County audience,
and this program added even more. A regular series of
commercials went along with the programs. The station
also gained strong approbation for serving the com
munity well through the programs. Students were stimu
lated to start planning for next year's series. vowing to
do Jn even more thorough and persuasive job for the
"laws" they favored.

Watchers of poliucal trends may get some interesting
clues to the future. if we can use these programs as a
sample of the thinking of many young people who will
be voting citizens in a very few years. In general. the kids
are very far from being wild-eyed radicals, but they
don't. on the other hand. exhibit the big swing to stiff
conservatism that some commentators have seen among
young people.

If we have to characterize them at all. it might be as
the "liberal-tinged center." Only one proposed bill could
be called "far out" by most standards: the legalization
of prostitution. which did get some negative feedback
from the community. It did not survive the "Gover
nor's" veto.

Some of the other laws they wanted. in addition to
those already noted. were: a Conservation and Wildlife

Informational/Instructional
Radio: New Directions
Many commercial broadcasters can truly be called "infor
mational" radio and provide their listeners with a great deal
more than news and entertainment. Special hollines (not
over-the-air) established by many stations can get quite
specifically, instructional. Last spring, WMCA, New York,
established a call-in number to provide metropolitan area
students with help on their homework. The phones were
manned by volunteer tutors. The program is not yet func
tioning this fall because of the problem of finding volunteers
to man the phones. but the station is searching for a way to
serve students.

WBCN, Boston. which has established a close rapport
with college students in the area, runs a hotline which tends
to be an advice-and-directory service, but engineering stu
dents have been known to call and ask for chief engineer
Brian Edgerton's help in solving technical problems!

Many over-the-air call-in shows perform a service by
hooking up a person-with-a-question to a person-with-the
answer. We can readily envision such a service being ex
tended, through the use of extra phones connected to re
corders to create a people's invisible university in the spirit
discussed in the Wes Thomas article in this issue.

Act (okayed by the "Senate" too) which established
penalties for polluters. protected wild animals and virgin
land: a resolution on gun control. asking for Federal
prohibition of small arms importation; state subsidized
day-care centers: criminal appeals decisions within 60
days: capital punishment reinstated for certain crimes: a
reorganization of the county government for higher effi
ciency: and protection of the confidentiality of press
"sources." There were about a dozen more, equally
serious. Probably the republic is going to survive' BM/E

Proud of your TV picture!
The new Burwen Dynamic Noise Filter gives audio to match

NO\\' \'OU ca n h r o arl c.rs t
lilm a nd vi dr-o 1Jf1<'' wi l h
l i t t lo or no d isiort io n. lull
dynamic rangr: and ver y low
no isr-.

Wlwn ins t al lo d in your b r o arl
cast chain. thr- Dvn a m ic :\oi'''
Fi l t or wi l l n-duc r- t h» t u rn u la t ivc
noisc from a ll so urcr-s p11·crding ii
10-11 dB wi t h no a ud ih lo rlfl'cl on
th o music or spr-cr h. Th ís », ac
complishcd wi t h no lr-ss t ha n 40
op c ra t íon al arnpl ifir-r s and o t her
precision co mponr nt s vvb ich
provide 100 d Il d yn am ic
rangr \\'ilh high accur acv.
ílat rcsponsr ove r t he
rntirc range.
For co mp le tr- de ta ils,
call or wri t e

...

00I~ I
VIDEOTAPE

MODEL H MASTER t1 2SI 000 CONTROL

FILM
--, I ¡ I:;

209 MIDDLESEX TURNPIKE. BURLINGTON. MA 01803 TEL 16171273 1'188
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___VISCOUNT A GREAT WAY TO SWITCH
1050 ROUT ING
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1035 ROUTING

*Quasi solid state video switching. Solid state video and Au-
dio input and output ampt í fier s , Output levels not affected

by bus loading. The 1050 offers patch panel economy with

SW itch convenience and performance.

01 PRICE EXAMPLES
INPUT OUTPUT VIDEO AUDIO AUDIO-VIDEO

1 2 X 3 $ 1200 $ 860 $ 1490
1 2 X 6 171o 1370 2150
1 2 X 12 292 o 2520 372 o
1 2 X 18 4630 3890 587o
12 X 24 584o 5040 7440* Fully solid state Video switching. Solid state Video and Au

dio input and output amplifiers. Plug in modular construe -
lion. Fully expandable in the field (input and output) by

add it ion of plug in modules or matrices. Spare contacts

for external functions remote cont rol.

PRICE EXAMPLES

IN PUT OUTPUT
1 2 X 5

*
4*New digital V.O.M. works

well in near field environ
ment. Only $299.

Here's the best low cost digital voltmeter ever made for broad
cast and communication use. It's got all the resistance range,
voltage resolution, high ac accuracy you'll ever need plus 30
second warm-up to full accuracy. Fluke's new Model 8000A
measures in 26 ranges ac/dc volts, amps and resistance
from 100µVto 1200V_0.1µAto 2 A, and 100millirl to 20meg!1.
Basic de accuracy, 0.1% . Full year guarantee. Option choice
includes rechargeablebattery pack, printer output, deluxe test
leads, HV probe, RF probe, 600-ampac current probe, carry
ing case, dust cover and rack mount. Unique self-zero elimi
nates offset uncertainty. Electronics are securely mounted in
high-impact case. Service centers throughout U.S., Canada,
Europe and Far East for 48-hour turnaround repair.

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial
toll-free 800-426·0361for address of office nearest you.

Circle 154 on Reader Service Card

MODEL SJT

12 X 10 4,440 5,110
24 X 5 4,660 5,380
24 X 20 17,760 20,440

VISCOUNT INDUSTRIES LTD
105 EAST 69TH AVENUE, VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA V5X 2W9 _ PHONE ( 604) 327- 9446

VIDEO
$ 2 ,330

AUDIO-VI DEO
$ 2, 690

IFLUKEI P.O. Box 7428,Seattle,Washington 98133.
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Small Tower Site?
Install an S3T
Self-Supporting Tower

~ Basic design for a 40PSF wind
load and for support of two 1O ft.
diameter high-performance an
tennas or two 10x15 reflectors
with rigidity required for 12 gHz
systems.

~ Designs for_ heavier wind or an·
tenna loadings available to meet
your system specifications.

~ AvaiIable in heights to 300 feet
with construction in increments of
25 feet. Varying heights available
to your specifications.

~ Triangular Cross Section design
-tubular construction with inside
climbing ladder. All materials hot
dipped galvanized after fabrication.

~ Design criteria in accordance with
EIA Standard RS-222-A. All steel
used in fabrication conforms to
ASTM designation A-36.

•mi, ~.~~-~?.~~"!.~.~~~.~.?::..!~~;
• FORT WORTH PH 18171 JE 6-5676 •DALLAS PH 12141 AN 4 2822
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INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
continued from page 49

individual human beings.
There also appears on the horizon a need for new

instructional professionals in higher education. To assist
professors. there will have to be a considerable number
of information specialists. media technologists. and in-
t ruct ional technologists to create the necessary soft
ware.

From the Aspen Program on Communications and
Society. from the Rund Corporation. and from Harvard
nivcrsitys program on informational technology.

among others. numerous reports and studies are being
released concerning the potential of cable television for
instructional purposes. Even though this is but another
delivery system. many dedicated and enthusiastic indi
viduals tend to disregard the 20-year experience with
ETY and ITV. Meetings. seminars, and conferences are
being held in various parts of the United States to study
the potential of cable as :1 delivery svsicm for education
al materials to au r.rct new clic ntcle. i.e.. to bring the
store to the consumcr, There is considerable study and
resource being exerted in the direction of non-tradi tional
and innovative means or improving learning perform
:111ce.In higher education there is considerable thought
being given to opening up the avenueor accreditation to
all who need posi-sccondurv education. Together with
the growing budgcturv crunch in both public and private
institutions. all hold promise for the adoption or tech
nology for the delivcrv of instruction. And cable holds

forth two-way capability as well as the elimination of
the scarcity factor inherent in over-the-air transmission.

One study points out that "if 20 years of largely futile
experimental instructional television has shown any
thing, it is that such efforts stand or fall on the profes
sional quality of the programming. Whether educators
like it or not, television is firmly entrenched as an
entertainment medium, and educational programming
must compete in effect with all sorts of non-instruc
tional, even mindless. fare." And this means expendi
tures of large sums of money. Hundreds of thousandsof
dollars will have to be invested in high level production
of visually mediated courses. Universities are no longer
dealing with captive markets. They are in a competitive
situation which needs and requires serious consideration
or the advantagesand opportunities of the technological
revolution in higher education.

While there are successstories here and there in vari
ous institutions in the United States, there are no sim
plistic answers available as to the precise "how" and
"when" of the solutions to technology's application to
education. Whether it be cable or computer. cassetteor
closed circuit. it will require considerably more resource
to apply technology to instruction on an accelerated
scale to meet the Carnegie Commission's expectations
for the 1980s or the year '.'.000.The price of coursewill
be high. Technological revolutions are not purchased
cheaply in any field. particularly not in a field aswon
drously resistant to change as higher education. While it
may in fact become a fact in time, the educational
technological revolution is not yet at hand. BM/E

PERFECT YOUR CCTV SYSTEM WITH COSMICAR®LENSES1;

/

TV.COSMICAR-EE 16mm F/1.6

The TV·COSMICAR·EE 16mm f/1.6 is a high-speed
EE lens specially designed for 2/3" vidicon cameras.
It maintains image luminance 100 Ix against sub·
ject brightness between LVll.3 -17 < 350 -18.000
cd/m'). about 1.800-96,000 Ix.

The automatic electric-eye diaphragm close down 1

completely provided that subject brightness exceeds
approx. LV20 (144,000 cd/m'), 768,000 Ix. In case 1

the camera is switched off and not in operation, the
automatic diaphragm closes down, completely shut·
ting off the light for protection of the vidicon camera.

The "Change-over Switch" in front of the lens con·
trolls the operation of the diaphragm.

When the switch lever is turned on to "EE", the Jens
diaphragm operates as fully automatic electric-eye,
and is brought on to "OPEN", the diaphragm stays
fully opened condition.

Be sure to get the finest image recording results
with quality Cosmicar lenses.

Also available are scores of other lenses, ranging
from 8.5mm to l,OOOmm telephoto, zoom and those 11
motordriven among them, for immediate delivery,
after being tailored to your specifications.

COSMICAR OPTICAL CO., LTD.
Cable Address: ..MOVIEKINOTOKYO"424, Hlg as ru-Orz urn i. Nerrrn a-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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WILKINSON ELECTRONICS GCA
STEREO OR MONO

*Noise - -75db even with loss of input.
Automatically "rides" g<1i11
without regard to peaks. Ex
clusive RMS Detector preserves
dynamic range. Will not adjust
gain if sign<1lremoved.

* Distortion - 0.1% all gain settings.
* Frequency Response - ±. ~db 50HZ to

20KHz any gai« selling.

WILKINSON ELECTRONICS LA2-C/S
STEREO OR MONO

* Distortion - Y<i% for 6db of limiting.
1% or less to 20db of limiting.

*Attack Time - 5/4 Radians for gain
control before clipping.

* Overlimit Attack Time - Instantaneous.
*Compression Ratio - More than 35: 1 .
* Frequency Response - + 1db 50Hz to

35 KHz with full limiting.
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Technical Papers Presented at the 19731
~NAB ENGINEERING CONFERENCE _

Now-lhe complete volume of
Technical Papers presented at the 1973
National Association of Broadcasters
Engineering Conference-available in
durable, bound format, typeset in
uniform style.

This complete transcript includes
the technical papers presented at the
Conference, plus a transcript of the FCC.
Industry Panel and the panel discussion
on helical scan VTRs. It is profusely
illustrated, containing all the photos,
siides and drawings presented with the
technical talks. The presentations, all by
industry experts, constitute a virtual
encyclopedia on the current state of all
phases of radio TV broadcast
engineering.

Here is a volume that belongson the shelf of every station library
something every broadcast engineer should read ...and re-read ...several
times. It's a wonderful source of ideas, and provides the answers to
many troublesome problems. Invaluable as an aid in helping stations
make important buying and engineering decisions.

The Proceedings is 176 pages, 81.2 x 11", and is bound in durable
vinyl for convenient use. The Special Prepublication Price of $7.95
prevails through Dec. 15, 1973; thereafter the regular list price is $10.00.
Three copies or more ordered at one time obtain a 10 percent discount.

LISTI NGOF CONTENTS
NAB Engineering Advisory Committee Report-Benjamin Wolfe (chair
man!. Post-NewsweekStations,Washington,D.C. Joint Committee for ln
tersociety CoordinationReport (JCICl-K. Blair Benson.Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers, Scarsdale,N.Y.
CBSElectronic NewsGathering Experience-Raymond D. Sehneider,CBS
Television Network, New York. N.Y.
FCC/industry Technical Panel-Moderator: James D. Parker, CBS
Television Network, New York, N.Y. Panelists: Albert H. Chismark,
Meredith Corp.. Syracuse,N.Y.; Robert Flanders, McGraw-Hill Broadcast
Division, Indianapolis, Ind.; Walter Alliss. Jr.. KCRG-AM/FM/TV, Cedar
Rapids. Iowa; Wallace E. Johnson.FCCBroadcast BureauChief; Harold L.
Kassens, Assistant Chief, FCC Broadcast Bureau; Harold G. Kelley,
Assistant Chief. FCC Broadcast Facilities Division.
The Broadcast Cartridge Today-James A. Lundquiest. Broadcast Elec
tronics. Silver Sprinr, Md.
Measuring and Adju-stingthe FM StereoSystem-Arthur K. Peters. Con
sulting Engineer, Mt. Vernon, Ill.
The Evaluation and Correctionof AM Transmitter Defeciencies-George C.
Endres, Jr.. RKO General. lnc.. New York, N.Y.
Amplitude Modulation-1973-Ronald Graiff, American Broadcasting Co..
New York, N.Y.
FM Translators-Robert A. Jones and Doug C. McDonetl, Consulting
Engineers, La Grange, Ill.
The NewWGHRadioBroadcast Facilities-Joe Looper,Newport News,Va.
Active 1-FGroupDelayCorrectionof TelevisionTransmitters-L. J. Stanger,
Gates Division, Har rrs-Intertvpe Corp. Quincy, Ill.
TV StationWeatherRadar-The Technical Considerations-Walter B. Miles,
TechnologyService Corp.. SantaMonica, Calif.
A Low-CostTV LoggingSystem-Robert H. Barnaby, NBC.NewYork, N.Y.
Helical ScanVideoRecordersfor BroadcastUsePanel-Moderator: Edward
H. Herlihy, Kaiser BroadcastingCorp.. Boston,Mass. Panelists: Charles H.
Anderson,Ampex Corp.; Keith Y. Reynolds,International VideoCorp.: Stan
Becker,EchoScienceCorp.: C.R.Paulson,TelevisionMicrotime Inc.
TV Automation Design Concepts-Robert J. Tarpey, Richmond Hill
Laboratories, Scarborough,Ontario, Canada.
A Cartridge Systemfor 16mmTelevisionFilm-A. E. JacksonandA. H. Lind,
RCA, Camden, N.J.
Digiplex-A Digital Clue-Line Machine-Control System-Al Busch, Sarkes
Tarzian, Inc. Bloomington, Ind.
minicomputers for the Control of the Broadcast Transmitter System
William J. Clark, RKO General.
A Chroma Level and Delay Corrector-O. J. Newport.
RecentAdvancesin the RemoteControlof TelevisionCameras--l. R. Young,
Evershed Power-Optics, Ltd.
Modernizing Television Station Production Facilities-Rosner Lamb, Inc.,
New York, N.Y.

NO-RISK COUPON-MAIL TODAY!PUBLISHER'S
GUARANTEE TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

Please send me copies of "Technical
Papers Presented at the 1973NAB Engineering
Conference" at the special prepublication price
of only S795, ( 10°4discount on 3 copies or more )
I enclose s _
D Please invoice on 10day FREE trial

Put the information
in this book to work
for you for 10 days.
If it doesn't prove
to be worth several
times its cost. return
it and we'll cancel
invoice.

Name------- Phone _
I
I

City State Zip I
J SAVE POSTAGE by paying with order.
~~e'.2._n ~d_..!0~ ~ ~d~%...:_a~ __ ~1..!_3J

Company __

Address----
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BM/E CLASSIFIED MARI(ETPLACE

BM/E, Monterey and Pinola Avenues, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 Phone 717/794/2191

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES (Effective January 1, 1974)
DISPLAY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: $32.50 per inch lx;$30.00 per inch 6x;$27.50 per inch 12x. ALL OTHER CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING 35d per word; minimum $3.50. BLIND BOX NUMBER: $1.00 extra charge. Replies sent to address below will be
forwarded to you. PAYABLE IN ADVANCE; send check with order. CLOSING DATE: 5th of 2nd month preceding issue date.

HELP WANTED

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO
ENGINEERING MANAGER

Ampex, located on the San Francisco peninsula, is expanding its
product design and development programs in professional
audio products and systems.

Due to this expansion, we have an immediate opportunity for an
Engineering Manager to direct the design efforts for professional
audio recorders and related products for our Audio-Video Sys
tems Division.

To qualify for this position. you must possess strong technical
and management experience. You will be responsible for the
technical direction of several design teams and these respon
sibilities will include supervision of control budgets, cost
analyses and schedules.

For immediate consideration for this opportunity to join the World
Leader in Professional Audio-Video Product Design and Market
ing, please send your resume confidentially to: R. Denison
Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA. 94063.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

AMPEX
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EQUIPMENTFOR SALE (Cont'd)
r-------------------
1 Ready for Video-Painlessly? I

1We are offering. at a frac t ion of the 1

1 original cost, a complete mobile, mono- 1
chrome 'ludio facility. Included: 2-RCA I

I l'K-330 live camer as . RCA 8-inpul video I
vwi t c h er with Ball Br ox. special effects, I
2-Ampex 660B VTlls with cdicon and\
full audio mixing facitit ies , complete pix
and waveform monitoring. Everything in
working order, housed in 3 integrated
19" .:on,ole' with full-kngt h "producer's
devk ." All you need do is supply A.C.
Detailed li't and/or vis ua l inspect ion
upon request. Original cost: approx.
65.000. Make u-, your best hid.

Nnrm l-r ie drnan
ViH1:il Information Syvt ernx
IS Cof urnhus Circle

I New York, N.Y. 10023
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE (Cont'd)

AMPEX VIDEO RECOllDEH Model VTH 7tl00. l':il"l<>rv
rebuilt. 10 hours use. $760. íln.Jiu-TV Reports. 11i:1 VJ.
Howard, Evanston, ILI.. üuio2.

Color Time Buso Correctors. Mo.lcl 1110'2for Bro111lcasli11~
IVG 900 and 960 Series. VTRs. Excellent cund it ion. ~units
recently faclory upduu ..•1I. Call (!)0(1):U)il-2HUli.

PROFESSIONAL RECOIWINL: AND Tl·:,;T 1-:Qllll'
MENT for n:curtling' studios and hrurnkasll'l'S Altt•\',
Ampex. 31\1,GH. HI-', Tekt rouix-c-ncw and usv.L Fn•t·
equipment list or drop in. Chas. E. Wash Oum C'n.. ti 11o.1-i\'l
Santa MonicaHlvd.. Hollywood, ('A. ~lOU:{H

FIELD STRENGTH METEH. G·ltl KHz to GMHz. 'I'""
microvolts to lU volts ¡Jt'r meter. New solid stutv desi¡.,111,
long bat terv life. Stab e uccurut e cnlibrution. Fn•t· litcru
ture, Solar Electronics, ~01 Nu. Hig-hl:-tndAve.. Hollywood,
Cal. 90038.

The complete and reliable source for new .uul UH'<I broad
cast equipment. Request our free listing-s. Hruadcust
f?Ó~~ment and Supply Cu.. Box :3141. Bristol, Tennessee

MICA AND VACUUf\·t t runsmit tirur capacitors. Largt>
stock: immediate delivery. Price list~ on request. ~U HCOM
ASSOCIATES. l 14i Venice Blvd .. Los An¡:eles. Cal. 90l1Jf,
(213) 382-6985.

4---650 rt. towers $6500.0U each. Mam· more. Ground wire
85cper xx. lb. Bill Angle. Bo' 55. Greenville. N.C. n~:J.l.
Tel. 919-752.:3040.

One stop for all your professional audio requirements. Bot
tom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer. Box 8057, Pensacola.
Fla. 32505.

WE BUY TUBES. TRANSISTORS & CAPACITOR:>.
i~~ct2.~3~L1¡D~~1~.~~~'1é0i~i.nsoJ~.ecia1tysupply Ltr1.. P.o.

CAPSTAN IDLERS for AMPEX :JOO,350. 440. Series. self

t~~~nifN1~~1Ó~,~~~ª:~:~~~,b~~~~'gvie~;~¿~ '9~Ü4~1F

EQUIPMENT WANTED

J.
Central American Organization wants used and
in good condition, several Marti transmitters,
models M-30 BT/TPS and Marti receiver
MR-30, both to the frequency of 150-170 MHz.
Also 5 kilowatt AM transmitters. Age is not
important, as long as the equipment is working,
dependable and in good condition.

Please send all correspondence by airmail to:
Or~anización Ali u's, 7a. Avenue #4-00 Zona 1,
Chiquimula, Guatemala, C.A.

ATTENTIONRADIOSTATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

FCC FIRST CLASS RADIOTELEPHONE LICENSE
IN SIX WEEKS. Classes in Dallas, Atlanta, Denver. Ft.
Worth, Hartford, Houston, Memphis, Nashville, New Or
leans, Oklahoma City, and San Antonio. For information
contact Elkins Institute, 2727 Inwood Rd.. Dallas, Tex.
75235 214/357-4001.

ATTENTION VETERANS' First class license in five
weeks with complete theory and R.C.A.equipped laboral·
ory training. Approved for veterans Tuition $333.00. Hous-

, ingcost $16.00 per week. American Institute or Radio, 2622
Old Lebanon Road, Nashville, Tenn. 37214. 61:>-889-0469.

First phone through tape recorded lessons at home plus one
week personal instruction in Washington, D.C .. Atlanta,
Boston, Detroit, New Orleans, Minneapolis, Seattl\ Den-

~:~~~~rtl}n¿C L1?~e~~!e~~~·r::~"Bobej~~~,"s~~r~:~aJ~~~
License!lr:aining, 1060D Duncan, Manhattan Beach, Calif.
90266. 213-379-4461.

PROGRAM SERVICES

"Free" Catalog ... Everything for the deejay! Comedy,
books, airchecks, wild tracks, old radio shows, and more!
Write: Command, Box 2634S-A. San Francisco 94126.
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PROGRAM SERVICES (Cont'd)

I7x;;A 7o1~s-;o;-v~R-;T;;1~ I
ICopy, production, voice sorvic« for uuuuna- I
lion. Three Announcer«. Slll'J·: J( I.()W AIPHICES. ~

I Grc¡: Sureek I
Box :i:!H

I Madisonville. KY. <1~4:!1 1----------z.¡ "'"'º' ""º"'"º"
I THE en B STUDIOS

Specializing in Custom Services
3415 IERESFORO AV[NUE
IHMONT, (AllfQANIA 9'001
.• 1 .s I s 9 2 . 6 I A 9

ll1·l·jay~! 11,0110cla...,sifo·dg:1g lim-s. $10 uu !tuc.uu!u 1nn;dly
gu;1ratlll.•c.L ( 'unwdy l'ataln).!' rn'l'. l-:d11nn1.I ( lt-r-iu, Hu\
1;7!1-f\l.f\l:ll'ipnsa. l'al ~l!"1:n-:

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

COHEN & DIPPELL
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Formerly GEO. C. DAVIS

527 Munsey Bld9.
1202) 783-0111

Washln9ton, D. C. 20004
MemberAFCCE

JANSKY & BAILEY
TeleCommunlcallons Consulting

Department
CATV & CCTV

Phone 703/ 354-3400-ext. 722 or 2400
Shirley Hiway at Edsall Road
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Atlantic Research Corporation

CHU ASSOCIATES, INC.
Telecommunlcatlons Division

AM-FM-TV-CATV
Appllcations-Facllitles Planning

Field Surveys and Proofs
Appraisals

800 Fesler sr., El Cajon, Ca. 92020
(714) 442-9459

TWX 910 331 1178

VIR JAMES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Appllcatlons and Fleld En9Ineerln9
Computerized Frequency Surveys

345 Colorado llvd.-80206
f303) 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO
M1mbtr AFCCE

BROADCAST STUDIO DESIGN

Control Svstems, Facilities Plannlng,
Plant Laro11t tt: Monul acturint;

DYMA ENGINEERING, INC.
Route l, Box 51, Taos, New Mexico 87571

Phone: 505/758-2686

RALPH E. EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Radio Engineers
AM - FM - TV - CATV. ITFS
3500 North Sherman Blvd.

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53216
Phone: 414-442-4210

McCLANATHAN & ASSOCIATES
Consulting Engineers

APPLICATIONS & FIELD ENGINEERING
TURNKEY INSTALLATIONS - RADIO & TV

Domestto and Foreign
I'. O. Box 750

PORTLAND, OREGON 97207
Phone: 503/246·80QO

Compressor-Limiter
Amplifier

,..,

(The Great Leveler)
5465!

You can stop riding gain now. even when
a shouter and whisperer are on the
same talk show. The Model CLA 20/40
Compressor-Limiter Amplifier does it
automatically instantaneously
for both AM and FM. Switchable controls
permit symmetrical (FM) or asymmetri
cal (AM) peak limiting; pre-emphasized
or flat response: compress hrmt, COílj·
press only. or compress limit off. Auto
matic gain control range is 40 dB dt,
narntc. and the compression ratio 1s
better than 10: l. All solid state. plug-i~
modular construction assures trouble
free reliability Write for details.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
- A Filmways Company---

8B10Brookv.ue Rd .Silver Spring. Md 20910
(30 I) 588-4983 • TWX 710-825-0432

C1rc:le 161 on Reader Service Card

USE BM/ E's CLASSIFIED
MARKETPLACE TO
REACH OVER 28,000
BROADCASTERS!
To find a job or fill one, to sell
a product or service . . . send
your ad (along with a check) to:

BM/E
Classified Advertising Dept.

Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
717-794-2191

SALES OFFICES
Broadband Information Services, Inc.

274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 1 001 6.

EASTERN STATES
274 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10016
212-685-5320
Charles C. Horner

MIDWESTERN STATES
New York Office

WESTERN STATES
1111 Hearst Building
San Francisco, California 94130
415-362-854 7
William J. Healey

16400 Ventura Blvd.
Encino, California 91 316
213-981-4721
Art Mandell

JAPAN
Nippon Keisoku Inc.
P.O. Box 410
Central Tokyo, Japan
Tokyo (03) 667-7681
Yoshi Yamamoto
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new1so
video delay for19"racl<s

* ± 0.1 dB ripple up to 5.5 MHz

* up to 2 µs (1,300 ft coax) in one unit
Series 3·5

* 'Base' delay to order plus 165 ns
infinitely adjustable

o• o o o o·•...,. .•
20 40 80

* Built-in equalizers
5 10

16•,11 ••
,,.11.11•1•

I INI

M~ffh:,'1v10EO oELAY uN1T
•'

Data from

Tli
Teleoisum Equipment Associates
Box 1391 •BAYVILLE, N. Y. 11709
516. 628-8068

BILL PEGLER
Circle 162 on Reader Service Card

3000
CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT
• RAPID-O Adjustable Delayed

Automatic Fast Forward Standard
• Modular Independent Units

Single. Dual. or Triple Cases
• Rack or Desk Top Mount
• Superior Performance
• RECORD • PLAY • MONO

~..-:'J~
··Q~~
~··-~

• STEREO MODULAR UNITS

1216 KIFER ROAD SUNNYVALE, CALIF. 94086
(408) 736-8737RAPID-O

Circle 163 on Reader Service Card

,
•

Don't. Production profits are up to you.

GRAftDSOn is on the way with help.

A auditronics. inc.~I P.O. Box 12637 ·Memphis, Tennessee 38112

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card
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Reel-to-reel video recorders were the
beginning.

We feel our new 1/2 11 color cartridge video
recorder is the end.

The 1/2 11 EIAJ format offers you 1/2 hour of
superior record and playback. And it's only
one-fourth the size of a cassette.

The SV-530 lets you use existing 1/2 11 EIAJ
color or black and white tapes without loss of
resolution. No need to dupe or dub.

Pop-in a cartridge. Then, instant-response,
solenoid-activated keyboard controls let you move
to any function - Play, Record, Fast Forward,
Rewind or Positive Stop. The tape rewinds, and the
cartridge ejects ... automatically.

The superbly crafted SV-530 has a decorator
wood case and weighs only 46 lbs. A true portable.
And it's compatible with all EIAJ type-1 VTRs.

Compare performance and cost of the SV-530
with any other make or format. We think you'll agree
from the beginning that ours is the end. From
Hitachi-Shibaden ... "The Image Makers''.

HITACHI SH IBADEN
Corporation of America
Exec. Off: 58-25 Brooklyn-Queens Exp'y,
Woodside. N.Y 11377 Phone 212-898-1261
Offices rn Chicago. Los Angeles, Dallas. Tororuo

Circle 165 on Reader Service Card
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Meet the new family.

UNl~1EDIA s~n-1- $1070

UNIMEDIA SMT-12 save UNIMEDIA SMT-9 $825lo$16S5

Studio quality color monitors
Not JUSI one model. but a whole family of rackmounted
studio quality color monitors in four different sizes and
seven different models.

Unimedia's SMT Series of Trinitron ' color monitors are
specifically engineered for quality broadcast. closed
circuit. cable and teleproduction applications.

All SMT Series color monitors rackmount in standard
19-inch equipment racks and the handy 9-inch model
comes in a portable case as well.

SMT Series color monitors are just some of Unimed1a's
imaginative ideas. systems and products for the world
of audiovisual communications. ·TM Sony Corporation

unimeoia
unimeoia- -

l<!',ERSAL MEDIA CORPORATION ?101 INDUSTRIAL PARKWA\ WEST HAYWARD CA 9-1545 (-1151 782 2600 .:::o...1• ifl~E

unimeoia
Circle 166 on Reader Service Card
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